Global Architectural Development established by architect Gokhan Avcioglu and incorporating an
international team of architects, aims to produce forward-looking architecture on a global scale.
Based on the belief that media, technological innovation, and the rapidly changing patterns of 21st
century social life influence architecture and urbanism, GAD has pioneered a sustainable approach
to architecture through a wide range of work over the past 40 years, developing an architecture
that responds to the rapid pace of our times. GAD’s success lies in its methodical research of clients’
programmatic requirements, combined with an iterative process of digital and physical modeling.
GAD believes that architects need to understand architectural history, respect current geographical
conditions and pay attention to local culture in addition to research, experimental studies, and building.
With this aim, two institutions brought to life by Avcioglu -Global Architectural Development (GAD),
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his book is a collection of notes, personal
memories, influences, activities, questions, studies,
and works by Gokhan Avcioglu and his collaborators,
a kind of ' director 's cut ' in terms of how we
account for the endeavors of architectural practice at
a particular moment in time. It aims to take stock
of our production and raise awareness of the crucial
issues of our times with which our work is concerned.

I

n this respect, the book is designed for virtual/
real architecture and urbanism realm, to give a
taste not just of our work, but of the myriad
inputs, narratives, histories, and breakthroughs in
the world that influence architectural design. The
sidebars and pull quotes in this book, point students
to a world outside of the book and outside of
the profession with the intention of giving them
an appreciation for knowledge and developments
that they can apply to the practice of design.

T

he works selected for this book, whether built,
on the boards, or experimental, are not meant as an
anthology of GAD buildings. They were chosen for
their capacity to generate theory and ideas, and for how
they influence our current thinking and trajectory.

.

Receipts from this book will be donated to the activities of the
GAD Foundation in support of global architecture culture
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“

My journey in the occupation of architecture began alone.
Over 40 years of practice, my collaborations have grown
from tens to thousands of architecture students, designers,
and other professionals interested in construction and the
built environment. From workshops to partnerships, a singleperson practice has transformed into a philharmonic orchestra.

Today, after many years of work, we are celebrating the
achievements of our practice, GAD, and the GAD Foundation.
This book we have prepared with the idea of building livable and
sustainable environments in the new century, has been an excellent
opportunity to understand what is happening around us, to stop
and evaluate what we are doing and what we can be doing
about this.

”

I‘d like to express my gratitude to all who have been a part of
this voyage, for investing their hard work in our practice, for
teaching us while learning themselves, and for being a positive
influence. A special thanks to those who have believed in
our ability to realize their desires.

GOKHAN AVCIOGLU
Founder of GAD & the GAD Foundation
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Diagram of relationships in the practice of architecture by Gokhan Avcioglu
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The anonymous or customized development of architecture compared to previous
examples through practice, by protection from the movements of nature, attacks of other
tribes or wild animals, the sheltering instinct collecting, gathering, producing and adding
other humane meanings was described in the previous century by Mies Van der Rohe
as “Less is More” and this description became very popular. In the beginning of the 20th
century, it was used as the construction idea of many buildings for better or for worse.
Robert Venturi ironically used this phrase as “Less is a Bore,” considering the vapidity of
ideological but unfounded examples. However, as the replies found against what is “bore”
were far from being satisfactory enough for the architects who carried this phrase as a flag,
they would be branded as frontal, theatrical, ornamental by the critics after a decade.
Recently, Bjarke Ingels (BIG) published his architectural gimmick, humoristic monograph with
the phrase “Yes is More,” which is fun but does not go beyond the perspective of traditional
office ideology.
For us, a building continues its existence within its design and construction, considering features
distilled from the ideas we have explained in this book, whether it is “less” or “more.” For this
reason, the title of this book was determined as
to draw attention,
particularly to meaning and resistance, beyond being a more or less architectural abstraction.
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ARCHITECT
I don’t recall the first time I encountered the phrase that
architecture was not “rocket science.” You construct a reality
within your mind and in the progress of time, you add a little
more and then it transforms into something completely different.
Throughout life, we all cling to a reality or people whom we admire
and idolize within our minds. For me this was architecture. From
that time in my life, I saw that people that I cherish and admire,
comment on our discourse as if it were only construction, and
taunt me with the words “it’s not rocket science, just a building.”
I genuinely disliked this attitude. I still dislike it.
I used to manifest my inner thoughts in the form of a painting or
a sculpture. Later on, as I grasped the literature of architecture,
my inner muse embodied itself as buildings and structures. And
now it is more involved with landscape, nature, buildings, and
spaces…
Today, the architecture that I learned and am still learning
fluctuates between science and fiction. I see that since my youth,
architecture has always been in a symbiotic relationship with
computation and the tools that it creates.
I am impatient to see the developments of the future. During the
80s we were introduced to digital drawing tools and programs.
Today we can realize any structure or building we want at any
scale we desire using 3D tools. We can build spaces we can
live inside. I would love to see these rapid manufacturing
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ING
strategies more commonly used to end the shameful housing
problems that we are still facing in this day and time.
These days life is being planned on Mars and cities are designed
to terraform Mars for human habitation. Urban planning has
arrived at a new age. When the rapid population growth and
uncontrollable expansion within our cities will be at even more
harmful levels, the number of people will begin to decrease and
a huge number of people will abandon the world we live in today.
I believe that we need to leave a more livable environment for
future generations. We need a new approach to urban ruins that
we have created. The methodology and manifestation of ideas
for building collective bliss should be considered as a term that
I have defined as ‘Architect-ing’. I am witnessing that many of
my colleagues and friends have withdrawn into their shells. The
word ‘Architect’ is being used in the world of informatics for
defining other terms already. By choosing the word ‘architecting’, I wanted to spark a new branch of discussion and to redefine
this word back to the discipline of architecture with the added
values from the informatics like new software programs, Al,
machine learning, deep learning, digital fabrication methods,
and 3D printing. We will see in time if we can do this or not. The
new software programs and methods signal the possibility of
using Architect-ing formulas by even those who do not have
an architectural education, by utilizing the necessary technical
requirements and safety measures.
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how to use this book

The index in the back of this book has
QR Codes that can be scanned with
a mobile phone to discover more
about the projects on our website!
QR is an abbreviation for Quick Response. A trademark for a
matrix barcode, it was first designed in 1994 for the Japanese
automotive industry. It can be read optically by a camera,
effectively appending data to any object onto which it is stuck.

learning
the acquisition of knowledge or skills through study, experience, or being taught.
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Architecture is like an

Irreducible
Polynomial
In the new century, building a more livable,
sustainable environment is possible. The
preparation of this book has been an excellent
opportunity to take stock of what is going on in
our surroundings and what we can do about it.
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, has been finalized in a
period of 5 years, by Gokhan Avcioglu who witnessed half a
century of world history, and his close group of colleagues,
by working through various samples and variations, taking
numerous print samples in between, utilizing the latest of the
ever-changing digital methods and drawing and simulation
processes and archival resources in texts written in English. As
a translation opportunity arises for international users, GAD
Foundation will continue this project in other languages as well.
Architectural monograph books coming out recently are
unfortunately unable to present the unexpected and are extremely
boring since they focus on a specific subject; architecture
is presented with humanless, cold, soulless photographs.
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Few are entertaining, educational, or have a long-lasting impact.
One needs to collect, archive, and assemble materials for years
to break out of this circle. One also needs to distill, filter, weigh,
and eliminate.
Contemporary global architectural and urban design frameworks
involve complicated forms of instruction, design, and building. In
this chaos, students and those who practice the occupation focus
solely on the building scale, often disregarding the environmental,
street, neighborhood, and human scale. As we near the end of the
first quarter of the 21st century, it is necessary to make a change
or at least to lay down the foundations for change, so this book
will be an essential part of the architecture and design guidelines
manual, supporting the architecture and social community that
we plan to finish in the future.
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Why?
thinking by hand

…because an unattractive, dirty, dense world has been and
continues to be built in the last part of the 20th century. This has
been attributed to the construction sector, to which architecture
belongs. To turn this trend around, the realms of architecture and
construction must carefully follow social, political, and economic
changes and adapt to them.
Architects must be sensitive and attentive to detail before
starting to build. They should devote their time to learning and
understanding to take the broadest perspective on whatever
project they are commissioned. Architects should also not
forget to build themselves as individuals and grasp their own
values so that architecture becomes joyous and enriching
both for themselves and for others, beyond being an essential
professional responsibility. Indeed, to truly relish architecture,
we must continually think, draw, learn and teach it…
Today, among the diverse professionals that operate in the
construction and real estate sectors, the architect’s share of
the pie is less than what it should be. And this is why it is vital
that architects develop themselves by thinking, discussing, and
producing to change this situation the reasons of which will be
discussed in coming chapters.
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LEARNING FROM SKETCHING

Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu
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Why?
…because in many parts of the world, students applying to the field
of architecture are not evaluated in any way. These candidates
for the profession are selected in country-wide, standardized
university entrance exams without any consideration of their
portfolios, without an interview, seeing if they have a curiosity in
related disciplines, even inquiring into their interests. They end up
graduating from low-quality, acquisitive schools of architecture.
Again, without proper vetting by a qualified authority –without
professional experience and without participating in any vocational
educational activity– they are given a license to practice. They
become virtually “serial killer” architects. The majority is devoid
of taste, on one hand. And on the other, they lack awareness and
soul. Their prevalence has reduced the quality of the profession.
There should be unanimity among schools of architecture
throughout the world with respect to minimum standards.
Likewise, professional institutions should agree on common
policies to improve the quality of the disciplines. Maybe those
being initiated into the profession should take an oath, like
the Hippocratic Oath taken by medical practitioners. I don't
know maybe they can take an oath, at least to themselves.
I never liked the disjunction in the discipline that architectural offices
are places for practice and schools are places for teaching, learning,
and theorizing. It is much better when these are consolidated
under one roof. I believe in the master-apprentice system.
In this century, we are fortunate to be able to take advantage
of and enjoy the new opportunities of the digital age. We
18

have to put them to good, responsible use. It is in this
way that architects will re-appropriate roles overtaken by
other professionals–contractors, legal authorities, material
manufacturers, unsuccessful and untalented engineers, urban
planners, real estate consultants, and deceivers who have
commandeered the influence and responsibilities of architects.
Coming back to me, I have learned and am still learning from
masters who have imparted our world with their works, books,
and buildings, whether they applied traditional methods or
pushed the boundaries with new technologies matters little.
“Lifetime education and joy of knowledge” are two terms I like.

A special contributor to the GAD office, Alpaslan Ataman (1944–2020)
graduated from the Istanbul Academy of Fine Arts School of Architecture
in 1966. He directed numerous architectural and urban projects in Turkey,
the United Kingdom, and the United States.
Between 1980 and 1983, he assisted Sedad Hakki Eldem on various projects
and publications including the 3-volume The Turkish House and the 2-volume
Bogazici Yalilari (Yalis of the Bosphorus). He worked and carried out his
research as a freelance architect and collaborated on many of GAD’s projects.
His knowledge, teaching, and conceptual approach to urban scale public
architecture played an important role in the development of modern
buildings in Turkey.

Typical cells and portico (riwaq) units of various sizes and
sections are arranged linearly or around central courts to
form the buildings of Ottoman kulliyes, madrasas, bazaars,
caravanserais, and baths.

Linear shopping streets (arastas) are often arranged
symmetrically around a central domed meeting place or
span two such domed spaces. Baths (hammams) can be
arranged back-to-back or side-by-side.
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It doesn’t matter if my masters that I chose to learn from preferred
conventional methods or pushed the boundaries with new
technologies. Some led the path with a saying, others with their
critical writing, and even others with a signature building or a
general approach to design and construction that serves as
a reference. Among these, a few have a special place for me:
Alpaslan Ataman, Peter Eisenman, and of course, my guardian
light Zaha Hadid even though she is far far away now.

The American professor and architect Peter Eisenman (1932–) contends
that the history of architecture has delivered six 'meta projects' beginning
with that of Marcus Vitruvius in 80 BCE up to Le Corbusier’s in 1914. (21st
Century Critical Meta Project, 2022) These meta projects have shaped the
parameters of the architectural realm today, acting as launching pads from
which one can take off towards new horizons.
Eisenman was among the New York Five, comprised of Charles Gwathmey,
John Hejduk, Richard Meier, and Michael Graves. They were also known
as the Whites in contrast to the Grays of Yale, which included Robert A.M.
Stern and Charles Moore.

Of his Virtual House, Eisenman writes:
The Virtual House begins from the memory of
the spatial concept of an earlier house… First
the house is abstracted into nine cubes. These
nine cubes constitute a potential field of internal
relations and conditions of connectivity. Each
potential connectivity can be expressed as a
vector. Each vector is attributed with a field of
influence actualizing its virtual movement through
time. This actualization is visualized through an
effect of each single vector on the lines within its
field of influence. The lines themselves, with their
geometric properties, become forces. For each
vector, attributes were set arbitrarily in order to
describe its field of influence. The movements and
interrelations were produced by these attributes,
now seen as constraints, which influence the
location, orientation, direction, and repetition of
any vector within the space. These constraints
operated as local forces upon each other. Each
constraint acts and reacts according to three field
of influence–points, orientation, and direction.
The condition of each vector is recorded, either
unconstrained or constrained, within the space
as a series of traces. (Eisenman, 2022)
The Virtual House
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Read more on page 142.

Study model of TZL Bodrum

Model of ITU Library
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Zaha Hadid was, and still is a pioneering role model for women in
architecture, who are becoming more and more significant for the
profession. While acknowledging the role of gender, she never
accepted gender discrimination. We are witnessing a continuous
increase in female architects, and we will discover in the near
future how architecture will be influenced by this phenomenon!
Available records indicate that Louise Blanchard Bethune
(1856–1915) of the United States was the first registered woman
architect. The work of the many, who followed, like Marion
Mahony Griffin, Charlotte Perriand, Eileen Gray, and Lilly Reich,
has been conflated with the oeuvres of the masters for whom
they worked. Not only is it time that they no longer are relegated
to walk in the shadows of others, but also the notion that small
scale, cosmetic, and decorative aspects of architecture are most
appropriate for female designers must be shed. We must see
women in all fields of architecture, real estate, engineering, and
construction. Until today, women architects have passed through
the same educational pipelines as men; the departures that they
will make from the theories, principles, and products of design

Iraqi-British architect Zaha Hadid (1950–2016) was the first woman to
receive the Pritzker Architecture Prize in 2004 then the RIBA Gold Medal
in 2015. She excelled in her craft by consistently challenging the norms of
architecture and urban design. She experimented with new spatial visions
and concepts and looked at existing urban landscapes with an eye towards
reshaping them. She took a comprehensive approach to design, working
in various scales from urban design to interiors and furniture.

Bernard Tschumi (1944–) is an architect, theoretician, and academician

marked by a relentless pursuit of the role of architecture in the practice
of personal and political freedom. Beginning in the seventies, Tschumi
contended that there is no concrete link between architectural form and
the activities accommodated within it. The ethical and political tenets that
drive his work focus on the pursuit of an architecture that is on one hand
proactive and at the same time non-hierarchical, engaging balances of
power both programmatically and spatially.

Mario Carpo (1958–) is an architectural historian and critic, and is
currently the inaugural Reyner Banham Professor of Architectural History
and Theory at University College, London. His areas of specialization: History
of architectural theory and history of cultural technologies, with a focus on
the classical tradition and on contemporary digital design theory.
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GAD Architecture continues to defy
categorization with its most recent
creative endeavors. Always seeking
new alternatives in the production of
architecture, GAD has ventured outside
its comfort zone to find new alternatives
for modeling and making architecture,
like mathematician Stephen Wolfram’s
computation environment Mathematica.

Digitally-fabricated study models
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are not yet evident. I look forward to seeing the differences that
they will add to the built environment today and in the future.
Of course, there are many architects and critics, past and
present, in whom I am interested, among them Toyo Ito,
Steven Holl, and Herzog & de Meuron. Among those whom
I have discovered more recently are Christian Kerez, Valerio
Olgiati, Thomas Heatherwick, Anne Holtrop, SANAA, Stefano
Boeri, and Jun’ya Ishigami. The characteristic that all have in
common (and which mainly concerns me) is a refusal to draw
negative inferences from their surroundings and their fellow
man, that would only lead to fatigue and boredom. They do
their homework and reflect their personal choices in their work,
doing it in the most conscious and contentious manner possible.

Study models of facade systems for a project in Bodrum
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Who are the people responsible for the development
of the software we commonly use today?
By the time Alan Turing (1912–1954), a British scientist and pioneer of
computer science, began his secondary education, he was already theorizing
on relativity and quantum mechanics. Over World War II, Turing helped
improve the machine to break the German Enigma code. He is considered a
leader of modern computing and even theorized about artificial intelligence.

An American physicist and computer scientist, Alan Schoen
(1924–) who worked for NASA, is best known for his discovery
of a minimal surface called the gyroid, a geometric form that
separates space into two oppositely congruent labyrinths of
passages. Self-assembled gyroid membranes can be seen
in nature in the structure of the scales on butterfly wings and
in the optical membranes of tree shrews.

The Gyroid

C programming language was developed by Dennis Ritchie (1941–2011)
and his fellow Bell Labs researcher Ken Thompson, on which the UNIX
operating system is built. Most software and network hardware that are
the backbone of the present day Internet are built on C and UNIX or their
derivatives, as are MacOS and iOS.

John Walker (1950–) is a computer programmer, author of the computeraided design software company Autodesk. In 1974/1975, Walker wrote the
ANIMAL software, which self-replicated on UNIVAC 1100 machines: This
is considered to be one of the first computer viruses. Walker also founded
the hardware integration manufacturing company Marinchip. Among other
things, Marinchip pioneered the translation of numerous computer language
compilers to Intel platforms.

Renowned as the inventor of the World Wide Web, Sir Tim BernersLee (1955–), also known as TimBL, is an English engineer and computer
scientist. In 1989, he proposed the information management system called
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and the new medium was made
publicly available over the Internet in 1991.

American software developer and filmmaker Gary Yost (1959–) and his
company bearing the same name was licensed by Autodesk to develop
what later would become 3ds Max, a computer graphics program for making
3-dimensional animations, models, games, and images.

Stephen Wolfram (1959–) British-American businessman and scientist

is known with his work in computer science, mathematics, and theoretical
physics. He is the developer and marketer of Mathematica, a comprehensive
technical computing system spanning neural networks, machine learning,
image processing, geometry, data science, engineering, mathematics,
visualizations, and others.
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LEARNING FROM
MODELING
Physical model-making is vital for the
practice of architecture, which helps
the architect explore the potentials
of a project as well as the possibilities
afforded by various solutions. It also
provokes imagination and helps the
brain think in three dimensions. Like
hand sketching, when you cut a piece
of paper and stand it up, it will not be
perfectly square or rectangular, or
round. Your imagination will define what
it is at that moment. And you can always
switch to another idea in an instant
and create another piece to fit the new
thought, thus testing the practicality of
the idea that comes to your mind.

A mock-up is a 1/1 scale model made
on the construction site to make the
final decisions and retouches; even
the building itself is a mock-up until
it is complete, in other words, people
are inside using it. If we think of Gothic
cathedrals taking 200 years to build,
architecture is an adventure between
mock-up and reality
Today, thanks to 3D printers all kinds of
Euclidean and non-Euclidean, hybrid
and intermediate forms can be realized
in all sizes on our desks or building sites
on various scales. Our imagined design
can be transformed into lived-in spaces
with these tools.

Digitally-fabricated study model of GAD Park
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Study model of the Serra Gate

Study model of ITO-TOBB
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Model for a convention center
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Model of Folkart Alsancak

Digitally-fabricated model of the GAD Gate
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learning from
ARCHAEOLOGY

relationships in archaeological
sites, cultivating themselves off of
archaeological resources, comparing
materials and what's really permanent
with current lifestyle culture and
materials will make significant
contributions to architects' designs.

Archaeology's past as a field of science
is quite young. First extensive digs
were made in the 18th century, in the
ancient Pompeii and Herculaneum
cities under the lava and ashes of the From the first days of archaeology,
Vesuvius Volcano that erupted in the instead of being scientifically dug
year 79 AD. The discovery of these cities out and exhibited in place, many
also allowed access to new information archaeological finds have changed
on cities in Ancient Rome. Archaeology place, numerous finds have been
builds the bridges between the ancient robbed by treasure hunters. Today many
and current cultures of Anatolia, the reputable international museums have
Middle East, Greece and Italy. As well been created by valuable finds that have
as examining roads, bridges, urban been smuggled from their homelands
and structural traces of settled history, and locked up behind exhibition walls.
archaeology also goes further back in These valuable finds can be exhibited
history to shed light on human history. in temporary exhibitions. However, all
The first archaeologist raised in Anatolia historical artifacts to be returned to
their original places and exhibited in
was Osman Hamdi Bey.
the places where they are found is a
Visiting, working and building civic duty.

The Luwians
Bronze Age Western Anatolia, No Longer Terra Incognita
The Luwian culture of Bronze Age Western Anatolia represents one of the
signifiants periods of the development of human civilization. The geography
of Western Anatolia or Asia Minor is a region consisting of the long coastline of
the Mediterranean Sea combined with extensive river systems reaching towards
the mountains of the Central Anatolia plateau. Rich in natural mineral, vegetal
and animal resources, Western Anatolia's vast and complex geography allowed
for a diverse set of settlements to develop as the basis for Luwian culture and
language starting in the Early Bronze Age. The Bronze Age Luwians were able
to create a diverse but resilient culture focused on long-distance trade and the
emergence of fortified citadels that became the focal points for the exchange of
luxury goods, ritual feasting and large scale religious sacrifices in a new lifestyle.
Luwian Asia Minor in this way becomes the first example in the development of
human civilization where trade, movement and material resource allocation leads
to sweeping innovations with great importance to Indo-European civilization in
particular.

LEARNING FROM
BUILDINGS

Victor Hugo says; "The invention of
the printing press is the greatest event
in history, the printing press may
have taken architecture’s place as the
medium of choice." I spent my school
years, which was the first time I heard
this quote, assessing Hugo’s hypothesis.
Learning from buildings is still valid.
When we walk through a building we
go through an experience. A memory
is created while passing by a building.
That is why we visit ancient cities.
Beginning from archaeology a building
right beside us whose paint is still wet or
one from far away lands on social media
winks at us. Architecture magazines
publish information on buildings while
they are still in the concept phase. Social
media is even faster than printed media.
It publishes all phases from the concept
to the end of construction. Everyone
has personal or corporate websites
updated continuously.
Seeing buildings with our own eyes,
going inside them, and watching
them from outside is enjoyable and
educational. Sometimes regularly
visiting a building that fascinates us
bears interesting results as well.
Photographs or social media never
bring out as clear results as seeing
buildings with the naked eye.
Veni vidi vici.
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LEARNING FROM
CITIES

The development and evolution of
cities are physical manifestations of
civilization. The urban fabric is a record
of the development of agriculture and
surplus, the division of labor, of the
need for seasonal, communal shelter,
of defensive and offensive military
organization, the evolving economy,
and the will to create meaning.
Learning from cities is not only a
matter of being inspired by them but
of understanding the very relationship
among individuals, societies, and their
built environments.
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The topics of discussion in this book revolve around
dichotomies: Heteronomy/autonomy, Greek /Roman,
Nor th/South, thesis/antithesis/synthesis, corner/noncorner, light/shadow, and even modernity/anti-modernity.
Until the end of the 18th century, living standards and the
balance between heteronomy and autonomy –in other
words, the experience of dependence and independence, of
subjectivity and individuality– were similar the world round.
There was continuity among the techniques and materials used
in building; the experience of building and building culture
differed little from place to place. Superficial differences
aside, the building next door, those kilometers away, and
those built in the remotest parts of other continents all had
pragmatic ends in common. And they were all made of mud,
stone, wood, hides, thatch, or to a degree, primitive concrete.
In the 20th century, with the opportunities offered by technological
developments and under the influence of a utopian optimism that
would further proliferate (but remain stubbornly unrealized); a
step was taken away from these natural materials in their natural
states. Instead, they were reshaped and processed in factories
by heating or melting them or by adding chemicals to them. New,
ready -made materials were put on offer throughout the world–
without concern for climatic, cultural, and geographic differences.
On one hand, globally applicable architectural solutions were
and are being pushed, but on the other, uniqueness in terms
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of concept and style is being encouraged. As approaches to
design, they engender diversification; causing the common
denominators between one building and its neighbor to cease
to exist. The sense of a coherent urban fabric began to unravel.
This dilemma is reflected in the subsequent organization of
society and the individual psychologies of its constituents.
When modern statistical analyses –covering everything from
pedestrian circulation to ideal street dimensions to facilitate
vehicular flow to logistics, security, and emergency services–
became primary drivers of design, the relationship between the
street, the ground floor, and the rest of a building disintegrated.
This holistic approach to the built environment, where human
society thrives, requires the right balance of permeability,
connectivity, movement, mobility, awareness, encounter, and
exchange at every scale of placemaking. Space Syntax conceived
by Bill Hillier, Julinne Hanson, and colleagues at the Barlett,
University College London in the late 70s to early 80s as a set
of tools for analyzing and forecasting the functional results of
urban and architectural environments of all types and sizes have
enabled the architecture and urban planning discipline to build
this holistic approach. But it was much more than that. It became
an overarching theory and research framework that provides a
coherent and robust form-function model of the human-built
environment based on rigorous geometrical and mathematical
descriptions and quantifications of human spatial systems and
insightful inferences about their social meaning and impact. The
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general idea is that spaces can be separated into components,
analyzed as networks of choices, and later on represented as
city maps and graphs that describe the relative connectivity
and integration of those spaces resting on three fundamental
conceptions of space; an isovist (visibility polygon, the field
of view from any particular point) an axial space (a straight
sight-line and possible path) a convex space (all points within
the polygon are visible to all other issues within the polygon).
The relationships of facades to adjacent buildings changed as
the intervening distance between buildings and thoroughfares
increased. Attached buildings that had been flush with the street
were pulled back and pulled apart. Techniques were developed
to design and construct masses of indistinguishable buildings
simultaneously. Masonry construction and its aesthetics
were abandoned for new, modern designs that allowed
for freedom in terms of style, divorcing it from the structure.
This was furthered by the teachings of modern ideologues.
The formation and planning of cities around the complex,
problematic dictates of industrial cities were accompanied by
ozone depletion, rising ocean levels, and air and water pollution.
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Although the dynamics differ in various sectors, a driving concern
in the 21st century has been to return the earth to an earlier level
of performance and reconstitute its balance. Instead of taking a
historicist approach to the periods before and after this gradual
shift in focus, I consider the respective architectural theories with
which they are affiliated as resources to be explored, analyzed,
and appropriated accordingly. I employ the teachings of both eras,
synthesizing and blending those elements that are good, beautiful,
smart, and useful. I recommend that my colleagues in the profession
and also young, aspiring architects pursue a similar course.
My aim in preparing this book has been to evaluate what we have
done in our own practice of architecture by way of comparison
with exemplars from the 12 thousand year old history of the
built environment–whether they are cities, buildings, books, or
theories. The texts are drawn from experiences and narratives
gathered from various writings and interviews over the years
before the COVID19 pandemic. For the present circumstances
of the pandemic that occurred in the writing of this book,
when quarantines and social distancing restrictions are still
in place, it is too early to say what their social impact will be.
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LEARNING FROM
INTERVIEWING
2021
Ferda Kolatan, David Ruy, Hakan Gunes, Markus
Slevogt, Suha Ozkan, Ali Gureli, Han Tumertekin
2020
Peter Eisenman, David Basulto, Andrew
Saunders, Sulan Kolatan, Mario Carpo, and Elif
Erdine (YouTube)
2019
Winka Dubbeldam, Nikita Tokarev, Chris Precht,
David Gianotten, Mathieu Lehanneur, Frederick
Fisher, and Michael Lehrer (Istanbul)

As a young architect, contacting
and interviewing renowned figures
in the profession provided me with
perspectives and insights not available
from other sources. The spontaneity
and candidness of those with whom
I spoke guided my future path… And
provided me with none too few valuable
professional secrets! GAD and the GAD
Foundation continue in this tradition by
seeking out and airing interviews with
architects and critics who are pushing
the boundaries of the profession to
learn their strategies.

2018
Peter Eisenman (New York), Ferda Kolatan,
Mario Carpo, and Sergei Tchoban (Istanbul),
Takaharu Tezuka, Philip Gumuchdjian, Niall
Atkinson, Andra Matia, and Ary Indrajantoa
(Venice), and Francine Houben (Moscow)
2017

Venturi, Scott Brown

Peter Eisenman

Mario Carpo

Nigel Coates

Michael Sorkin

Jean Nouvel

Wolf D. Prix

Massimiliano Fuksas

Winka Dubbeldam

Philip Gumuchdjian

Ferda Kolatan

Sergei Tchoban

Wolf D. Prix (Istanbul), Nigel Coates, Olaf
Bartels, Layton Reid, Philipp Meuser, and Sergei
Tchoban (Berlin)
2014
Ken Yeang and Kepil Gupta (Pune)
2013
Nicolas Saieh (Istanbul)
2010
Ross Lovegrove (Istanbul)
2002
Michael Sorkin, Terence Riley, and Frank Gehry
(New York)
1997
Peter Eisenman (Istanbul), Massimiliano Fuksas,
Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Richard
Rogers (New York)
1996
Emilio Ambasz and Paola Antonelli (New York)
1995
Steven Holl and Jean Nouvel (New York)
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LEARNING FROM SCRIPTING

Diagram by Ozan Ertug
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LEARNING FROM
BOOKS
Surrounded by seductive monographs
and glossy magazines, by Instagram
and Pinterest, it is easy to forget that the
concerns of architecture are more than
just visual. But the vast knowledge of the
profession is recorded in books for which
the visual is a means rather than an end
where ideas, relationships, theories, and
plans of action prevail.

LEARNING FROM
STUDENTS
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU STUDIO, ALEX SUAREZ, EMIR DRAHSAN 2008
ÉCOLE SPÉCIALE D’ARCHITECTURE, PARIS

The intention of this studio was to study
Paris’ urban fabric as a physical arena.
In-depth analysis and research revealed
unique perspectives on Parisians’
use of their city for physical activity.
Consequently, the studio developed
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a program for the design of a fitness/
sports center. The students had to
choose between two distinct urban
sites: The Quai de la Rapée and the
Jardins Saint-Paul.

FERDA KOLATAN STUDIO, 2018–2019
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Hybrids –to which Oddkins belong– are
misfits occupying eternally an area of the
in-between. The term 'misfit' suggests
a possible 'right' fit, a perfect condition,
and a pure state, all of which are coded
by humanist thought. As such, hybrids are
an antidote to utopian idealization and
universalism. Also, a hybrid is a fiction that
(re)composes two or more actual objects
into a new 'real.'
Ferda Kolatan

Selected student works from Avcioglu and Suarez Studio (facing page) and Ferda Kolatan Studio (above)
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ARCHIPEDIA
by GAD

gad.foundation/archipedia

2000 YEARS more than
200 INSPIRING FIGURES

With the advent of industrialism
and modernism, behavioral
patterns have drastically
evolved. The repercussions
affect both architects and
others concerned with the
built environment. Today, the
relationship of architecture
to technology, and social
issues is in utter disarray.
To come to terms with this,
I began compiling a list of
figures from the last 2000
years who are relevant for
the history of architecture an
archipedia of those who left
a mark on the profession. It
is comprised, in addition to
significant practitioners of

architecture, of many other
individuals who have had a
deliberate or incidental impact
on the profession. I initially
decided on 200 thinkers who
have impressed their charisma
on the world and the discipline,
but as I proceeded, I realized
that 200 is far from enough.
It is a useful summary, but
my goal has shifted to 2000.
Obviously, there are many
yet to be added, and Ugur
Tanyeli has proposed that
the list be put on the web
and turned into an adaptable
wiki of architectural influence
to which others may add.

Architect, academician, professor, author, Prof. Abdullah Ugur Tanyeli,
who has written over twenty books since 1992, has contributed to around
fifty books by writing chapters.
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HISTORICAL PRACTICE
Jun’ya Ishigami
Hippodamos

Hermogenes

Anthemius of
Tralles

Isidorus of
Miletus

I. Justinianus

Anthemius Isidore

Sinan

Francesco
Borromini

Chris Precht

Billie Tsien

Daniel Libeskind

Eero Saarinen

Louis Kahn

Oscar Niemeyer

Peter Behrens

Bruno Taut

Clemens
Holzmeister

Marion Mahony
Griffin

Ernst Arnold Egli

Paul Bonatz

Angelo Invernizzi

MODERNISM
Innovators

Frank Lloyd Wright

Early
Gian Lorenzo
Bernini

Joseph Paxton

Donato Bramante

Ildefons Cerdà

Andrea Palladio

Filippo
Brunelleschi

Antoni Gaudí

20th & 21st CENTURY PRACTICE

International STYLE

Steven Holl

Kengo Kuma

Kazuyo Sejima

Jean Nouvel

Sou Fujimoto

Jürgen Mayer

Ma Yansong

Toyo Ito

Walter Gropius

Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe

Lilly Reich

Margarete SchütteLihotzky

Marcel Breuer

Eileen Gray

Le Corbusier

Charlotte Perriand

Luis Barragán

Carlo Scarpa

Pierre Chareau

Paul Rudolph

Adalberto Libera

REGIONAL
Enric Miralles
Moya

Barkow Leibinger

Greg Lynn

UNStudio
Alvar Aalto

Mid-Century
Richard Rogers

Jeanne Gang

Zaha Hadid

Bjarke Ingels

Richard Neutra
Herzog &
de Meuron

Asymptote
Architecture

Frank O. Gehry

Norman Foster

Shreve, Lamb
& Harmon
Renzo Piano
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Valerio Olgiati

David
Chipperfield

Christian Kerez

John Lautner

ARCHINEERing PUBLIC SPACE

PRAGMATIC

Tadao Andō

Minoru Yamasaki

Arata Isozaki

Auguste Perret

Buckminster
Fuller

Felix Candela

Eladio Dieste

Sergio Musmeci

Heinz Isler

Cecil Balmond

Santiago
Calatrava

Frei Otto

Peter Rice

IRONIC

Kenzō Tange

Philip Johnson

LATE

James Stirling

Gottfried Böhm

ENGINEERING

Richard Meier

William Van Alen

Jørn Utzon

Peter Zumthor

FOA

ECOLOGICAL Design & BIO-MIMICRY

Emilio Ambasz

Friedensreich
Hundertwasser

Ken Yeang

Pier Luigi Nervi

Mutsurō Sasaki

Konrad
Wachsmann

Dean Kamen

Fazlurrahman Han

Hanif Kara

Ove Arup

Gustave Eiffel

URBAN SCALE ARCHITECTURE

Robert Moses

Georges-Eugéne
Haussmann

Ildefons Cerdà

URBAN LANDSCAPE
Renata Sentkiewicz Iñaki Ábalos

Stefano Boieri

ARCHITECTURE FOR HUMANITY

Samuel Mockbee / Alejandro Aravena
Rural Studio

Shigeru Ban

Cameron Sinclair

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Edward Ruscha

Julius Shulman

Lucien Hervé

Léon Krier

Robert Venturi

Edward Soja

Ebenezer Howard

Lewis Mumford

Henri Lefebvre

Elizabeth
Plater-Zyberk

Elizabeth Diller

Iwan Baan
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DESIGN

MILESTONES OF THEORY

Vitruvius

Leone Battista
Alberti

Claude Perrault

Académie
Française

Étienne-Louis
Boullée

Claude Nicolas
Ledoux

Giovanni
Battista
Piranesi

DESIGN & BUILDING METHODOLOGY
MODERN

Dai Fujiwara

Thomas
Heatherwick

Huseyin Caglayan

Antonio Citterio

Ross Lovegrove

Philippe Starck

FASHION DESIGN

Issey Miyake
Frank Lloyd Wright

Louis Kahn

Iris van Herpen

Le Corbusier

BACK TO THE FUTURE / VERNACULAR

Visual Communications

Hassan Fathy

Herbert Bayer

Josef MüllerBrockmann

Jan Tschichold

Massimo Vignelli

Adrian Frutiger

Edward Tufte

BACK TO THE FUTURE / LOCAL

Alpaslan
Ataman

Sedad Hakkı
Eldem

BACK TO THE FUTURE / GLOBAL

Aldo Rossi

Léon Krier

LATE MODERN

Rem Koolhaas

Christopher
Alexander

Bernard Tschumi

INNOVATION & ART

Robert Venturi
Gordon
Matta-Clark

Maya Lin

Anish Kapoor

Ai Weiwei

Richard Serra

Chuck Hoberman

Tony Cragg

Langlands & Bell

Dan Graham

Dan Flavin

DIGITAL

Peter Eisenman
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Zaha Hadid

Ray & Charles
Eames

Patrik
Schumacher

CuratiNG AND CULTURE

Terence Riley

Cynthia Davidson

Richard Saul
Wurman

Martha Thorne

Paola Antonelli

Julia PeytonJones

ACADEMIA

Suha Ozkan

Otto Wagner

Walter Gropius

Peter Cook

John Hejduk

Ugur Tanyeli

Aaron Betsky

Mohsen
Mostafavi

Odile Decq

Christian
Norberg-Schulz

Richard Sennett

Osman Hamdi Bey

Ekrem Akurgal

DIGITAL GROTESQUE

Michael
Hansmeyer

Benjamin
Dillenburger

archıtects of different worlds

Ernő Rubik

Pink Floyd

ARCHAEOLOGY

Johann Joachim
Winckelmann

CRITICISM

Sophus Otto
Müller

PHILOSOPHY

Giancarlo De
Carlo

Colin Rowe

Manfredo Tafuri

Kenneth
Frampton

René Descartes

George W. F.
Hegel

Karl Marx

Denise Scott
Brown

Charles Jencks

Jeffrey Kipnis

Vincent Scully

Felix Guattari

Jacques Derrida

Gilles Deleuze

Bruno Latour

LITERATURE
Sigfried Giedion Gottfried Semper

Mario Carpo

Victor Hugo

Fyodor
Dostoyevski

Leo Tolstoy

John Ruskin

Umberto Eco

Italo Calvino

Alain de Botton

Orhan Pamuk
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ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATIONS

Gio Ponti
Domus

Marc Kushner
Architizer

David Basulto
ArchDaily

dıgıtal desıgn

Bill Gates

Tim Berners-Lee

Steve Jobs

Stephen Wolfram

Dennis Ritchie

Gary Yost

Ray Kurzweil

Neri Oxman

SCIENCE

Galileo Galilei

Charles Darwin

Albert Einstein

Marshall McLuhan

SCULPTURE
Alan Turing

Arthur C. Clarke

Stephen Hawking

Elon Musk

André Bloc

SOCIAL MEDIA

MONOGRAPHS & BOOKS

Building: 3000
Years of Design,
Engineering and
Construction

The Metapolis
Dictionary
of Advanced
Architecture

The Heights:
Anatomy of a
Skyscraper

A Primer of
Architectural
Principles

Ten Books on
Architecture

Atlas of Novel
Tectonics

Sex and Real
Estate

The Function of
Form

Why We Build

Hot to Cold

S, M, L, XL
Delirious New
York

The Anatomy of Hypnerotomachia Poliphili
Architectural
Book

Notes on the
The Autopoiesis of
Synthesis of Form
Architecture

The Function of
Ornament

The Function of
Style

A Passion to Build The Architecture
of Community

See more at page 42
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Complexity and
Contradiction in
Architecture

ArchDaily

World
Architecture
Community

Architizer

Dezeen

Designboom

EXPERIMENTAL Education

DOCUMENTARIES

Columbia

Harvard

Princeton

University of
Pennsylvania

Yale

Cornell

MIT

Barcelona
University

AA

ETH Zurich

SCI-Arc

IAAC

ARCHITECTURE FOUNDATIONS

Powers of Ten

My Architect

Triumph of
the Will

Social Life of
Small Urban
Spaces

EVENTS AND FESTIVALS

La Biennale Di
Venezia

Serpentine
Gallery

WAF

Istanbul
Architecture
Biannale

ARCHITECTURE MUSEUMS

UNESCO

Design Indaba

Docomomo

Holcim

Canadian Centre
for Architecture

Netherlands
Architecture
Institute

Anyone
Corporation

Tchoban
Foundation

GAD Foundation

Aga Khan Award
for Architecture

MOMA

Canadian Centre
for Architecture

Chicago
Architecture
Foundation

Tchoban
Foundation,
Museum for
Architectural
Drawing

MOVIES

Battleship
Potempkin

Metropolis

Modern Times

Blade Runner

Matrix I, II, III & IV

Play Time

Belly of an
Architect

2001

Gattaca

The Fountainhead

Brazil

Avatar

Mars

1984

Inception

The Price Of
Desire
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thinking
the process of considering or reasoning about something.

denken pentsatzen tinken mikir berpikir en pensant
meddwl pensante het denken iniisip pensando pensiero
iche echiche ag smaoineamh pensar tenker o’ylash kufunga
lerongba ukucinga ukucabanga berfikir düşünmek

Thinking

Critical Thinking
Cultural Thinking

Heteronomy and Autonomy:
Two Extremes of a Pendulum
In the Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy, Simon Blackburn writes
“Autonomy is the ability to know what morality requires of us and
functions not as the freedom to pursue our ends, but as the power
of an agent to act on objective and universally valid rules of conduct,
certified by reason alone. Heteronomy is the condition of acting
on desires, which are not legislated by reason.
Moreover,
the centrality of autonomy is challenged by ethical theorists,
including many feminists, who see it as a fantasy that masks the
social and personal springs of all thought and action.”
There is a longstanding debate among architectural theorists
with respect to the heteronomy or autonomy of the discipline.
But what is a practitioner to do? Creativity, innovation, and
business… The general idea is to manage all three at the same
time–in balance and with fluidity. However, in both architectural
education and practice, right & wrong and good & bad have
been confusingly conflated. A step back is needed.
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As a profession, when did architecture begin?
Refuge, shelter, storage, and later, defense-related structures
were the first examples of architecture. Roads, bridges, and
fortifications were followed by tombs, monuments, temples, and
other symbolic places of worship and remembrance. The latter
was accompanied by a need for longevity and meaning, and
eventually, the profession took on the classification of physical
form –walls, voids, structures, and spaces– giving them order
and purpose.
In early periods, architects were affiliated with rulers or were even
rulers themselves. Indeed, the first known architect was also a
priest: Imhotep, who took part in building the pyramids in Egypt.
Even though Gobeklitepe and similar sites were built thousands
of years earlier, there is no known record of an architect from that
era. Of course, with the exception of administrative buildings
and manor houses commissioned by the wealthy, the majority
of houses were built by master builders or by the occupants
themselves. This anonymous, vernacular “architecture without
architects” is an invaluable source of inspiration for architects, but
with the advent of the industrial age, there was a breaking point.
As the value of buildings came to be conflated with their (often
single) function, the commissions to design them –especially in
the case of industrial buildings– were shifted to architects with
strong engineering backgrounds if not outright to engineers.
Today, these buildings are often abandoned. A few are adapted
for new uses or in limbo, awaiting a determination of whether they
have any remaining architectural value. But most were built with
brittle, unstable, non-ecological materials that do not correspond
to the approaches of the 21st century, and they are waiting to be
demolished.
Architects, as artists and thinkers who express their ideas through
the design and implementation of buildings, must choose the
right materials and do the necessary calculations. Only then
can they outlive themselves. This holds for buildings, as well.
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If they remain structurally sound, have pleasing proportions,
and are amenable to changes in use, buildings will survive
notwithstanding their original function.
According to records, Vitruvius was the first individual to, in
addition to building, write down the secrets of the profession
and the cause-effect relations in his approach. He constructed
that which he thought through in advance and actively worked
on the construction site to change, add, and remove various
elements, testing the models in his mind.

Turkish for ‘Potbelly Hill,’ Gobeklitepe is an archaeological site in
Southeastern Anatolia located at an altitude of 760 meters above sea level
near the present-day Turkish city of Sanliurfa. The mound is 15 meters by
about 300 meters in diameter.

The chancellor to the Egyptian pharaoh Djoser, Imhotep is believed to
be the architect of Djoser’s stepped pyramid as well as the high priest of
the sun god Ra at Heliopolis. While little is known of Imhotep’s life, he has
gradually become glorified and deified in the 3000 years since his death.

Hippodamos of Miletus was an ancient Greek architect, urban planner,
physician, mathematician, meteorologist and philosopher, who is considered
to be ‘the father of European urban planning’, and the namesake of the
Hippodamian plan (grid plan) of city layout.Hippodamos was born in Miletus
and lived during the 5 th century BC, on the spring of the Ancient Greece
classical epoch.
Hellenistic architect and theorist Hermogenes, he was mentioned
by Vitruvius, and designed the temples of Dionysus, Teos, and Artemis,
Magnesia on the Meander. He favoured the Ionic Order, objecting to Doric
because of the problem of combining equal intercolumniation with the
triglyph frieze at the corners.

Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (c. 75–15 BCE), was a Roman author, architect, civil
engineer, and military engineer in the first century BCE known for his multivolume work Ten Books on Architecture. Leonardo da Vinci’s Renaissance
drawing of the Vitruvian Man was inspired by Vitruvius’ contentions about the
perfect proportions of the human body and their application in architecture.
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SOLAR SYSTEM
WORLD
CONTINENT
COUNTRY
CANTON
CITY
DISTRICT
STREET
SITE

Beginning with the area in which a building is constructed,
first to the street, the neighborhood, the district, the city,
the geographical region, state, country, continent, the world,
and maybe even the universe’s spheres of influence. The
success impulses of a building. From local to global, every
structure contains an opportunity to express our minds and
abilities...
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Around 1400 years later Leon Batista Alberti wrote a second
book against the opinions of Vitruvius. Alberti was followed
by writers of completely abstract projects and designs fuelled
by architectural knowledge, projects never built, projects that
cannot be built… Pls. see: Piranesi, Lebbeus Woods, and others…
New fields emerged, independent of construction and based
only on thinking or teaching about architecture. Furthermore,
theoreticians, authors, and publishers appeared who did not
build but rather formulated criticism on what was built. They
discussed abstract terms such as meaning, value, signs, and
symbols.
Monographs and theoretical texts were embellished with
graphics that gave accounts of the building process as well as
the processes of architectural practice. And while theoretical
“We don’t need any more buildings. We need to re-imagine,
reuse and relieve the structures we already have.
Architecture should not be a question of building but of
questioning, opening up, and of the un-building. There
is an environmental reason for this. We cannot afford to
waste non-renewable resources and land to create new
buildings. We also have to realize that what makes us at
home in the modern world is no longer just structures
that imprison but more those images, forms and spaces
that let us play active and critical roles in our society.
This approach will show some recent attempts to make
sense of our modern world and to offer responses that
either come out of the discipline and knowledge that is
proper to architecture, or to address those issues proper
to architecture.”
Aaron Betsky in one of his lectures at the School of
Architecture at Taliesin

Aaron Betsky (1958–) is an educator, critic, and author of more than a dozen

books on art, architecture, and design. He was educated at Yale and worked
for Frank Gehry and Hodgetts + Fung. In his later academic career, he taught
at SCI-Arc, was dean of the School of Architecture at Taliesin,directed the
11th Venice International Architecture Biennial, and is currently the director
of the School of Architecture + Design at Virginia Tech University
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thinking stimulated many such texts, others were comprised of
established knowledge or of fads, gimmicks, and gags–as if a
search for meaning in the need to build can only lead to junk or
kitsch.
My first encounter with Peter Eisenman was when the Borusan
Foundation added an architectural exhibition to their exhibition
series. I was selected as the curator, and I proposed to build
Eisenman’s Virtual House in the gallery space. It was 1997, and
design software and the concept of virtual reality were limited
and uncommon. It was a unique experience to transform a virtual,
unreal thing into something tangible and to let people walk
around and through it. We worked together in Peter’s office in
New York on the project’s adaptation.
The opportunity to get to know him and his ideas intimately was
invigorating! The distinction he draws between practice and
project makes it clear that architecture is not about laying out
a building, but about creating a philosophical idea. This idea
changed my path.
I first met Zaha Hadid at the opening of the Virtual House
exhibition. A few years later, the two of us prepared a project
proposal for Istanbul, but it was not selected. Later our paths
crossed in the juries of academic colleagues, including Bill
McDonald and Sulan Kolatan. Zaha’s support, whether from
near or from afar, was priceless. Now that we have lost her, I am
overcome by deep sorrow for not having been closer.
When I think about who in the 20th century, after Le Corbusier,
might have pursued what Eisenman calls a project, a few names

The German Pavilion at the 1929 International Exposition in Barcelona,
designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, exhibited the modern movement
in architecture and asserted the recovery of Germany after World War I.
It put the Weimar Republic’s progressive culture founded on the roots of
classicism on the world stage.
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naturally come to mind. Peter Eisenman himself has had a
considerable influence on all of us, including Rem Koolhaas and
Zaha Hadid, and his early experiments laid the foundations for
architecture and theory of the late 20th century. As for the 21st
century, it’s too soon to say.
From an early age, despite not knowing what it was precisely,
I wanted to be an architect. I think my family passively, if not
unintentionally, furthered my interest. Among the factors that
led to my passion were numerous field trips to ancient sites to
which my parents took me as a child. As time went by, I realized
that Anatolia is one of the leading birthplaces of architecture.
Indeed, the known beginnings of ancient civilization shift further
back in history with new archaeological excavations every year.
At present, they extend back 12 thousand years.
Archaeology and art were my awakening. My perceptions as
a child were challenged by ancient cities. All those large and
small stone blocks, columns, decorated capitals… And how they
came together to form buildings and towns. And the inverse:
The hidden buildings, streets, and cities carved in the rock in
Cappadocia. And so I wondered, did the understanding of how
to build stone upon stone follow from carving structures out
from the earth?

An Art Deco skyscraper located on the east side of Midtown Manhattan at
the intersection of 42nd and Lexington, the 318.9 meter Chrysler Building
was the world’s tallest for 11 months before being surpassed by the Empire
State Built in 1931, it remains the tallest brick-clad building with a steel frame.

The Sydney Opera House, which was opened in 1973, was designed
by Danish architect Jørn Utzon following a protracted period of incubation.
His design had been selected in an international design competition in 1957,
and Utzon was placed in charge of the process when authorization to begin
working on the project was granted in 1958.
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My father was a bureaucrat at the Turkish State Railways. This
provided me an advantage in cultivating myself in building
construction methods, functions, and lifestyles in the many
cities, towns, villages, station buildings, public housing buildings,
repair shops, and storage buildings on the path of the railways
mainly around Istanbul, Izmir and Ankara. These buildings are
still functioning as the rich archives of the period when the first
railways began to be constructed to the Republic years when
highways took over attention, from the 1850s to 1960s.1
Around the same time, I also developed an interest in paper,
colors, textures, lines, and objects… I do not know why I did
not turn towards the arts, the pure arts. Maybe it was because
architecture is more fastidious, multi-layered, and integrates art.
It was strange to me that although architecture is among the
classifications of art, the architect was not considered an artist.
Why was this so? Was this really so?
1
Read article Demiryolu Mirasi: Arsiv ve Istasyonlarin Izleri by Sule Feza Sezginalp, Pinar Sezginalp (Sezginalp &
Sezginalp, 2022)

During my school years, the haphazard curriculum I studied left
me unclear on the cause-effect relationships of design. Confused
lecturers projected slides of buildings from the other end of
the world that they have never seen. They were simultaneously
interested in the German Pavilion in Barcelona, the vernacular
architecture of Kastamonu, and the Ottoman architect Sinan. I
noticed their blind spots when they tried to come to terms with
all three.

Japanese architect, Toyo Ito (Itō Toyoo, born on 1 June, 1941) is known
for creating conceptual architecture, in which he seeks to synchronously
express the physical and virtual worlds. He is a pioneering exponent of
architecture that addresses the contemporary approach of a ‘simulated’ city,
who is called “one of the world’s most innovative and influential architects.”
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Architecture porn surprises me! Due to the skills of talented
photographers, it is not only architectural journals, blogs, and
websites but also individuals from other professions that share
and promote architectural media. Even stranger, architectural
juries award prizes based on the excellence of their presentation,
without having seen the buildings, without having touched
or felt them. Further, these winners are selected from among
participants who paid a fee to enter their projects. Lifetime
achievement awards that recognize contributions over the
whole of a career rather than individual works are at least more
consistent.
Furthermore, like writers who author only a single book, some
architects achieve success with a single building that can also
become their prison. Sometimes, a second chance is never
afforded to those architects. William Van Allen, the architect
of the Chrysler Building, and Jørn Utzon, of the Sydney Opera
House, were called by this name until the end of their careers.

Architect Sinan (ca. 1488–1588) was the chief architect and civil engineer

for the Ottoman sultans Suleiman the Magnificent, Selim II, and Murad III. He
was instructed to build more than 300 major structures as well as other, more
modest projects such as schools, community baths, and covered markets.

A Turkish architect, engineer, poet, and writer for Evrensel magazine,
Cengiz Bektas (1934–2020) graduated in 1959 from the Istanbul State
Academy of the Fine Arts while also attending the Technical University of
Munich. He began his teaching career at various institutions in Germany as
well as at Middle East Technical University in Ankara.

The Governor of Maras prefecture, Abdullah Pasa, established a lodge
–known as the Uzbek Dervish Monastery or Kalenderhane – in
Sultantepe in 1753 to accommodate traveling dervishes from Central Asia.
The endeavor was supported by charitable resources provided by Sheikh
Seyyid Haci Abdullah Efendi, who later dedicated it to the Naqshbandi sect.
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With the tumultuous influence of the ’68 generation, Turkey fell
prey to politics. Terrorism reared its head at the 1972 Munich
Olympics and manifested itself more and more systematically.
I took advantage of the frequent suspensions imposed on
academic institutions to travel to faraway destinations. The
West was closed and inaccesible, so I used the opportunity to
travel East to places that were more complex and less stable. The
logistics of these trips weren’t planned, and I mostly hitchhiked,
but I did determine my targets in advance. It was inspiring to
study different architectural cultures, ancient cities, and old
streets frozen in time…
My first venerable teacher was Cengiz Bektas. Work in his office
began early, and we worked day and night. At the time, there
was no computer-aided design; we drew relentlessly by hand.
What was initially planned as an internship of a few months
turned into a two-year stay in his studio. What connected me
to the Bektas’ studio was the restoration of the Uzbek Dervish
Monastery on the Asian shores of Istanbul, a wooden structure
originally constructed in 1730.

The division among the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian Orders was a fundamental
component of the formal vocabulary of ancient Greek Architecture.
Their proportions had a considerable influence on Western architecture
in successive eras.

A distinct Roman Architecture commenced under the Republic and
flourished under the Empire when the majority of surviving buildings were
constructed. It used new materials like concrete and new technologies such
as the arch and dome to make strong,well-engineered buildings.

Mediterranean Architecture is comprised of certain architectural

typologies and building methods that bring together an array of building
styles found around the Mediterranean Sea in Spain, France, Italy, Greece,
and the Balkans as well as North-African countries.
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According to Eisenman, there are two different articulations of
form in Western architecture: Greek and Roman, the corner and
no-corner style. Moreover, there are two orientations in Western
architecture: North and South. Eisenman considers himself, as do
I, to be a child of the South, even of Mediterranean architecture.

Gokhan Avcioglu, right, at 23 years old in the office of Cengiz Bektas, 2nd from right. Reprinted from Mimar: Architecture in
Development. (Bektas Participatory Architectural Workshop)

Built by Attic and Ionian Greek colonists in the 10th century BCE on the site
of the former capital of the Arzawan federation, Ephesus was an ancient
Greek city on the Ionian coast near present-day Selcuk in the province of
Izmir. It was one of the twelve cities of the Ionian League and became even
more prominent following its conquest by Rome in 129 BCE.

The ruins of the ancient Greek city, Miletus is located near the mouth of the
Meander River in Western Anatolia. It was one of the wealthiest and most
powerful Greek cities as well as a center of Greek philosophy and science
until its first fall to the Persians in the 6th century BCE.

On the slopes of Mycale, Priene replaced earlier, shallow-water port cities
that had gradually silted over. The later one was planned and constructed
in the 4th century BCE as a model city and was subsidized by private citizens
including Alexander the Great who paid for the construction of the Temple
of Athena designed by architect Pytheos.
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On this point, I will mention a common and interesting confusion.
Anatolia was one of the regions where the configurations and
norms of Greek architecture developed, and many cities of that
epoch remain to this day. Rome was built on those foundations
and then the “third Rome” –the Ottoman Empire– was built
atop that. A new perspective was later imposed on the Turkish
Republic’s modern era architects, by architects from Europe and
other provenances that acknowledged this continuity. Indian,
Persian, and Arabic patterns and ornamentation –particularly
apparent in the Empire’s stone public buildings– came to adorn
buildings rooted in Roman architecture but there are Greek
genes, as well, in this geography genes upon which Western
architecture is founded. So why pursue only Ottoman and Eastern
expressions? Indeed, the urban and architectural articulations
that the Republic chose leaned toward those of the West and
the 20th century, in which Greek architecture is implicit. Ephesus,
Miletus, and Priene, cities that constitute a point of departure
for 20th century urban planning, are all in Anatolia.
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Meanwhile, I would like to talk about a contradictory situation.
A very functional but also abstract refinery plant where a web
of fixtures and fittings go all around vertically and horizontally
or an oil exploration facility floating on the sea with its cranes
looks quite frightening, ugly, and obtrusive while at work might
look impressive and attractive when they lose their function and
transformed into a museum, night club or an entertainment park.
How come? The mystical, esoteric ways of design…
On the other hand, the imitative shenanigans of semi-skilled
design magicians who discover this magic, continue to attract
the attention of those who invest in short-term success.
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use, occupy, or enjoy (something) jointly with another or others.
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With the advent of the automobile, a grid plan has been gradually
imposed on the built environment, regardless of the existing
order. As a result, the natural/physical fabric and heritage of our
cities has been destroyed; in the interest of efficiency, organic
approaches to building regulation have been renounced.
The natural evolution of settlement, whereby roads follow the
terrain and buildings “lean” into the hills, has been deliberately
superseded by a Cartesian plane draped over the topography,
irrespective of hills, valleys, plateaus, and flatlands. In traditional
settlements, flatlands were for agriculture; human settlements
were on the hills and highlands where they could defend
themselves. In modern times, we insist on not discriminating
between them. The contradictions of this anthropocentric
attitude to the landscape have created perplexing conundrums
for professionals and decision-makers dealing with the built
environment. With every transformation, for every new generation,
the confusion increases.
At the same time, the discipline of architecture has been paring
down its own role to aesthetic concerns. Nikolaus Pevsner once
wrote, “a bicycle shed is not architecture.” But after my years of
work in the discipline, I can confidently say that the subclass of art
that we call architecture must include every built structure, or it
must deny them all. Why can a bicycle shed not be architecture?
Anything I can pick up my pen and draw can be architecture!
The essentialism that Pevsner advocated has led architects
imprudently to surrender certain tasks to engineers.
Everything that goes on in space should fall within the scope of the
architect’s work, but many problematics have been abandoned
by architects. This is true for development, as well.
A German-British art historian and architectural historian Sir Nikolaus
Bernhard Leon Pevsner CBE FBA (1902–1983) compiled ‘The Buildings
of England’ between 1951 and 1974, a monumental work composed of a
46-volume series that covered all the counties of the land.
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Where our projects take place
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Why have architects surrendered these to others? In fact, whether
a building or object should be considered architecture depends
first on the owners –whether they are individuals, a family, a
company, a public institution, or a nation– expect of the structure.
Second, it depends on the architect’s attitude and execution.
The realization of a building in ideal standards depends on the
strategy developed by the architect as much as the quality of
the design.

What, then, are the criteria for success?
Resistance.
In the 12 thousand year history of human settlement and
buildings, those that have been demolished have either been
ravaged by nature or razed by humans. The destructive effects
of nature include earthquakes, floods, weather, and landslides;
the destructive tendencies of humans follow changing ideas.
Buildings and settlements that survive provide their own
resistance, first to the movements of nature, and then to the
changing needs of people. As the original needs for a structure
wane, its ability to carry the memories, meanings, and values
of the people, as well as to physically adapt to new functions,
comprise its resistance. First, there must be unity of purpose
and sincerity. The difference between being hungry and fasting
is intent. Architecture produces memory.
An architectural concept must respond to its geographic and
cultural context, whether it then consciously defers to them or
remains deliberately independent of them.

A Bohemian-born Swiss historian and critic of architecture Sigfried Giedion
whose ideas and books, Space, Time and Architecture, and Mechanization
Takes Command, had a great impact on the conceptual mind set of the
members of the Independent Group at the Institute of Contemporary Arts
in the 1950s.
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Second, there must be an inspiring idea that, if designed and built
with care, will reveal the cause and effect relationships down to
the details. It must offer a singular message and solid value to
its users, its street, its district and city, its region, country, and
continent, and then to the world. A design can take all of these
under consideration or choose to ignore or outright reject some
of them. But these are the measure of a building, with itself and
with everything outside of it.
Architecture is a challenging activity. It is an OPM business:
It deals with ‘other people’s money.’
You have to convince and coordinate a group of people –from
government officials and municipal bureaucrats to clients, one’s
own employees, and builders– who do not necessarily have the
same conviction about the issues I have written about thus far.
Even though buildings have private uses, they must be integrated
with public areas. Housing blocks and dormitories cannot be
designed only for accommodation: Their ground floors must
be permeable and connected and should serve the public with
shops, cafes, galleries, performance spaces, restrooms, and
other facilities. We should have access to every place in our
cities. Industrial zones, military zones, and gated communities
should not exist! They wound and eventually kill the city.
The buildings that make up a city must be balanced and tasteful
enough to be integrated and accessible by foot. The clients
of buildings will always come with briefs that include security
measures and defined limits; it is up to us to persuade them that
what’s outside the walls belongs to all of us and we all use the same
earth and integration and accessibility are essential values of our
civilization, at least that this is potentially a functional argument.
Is it easy? Of course not. But those who realize these values will
be the ones who create timeless works.
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How can one identify architectural value?
Let’s emphasize once again, that architectural value is recognized
in time and by how it survives time. It must age with grace. Even
so, a work of “architecture” can be recognized from the beginning,
even from the first sketches. It begins with awareness, talent, and
having done your homework.
The majority of architects, let alone laypeople, cannot cope with
the complexity of the given tasks of architecture. The reason is
that in the 20th century, architectural education has broken ties
with cultural systems that have been developed throughout
the 12 thousand year history of architecture. Its practice is now
pursued in a context in which many of the responsibilities that
architects inherited in time have been handed over to disciplines
that are less responsible to the concerns of architecture. It’s
even more unfortunate that, many among those who launched
these neighboring disciplines are academics with architectural
backgrounds. Beginning with the students who were trained by
those academics, they gradually detached themselves from the
discipline to a degree that they first became competitors and
later antagonists.
Urban planners, landscape architects, engineers, contractors,
and even developers are essentially specialist descendants of the
discipline of architecture. Architects, on the other hand, are the
descendants of artists or even polymaths, knowledgeable in many
different subjects. The great discoveries and inventions of the
20th century in the realms of engineering, medicine, and the social
sciences are profound. Architecture and the construction industry
must contend with this mass of new knowledge. Fortunately,
in the 21st century, with the internet, artificial intelligence, and
algorithmic programs that can efficiently filter, categorize, and
assemble big data, a multi-disciplinary perspective will invariably
be introduced into the education and practice of the profession.
The aforementioned disconnect in the sector will be eliminated,
and the value of this multi-layered profession that we consider
to be like an irreducible polynomial will revive.
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The Art of Scripting
Is writing code an art form or an artisanal activity? Is it an art
or a technological skill? Codes and algorithms instead of paint
and brushes. The hybrid discipline of ARCHineering is coming,
but before examining this hybrid, one needs to consider the
origins of engineering. We should look at how engineers position
themselves, because while the knowledge and practices of
engineering date to the earliest settlements in history, the
profession does not.
The discipline of engineering was first recognized as a discrete
discipline when it was institutionalized as a separate faculty at
Czech Technical University in Prague in 1707. The mythology of
the discipline expanded to other fields including military and
civil engineering, appropriating from the role of the architect
as it went. The authority of the discipline grew and reached a
summit by the 20th century.
The current hegemony of engineering has made it difficult for the
layperson to discern among and evaluate the competencies of
architects and the value that they add, vis-a-vis those of engineers.
The general perception is that engineers are concerned with
static loads and the resistance of a building to gravity and
movement, while aesthetics and function fall within the domain
of architects. In many sectors, the services of an architect are
waived altogether; engineers are commissioned with designing
a structure, and interior designers with fitting it out.
In the 21st century, as digital design and production methods
advance, this conflict will come to an end and the whole process
will again be placed into the hands of a single professional, whose
cardinal technical skill will be coding. This change in the role of
the architect –or the ARCHineer– will be a preparation for another
change in production modes yet to come. Later in this century,
assembled buildings will give way to organic buildings that grow
and “habitate” themselves. These buildings, supported by a
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multifaceted artificial intelligence, will be able to adapt according
to the requirements of their occupants. Static structures will
become dynamic ones.
Currently, in the GAD office, we are engaged in the entertaining
game of evaluating our own work. What approaches and patterns
do the buildings we have designed and constructed as a team
have in common? Could software be written that is capable of
initiating new such designs? Could we put together an opensource library of artificial intelligence that is capable of responding
to the needs of different locations and climates and of the low
or high buildings? Furthermore, is there some subtle common
denominator or behavioral pattern in our approach to design?
Or is it made up as we go along, contingent on our mood?
At first glance, I find it difficult to identify a common denominator
in the designs, projects, and buildings that I have completed
individually, together with colleagues in my office, or in other
partnerships. Sometimes they even seem to have been designed
by different authorial hands that make life difficult for the
architectural historian or critic. In terms of style, we chose this
path. There are architects whose work is instantly recognizable,
and they, too, deliberately chose their path. So why did we not
choose the latter?
To answer this, I have discovered a correlation among architecture
history, the history of my own development as an architect, and
the process by which my projects develop. Where did I begin?
Where are we now? And how does the future look? I think of
these three questions as:

THESIS » ANTITHESIS » SYNTHESIS
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Thesis
The art of building progressed in tandem until the end of the 19th
century. It is in this period, which I call the “thesis era,” that first
principles were established. The same construction techniques,
patterns, and materials were being used throughout the world
buildings of earth and wood and later fired brick, stone, steel,
and other alloys.
Until the end of the 19th century, there were reasons behind the
decision to settle in a place: Fertile soil, defensible geography,
and adjacent waterways. Buildings were built where there
was the greatest benefit and were only destroyed by disasters
like fires, earthquakes, floods, or wars. When a building was
demolished, most of the materials could be reused. New buildings
were constructed –still with natural materials– only when new
techniques were developed or new functions necessitated them.
I think the necessary explanations regarding this section were
given in previous chapters. The main question of this section is:
Why don’t we build with the old forms?

Antithesis
The 20th century is rife with works that are contrary to the
disciplines, teachings, and habits mentioned above. There were
great leaps forward in engineering that brought easy and fast
solutions to our daily lives. They had reflections on architecture
as well.
Load bearing elements and claddings developed independently.
Ease of construction rather than rigorousness informed these new
structural skeletons, which were in term draped with unrelated
finish materials. This poorly considered “flexibility” led to eclectic
approaches to the design of buildings. When the load-bearing
elements were separated from the claddings at first this seemed
like freedom for the architect to realize his/her ideas in building
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forms. However, the end of the century resulted in mostly banal,
cheap, ugly buildings. For architects, the separation of structure
and the envelope has also led to a system of education and
training that focuses on the latter, that teaches that the envelope
is the canvas for architectural expression. Structure, on the other
hand, falls outside of the scope of the architect’s work and in
the domain of the engineer who calculates and approves its
arrangement.
Up until the end of the 19th century, the primary concern of those
involved in the built environment was protection against the
adverse effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes,
landslides, floods, extreme climatic conditions, rivers and seas,
and man-made disasters such as wars and fires. It was all about
resilience, and durability at least until the time that buildings
started to be demolished.
We look at the built environment from the perspective of its
durability in time and the extent to which it responds to human
needs. The approach to this in the 20th century was high-handed.
More durable building materials and techniques were developed
during this era, yet the life span of buildings is not defined by
just these objective attributes but by criteria of a subjective
nature. What I mean here is not the advantage of buildings that
are deemed holy because of their function or program such as
religious buildings to protect themselves from being destroyed
by people.
I have not made any buildings of worship or religious purpose
hiding behind this advantage; I refused the offers as much as I
could. From time to time, not being able to hold myself together
I might have made some trials but they have not been carried
out to the end. These types of buildings have the advantage
of protecting themselves from human destruction. I am aware
of this advantage but I don’t force myself to design in an area I
don’t believe in.
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Enough of these buildings have been made in the world and
of course among those there will be some that are significant
examples of great architecture that impress us and leave their
marks today and to the future.
Today even if a religious building is architectural rubbish or a
structural monstrosity, its self-protection advantage steps in
as it stands out like a sore thumb and it continues its existence
regardless. One could say, “You do better then.” Here the matter
of belief comes into play for me. To me, a well-designed waste
disposal facility could be holier than a cathedral or a mosque
regarding its purpose.
We’ve written about what we do in architecture extensively; let’s
elaborate on what we wouldn’t do and also won’t do; factories
that violate animal rights, arms factories, prisons, building
projects that do not care about or even consider social and
cultural responsibilities, government administration buildings
with dictatorial briefs, industrial facilities that do not treat toxic
waste generated during production or produce toxic waste that
cannot be treated... I can’t recall all of them right now, but this
list may expand in the future.
Losing the purpose for which they were designed, undergoing
alterations in time, or changes to the value of the land on which
they sit –making it lucrative to replace a building with a larger,
taller one– all potentially affect their longevity. Buildings only
stand a chance of adaptive reuse if they have some symbolic
value that renders them a cultural landmark. Or they may survive
if new structures can be added beneath, adjacent, or above them,
but while such additions could be respectful and attractive, the
responses are often aggressive and inattentive.
The French architect Jean Nouvel studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
in Paris. He later became a founding member of Mars 1976 and Syndicat de
l’Architecture. Throughout his career he has obtained a number of prestigious
distinctions, including the Aga Khan Award for Architecture, the Wolf Prize
in Arts in 2005 and the Pritzker Prize in 2008.
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I often hear this question from the public: “Why are the buildings,
streets, and cities built before the end of the 19th century more
beautiful than what is being built today?” I have periodically
forwarded this question to pioneers and leaders in my profession,
and their answers are always the same. Those were the buildings
of the few, the distinguished, and the elected, counts, barons,
dukes, landlords, pashas, and feudal lords; they were built on
the back of slavery. Well then, should we choose architecture or
humanity? Modernist architecture as a political view…
When I was young I watched as youth from conventional families
to whom I looked up turned to socialism and later turned violent,
disguising their local culture and prejudices (that they were never
quite able to shed) as a global vision.
When I began undertaking small-scale projects, I wanted a
better understanding of how architecture operates on a global
level. I contacted renowned architects into whose offices I would
never have imagined entering, even from the service door, to
ask to interview them. I conducted enough of such interviews
to get me started on a good path, and although I did them for
my own development, many were published. I never had the
time to curate my archive of interviews, and as I progressed as a
professional, they became less relevant. But I wish that when I was
still a young, inexperienced architect that I had done more. When
I proposed to these eminent architects to take their time with
nothing to offer in return, their answer was invariably yes. They
gave me a chance for an interview and shared their professional
secrets with me, which was a once in a lifetime opportunity. This
strategy is still valid, and I recommend young architects to pursue
such prospects.
During one of these interviews, Jean Nouvel refused to let
me photograph and publish the construction of the on-going
Euralille project. He was aware of the fragile illusion of modern
architecture: Until the last pane of glass is mounted in place, the
architecture appears flawed, vulnerable, and even disastrous. We
would be hard pressed to find a surviving door or window in a
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The double skin structure of Esma Sultan

classical Greek and Roman ruin or even in a 19th century masonry
building, but the beauty of the architecture is indisputable.
This begs the question of whether glass, frames, and windows
are necessary elements of architecture. How can I make them
invisible?
When working on the reconstruction of Esma Sultan, I observed
that a double skin created a meaningful architectural effect from
both the exterior and interior. The most beautiful buildings are
those where new interpretations of an old structure are held in
balance. A combination of old and new…
The conceited and smug architects of the 20th century have
exaggerated the separation of the envelope from structure, and
have also disengaged the practice of architecture from the culture,
See more of Esma Sultan on page 178

Esma Sultan before the preservation intervention by GAD (Akdag, 1983)
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knowledge, and buildings of the past. Instead of processing the
strictly ordered and no longer fashionable buildings of the past,
it has become commonplace to demolish them and start from
scratch. However, architecture has always been concerned with
using what already exists and is already available. The design
approach we adopted at Esma Sultan would not be possible for
new construction, because the skins and load-bearing elements
and suspended ceilings of 20th century buildings are all designed
and work independently.
The outer shell of the building dates back 200 years. While the
new core was designed separately and functions independently,
its articulation as a double skin puts the old and new into dialogue,
conveying their contrast. (Please see balance suspensions on
page 93.) By combining the old and the new in a double facade,
it results in a beautiful contrast.
Interestingly, during the 20th century, all sides of the political
spectrum agreed that production and reproduction lead
to happiness. We wanted to produce fast and consume fast.
However, concepts like democracy, human rights, and equality
were not met with the same, rapid response. We could not be
united within a worldwide federation under a single flag or share
the same values. The election systems of countries governed
by very different democratic systems were often manipulated
by their current or elected local governments. The pandemic
taught us a failure, distress, problem, disease experienced in
one country can now spread around the world with lightning
speed. We cannot say anymore that the internal affairs, decisions,
governments, and gravitas of the countries are solely theirs. In
this century, the superiority of the wealthy and powerful may be
waning, but housing issues and starvation still exist. Even into the
21st century, we must still think about how to resolve these issues.
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Neri Oxman’s (2017) ‘Krebs Cycle of Creativity’
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Synthesis
“The Twentieth Century is littered with the
unintended consequences of technology,
from the disastrous physical impacts of cars,
to the horror of nuclear weapons. I am by
no means a Luddite (I love for instance, my
e-bike and Apple Pencil) but I want to engage
the tech sector in a manner that brings more
criticality and interdisciplinary thinking to
both their efforts and ours.”
Vishaan Chakrabarti (2019)

 In the 21st century, every detail is distilled. What is good, solid,
meaningful, and beautiful; what can become part of nature and
contribute to the natural balance; what is impartial and does not
take the judgments of our peers and various -isms into account
this is what is valuable. I am not saying this is what is correct,
because I don’t know it yet. Perhaps there is none, there never
was or maybe one day big data will show it to us. Architecture is
situated in the space between science, technology, and fiction.
In this synthesis are three main responsibilities: To generate the
right concepts, to focus on content, and to develop contextual
points of view and solutions. We must at least be adept in making
the following:
 Spatial/Programmatic Statement
 Structural Statement
 Material Statement
 Tech Statement
 Art statement
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Spatial / Programmatic Statement
The spatial configuration should create a relationship among floors
rather than just piling them atop each other. It should consider the
balance between interior and exterior, be sensitive to private and
non-private areas, and reinterpret the dialogue between areas of
continuous and occasional use. It should respond to the visible
and unseen circumstances of the surrounding environment.
For example, an Amazon distribution center is not architecture;
it’s just a building. Our solar farms are not architecture either.
Our factories are operated by robots… Boxes without windows,
light, or space… They are just structures. Miles upon miles of
desolate, uncanny industrial areas have been built in the 20th
century: Warehouses, cranes, forklifts, containers, no man’s lands
with no way out, no humanity… And no architecture.
In addition to their unsightliness, such buildings have no relation
to their surrounding environments. But it’s possible to transform
such buildings, to apply an architectural approach to them. For
instance, our office, GAD Park, was once a generic, unprofitable
multistory car park with an elevator. Everything was automatic;
there were no windows; there had been no “space.” We have
designed our current offices GAD Park by opening windows,
adding floors, and more importantly focusing on the human scale.
As we stated before, great leaps forward have been made,
and one of the most valuable novelties is that our structures
can have ever-wider spans. The large span necessary for an
aircraft hangar, for instance, offers architectural possibilities
that, if we were to apply them to other such structures, could
restore their architectural value. I enjoy undertaking projects
with requirements and exigencies that I have never faced before,
though we are seldom approached to design such projects with
which we have no previous experience.
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Question Have you ever done this? Do you have any
specific experience with this?
Answer

No.

Result

Sorry, we cannot work with you.

This is a strange contradiction/paradox. After we designed a Fish
Market in Istanbul, we received requests from around the world
to design fish markets. Actually, there’s little you need to know
or have experienced to design a fish market: You learn about
the fish, get acquainted with the vendors, and there you go!
Specializing in a typology and acquiring a depth of experience,
while important, can weaken the breadth of one’s design skills in
the long run. There are specialized architectural firms that design
only hospitals, educational facilities, high rises, or museums.
What a bore!
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Another current issue is to integrate rather than segregate
buildings according to their functions… To create communities
that are alive night and day, every day of the week, in all seasons,
that generate their own energy, reuse rather than restock… To
use widespread data and smart buildings to connect those with
excess to those with need in a way that can satisfactorily meet
everyone’s needs.
In 1933, an exclusive group of European architects and city
planners met in Athens to ratify the game-changing CIAM Charter
of City Planning. The Athens Charter dealt with the future of
architecture and cities; it advised that various city functions be
carefully separated–residences, workplaces, recreation, and
traffic must be kept apart. This approach was, unsurprisingly,
termed functionalist, and the movement was referred to as
Modernism. These ideas came to be the guiding principles for
architecture and city planning for decades to come not only in
the West but also worldwide.
Especially after 1960, Modernist planning principles came to
dominate as rapid urbanization took place around the world. The
traditional focus on creating cities and spaces for people and
their needs was changed to a focus on buildings surrounded by
nebulously defined no-man’s lands. These principles represented
the most radical change in the course of human settlement, and
there was never an assessment of whether these changes actually
worked for mankind. In fact, they do not. Widespread discontent
with these kinds of settlements is the evidence of this.
In 1998, another conference of European city planners convened in
Athens. Based on the experience of the 65 years since the previous
one was issued, a new Athens Charter was developed that says
that residences, workplaces, recreation, and traffic should never
be kept apart. A complete turnaround! And what a turnaround!
It took decades and countless failed Modernist city precincts
for experts to arrive at this conclusion, but in fact, a counter
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movement was developed throughout this time that focused
on cities for people rather than on technocratic modernism. The
dystopian mega-projects of the construction industry have long
ceased to attract attention.
Buildings are not discrete. They must be considered as components
of an integrated urban system with a shared infrastructure. They
are one element of a continuum from village to town, to city.
Alongside the highways and railways that lead from every
modern city are buildings untouched by architecture. But as
we move further away from these cities that have been scarred
by industrialization, we come across delightful towns, hamlets,
castles, farms, and landscapes all shaped before the 19th century.
The reason behind this is the conflict between thesis and antithesis.
Junk buildings that are not integrated with the city surround the
wonderful city centers that came into existence before the 20th
century. Instead of dealing with these cities overcome by chaos,
perhaps it is wiser to abandon them to their problems and fates
and instead to consider new settlements as a synthesis of the
dialectic described above.
Can we do this? First, we need to change our education system
that promotes consumerism, consumption, and greed. We also
need to free ourselves of feudal, discriminatory, clientelist local
political leadership as well as of jingoist political elites that view
the boundaries of their countries as a fiefdom, who put their
personal interests first, and who manipulate elections.
Can this happen? Yes. And if these changes occur, how will they
be reflected in architecture? This is a great and exciting question
before us.
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The planning of settlements –that is to say, urban planning– was
conducted independent of architects in the 20th century. The
training of the planners who steered these activities included only
a bare minimum of architecture; the priorities were cars, industry,
increased production and consumption, and accommodating
ever-greater populations. They did as they were trained to
do. To develop new urban schemes, we must understand the
characteristics that make cities and urban neighborhoods
attractive, a task that contemporary social media makes less
speculative.
Walkable, Livable, Sustainable
Any city that actually exists is and should be a combination of
these, and the design of any real settlement consists in finetuning the configuration in successive phases. And of course,
all settlements must be pedestrian driven, walkable, and more
livable.
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NATURE

Natural landscape and natural resources, including
underground ones

RELIGION

Sacred centers for the spiritual and religiously faithful

HISTORY

Art, architecture, and archaeological assets and places
where important events in human history took place

STREET CULTURE

Diverse, active streets and public spaces

EDUCATION Together with history, street culture, and nature, cities
known as centers of knowledge like Cambridge,
Boston, and Oxford
DIGITAL

Progressive technological and entrepreneurial centers

WELLNESS

Places with thermal springs and pure air that provide
restorative services to visitors

GASTRONOMY

Variety and quality of the food culture, as in San
Francisco and Cape Town

FESTIVAL & BIENNIAL

Classical music in Salzburg, jazz in Montreal, rock in
Bilbao, electronic music in Miami, art in Basel, film in
Cannes, design in Milan and Venice

ARCHITECT

Structures where a single building represents an entire
city; Eiffel Tower Paris, Bilbao Guggenheim, Sydney
Opera House,

CITY

Cities where any street represents the whole city;
Venice, Puglia, Brugge, Kyoto, Marrakesh, Cappadocia
(region)

Some fortunate villages, towns, cities, and settlements have
a few of the above features at the same time. Those will carry
their walkable, livable, and sustainable characteristics to future
generations.
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Structural Statement
The structural design of a building should not be concealed,
disconcerting, or overwhelming; instead, it should be pleasurable
to look at. Its details, proportions, and joints should be carefully
considered and executed.
Some GAD projects are more prominent in terms of structural
expression. Some of the projects in this type of steel structural
expression are; Yalova Elyaf, Aksoy Technical, Esma Sultan,
Borusan Music Center, Divan Kurucesme, Besiktas Fish Market,
Susona Lobby-Restaurant, Tuz Ambari, Serra Gate. Some
examples for the use of exposed concrete are Kadikoy Park
Toilets, Kuum Lobby-Restaurant, GAD Park Office.
I’d also like to mention a situation I find quite interesting. Some
buildings have more character before their walls and coverings
are installed, in their bare skeletal states when they only have
their reinforced concrete load-bearing structures.

Construction of the structure of Divan Kurucesme
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Structural statement of Divan Kurucesme

Steel network

Steel structure

Reinforced concrete
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Structural statement of ITU LIBRARY

Serra Gate

The
outdoor
installation was designed and fabricated
by GAD as a part of on-going research
on flexible structures. The design was
based on a modular system in steel for
a free-standing urban gate that can
be moved and transformed based on
programmatic requirements. For Serra
Gate, the only functional constraint was
that it would be an urban placemaker,
a landmark attracting attention to a
specific point in the city. After its initial
opening at a temporary event at the
Esma Sultan Mansion also designed by
GAD in Ortakoy, Istanbul, the Serra Gate
placemaker moved to a more visible
public location in Taksim Square in the
center of Istanbul as a part of Istanbul
Design Week in 2015.
The design of Serra Gate is based on
the desire to create homogeneous
space generated by a complex
structure in steel plates. The initial
computational design model was
based on geometry from the 3d
arrangement of ceramic tiles
but this strategy was quickly
transformed into a more
complex design derived
from geometry based
on the mathematics of
minimal surfaces.

plates was realized through a digital
design that included surface tension
and structural analysis. The resulting
complex steel geometry is realized
without any column-like elements rising
out into space to generate different
views across the vast volume of Taksim
Square from reflections of the intriguing
minimal surface.
GAD’s exploration of tectonics through
an architecture that is mutational and
transformable in this design was one
of the first pioneering efforts in digital
design and fabrication to appear in
Istanbul. It represents a one to one
structural prototype at a reduced scale
of a proposal for a high rise building
construction. The Serra Gate was later
moved to another site on the Golden
Horn as part of its journey through
Istanbul’s urban context as an active
agent of proactive
design.

The transformation’s
pr imar y goal was
to achieve flexibility
through a series of
formal pairing rules that
resulted in a surface that
delineates and explores space
and location. This structure of
vertical tiles between horizontal
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In situ in Taksim Square
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Close-up of the Serra Gate

A geometric facade system for a
building in an urban setting was
designed by the GAD for the
. The aim was to
create a prominent visual landmark on
a busy high street for fashion brands in
the cosmopolitan district of Nisantasi
in Istanbul.

apartment

CLn

Thus the architectural design of this
advanced geometric facade is inspired
by geometries researched by physicist
and computer scientist Alan Schoen’s
gyroids and the mathematical formulas
of Stephen Wolfram. The design is based
on mathematical and computational
equations with 6 unknowns that create
complex geometries which form a
variety of minimal surfaces without selfintersection. Among infinite variations,
a smooth manifold is selected with an
adequate number of openings that will

eventually form openings in the facade
design. Once the base unit is generated
out of the formula, with the repetition on
x and z-axes, the form slowly comes up to
its final appearance. Of course, the design
aims to create a second skin embodying
the outer balconies of the retail building
while creating an iconic and striking look to
the building located in Abdi Ipekci Street in
Istanbul with the neighboring retail stores
of the world’s most luxurious brands.
Due to the needs of the building, the
balconies that come out of the structure
had to smoothly integrate into the
facade design, thus some cuts were
applied to the form at strategic points,
and on the ground floor the geometry
was stretched to form awnings in order
to create welcoming entrances to the
showroom of this luxury fashion brand.

Study #1 Proposal with dismountable joint elements
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From digital model...

...to 3D printed physical model

Study #2 Varieties for the form to be sculpted from marble blocks
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Watercolor & charcoal sketch by Gokhan Avcioglu
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Study #3 Facade with waffle structure

Material Statement
The material statements are creating an approach that transforms
even familiar materials to different expressions inside and outside
the building.
In this period the same construction methods, same styles, and
same basic materials –earth, wood, and later, brick, stone, steel,
and other compounds wherever you go in the world- were used
all around the world.
When a building was destroyed, most of the remaining materials
were re-used in its place. Only if a new method was developed
or new necessities emerged construction of a new building by
utilizing the aforementioned basic materials would come into
question.
Today temporary and permanent building categories use
different details and materials. Although this need-based
categorization existed in the past as well, it was not made with
an awareness of permanence. The use of stone was a factor in
the increase and the idea of permanence. In the early periods, as
the stone laying and masonry methods were not as developed,
they were not resilient against natural disasters. In time, arches,
vaults, and their derivatives suitable to stone that can also be
applied to brick created the wonderful harmony of structural
methods suitable to the material. In the 20th century, with the
development of reinforced concrete and steel, also benefiting
from the separate functioning of walls, metal load-bearing
elements began to be used, and with the inclusion of synthetic,
plastic, and other chemical compounds, composites and new
mixtures in the construction industry, new surfaces and new
layers whose lifespans are unknown have entered our repertoire.
The library of material diversity of the last century geared towards
consumption is quite confounding for architects.
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Today, in the construction industry, building budgets are still determined
according to the criteria necessary to build an inadequate building from the
supply of materials to the detailing phase in the shortest possible time. As
long as they are solely approached from the investment cost perspective,
there will continue to be thousands, even millions of trash, kitsch, ugly,
meaningless, cruel, and wasteful buildings. The cost of a building includes
a dimension that extends to the joint national wealth.

Material statement of YKAD House

The main building material is brick, mostly due
to energy efficiency reasons. But the brick is not
used by conventional means; instead we preferred
experimenting on how the bricks can be put together
in a different way using the current design and
construction technologies. Through scripting and
CAD modeling techniques, the bricks on the walls are
arrayed heterogeneously, with different orientations
at different points. Also, the distances between
two bricks may change at certain controlled
points of the facade, providing a
perforated surface that lets the
daylight through while
keeping the privacy.
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Tech Statement
Mechanical Statement

Glazing system in the basement

The “E xploded House” design
reinterprets traditional vernacular
dwellings in the Aegean area with
equal attention to moderating the
interior climate but with innovative
techniques and formal innovations.
While vernacular homes in Bodrum use
thick natural stonewalls to moderate
temperatures in the hot Aegean
climate, GAD’s solutions were to use
passive ventilation based on large
overhangs, natural air circulation, and
rainwater as organic cooling systems.
The angular structure of the house
provides protection from sunlight and
acts as an important formal synthesis
with the asymmetric topography fitting
into the rocky clefts of the hillside.

Esma Sultan’s
double skin

Rectractable glazing in the living room of the Exploded House
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Kinetical Statement
The discourse of architecture has a natural tendency to discover the optimal living
conditions within the environment in which it is located. Environmental factors
such as light, wind, and weather conditions can alter instantaneously. We can then
propose that a responsive architecture to these ever-changing environmental
circumstances is not a recent idea. Yet we can also say that contemporary
architecture has not quite achieved expectations on this matter yet in terms of a
kinetic architecture.
In this respect, the term kinetic architecture does not only involve dynamic facade
systems, but it also comprises self-protecting set-ups in which the building may
partially or as a whole, adjust to given circumstances. For example, the building
may change its structural mechanisms to activate natural ventilation systems
responding to increasing temperatures or the whole structure may transform into
a position where it is sheltered from over exposure to sunlight.
GAD has been seeking opportunities to apply kinetic architecture considering
its powerful potential.

TPKP, produced in collaboration with planners from the Istanbul Municipality, sought to
reinvigorate the area by creating a network of park and recreational spaces connecting
the disparate functions in the vicinity.
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Swiss Hotel landscape design

Green integrated architecture

Biological Statement
Biophilic architecture as pursued by GAD is characterized by a number of strategies
intended to understand the connection between nature and man in the experience
of building and space.
These are:
1. The naturalistic dimension applied to the integration of all aspects of nature
into the design process
2. A holistic appraisal of the site, “the basic structure of the place” determined by
how nature works in time and space
3. The “geometric coherency,” that is, the physical space must have such a
geometrical configuration able to enhance the connections of the human dimension
and the built with natural environments.
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Growing Architecture
The construction industry is responsible for 38% of carbon-dioxide emissions
from the total sum of manufacturing materials and operational emissions,
according to the report (Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction,
2019) of the United Nations Environment Programme. As we are consuming
more of the world’s resources than is available, the idea of using bricks,
concrete, and wood does not seem like a good solution in building
structures to accommodate the ever-increasing population of the world.

Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu, 2020
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Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu, 2020

Architects have started considering the construction of buildings out of
natural resources-living construction materials that can also be part of the
oxygen cycle by contributing with photosynthesis as a living organism that
has self-healing abilities. While biotechnologies such as tissue and genetic
engineering is an approach to the matter on the smallest scale, the opportunity
of growing our construction elements biologically by shaping it into what we
need may be a promising way to build our future structures as biourbanism.
In this respect GAD shares the view of Professor Rachel Armstrong for “an ideal
architecture” as:
“one that you can plant as a seed having programmed it with
all the information it needs to grow itself in an environment
where it can organically seek out and connect with the
resources that it needs. Through its lifetime it would remain
responsive to its surroundings and adjust according to the
demands and needs of its human habitants.”
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GAD’s motivation and admiration for the

between public and private, indoor and
outdoor, from which new synergies arise,
project, which is a mid-rise residential and lead to more dynamic urban spaces
complex, derives from the idea of with a better relationship between
building a socio-ecological, climate- buildings and their inhabitants. Fluidity
neutral, ecosystem-based community. uses the characteristics of sinuous forms
As opposed to the streamlined and their potential to respond to these
architects and their abstract, prosaic, above-mentioned needs, creating urban
and neutral structures that can be elements characterized by a double
perceived as insensitive to the local skin, an outer side composed of scales
context in Dubai, GAD’s proposal that regulate the air combined with an
offers a critically qualified residential inner skin of extruded technological
complex embracing the idea of the vertical faces and makes waves that
living areas of the future will not be a interact with the skins. Walls, windows,
universal and uniform space, instead balconies, ceilings, and floors interact.
will generate continuity and contiguity Thus, the main GAD approach here is to
through the use of diverse elements propose a double-skin facade strategy
and coordination of building systems, using urban geometry articulated by
allowing and promoting simultaneous multi-layered interweaving coupled
programs. In this context, the design of with digital fabrication and parametric/
the Dubai Water Canal is guided by the algorithmic design approaches at the
demands of natural, spatial, and artificial center of fluidity. The facade pattern
necessities of the desired continuity proposes a neo-futuristic design in

Dubai Water Canal

Drop off at the back facade
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Aerial view of the amenities and green terraces

which the structure internally and
externally are embedded into each
other. The internal levels organically
connect each other, which makes
people aware of the depth of the
space they are in. It is the product of a
thoughtful fluid architecture approach
and intelligent execution. The facade
is also crucial in terms of exploiting

ambient parameters like natural light
conditions such as (sunlight - vertical/
horizontal), diffuse light), artificial
lighting conditions (exterior/interior), or
climate-neutral specifications. After the
completion of its building simulations
and preparations, the building will be
ready to use in 2025. The project will
be a beacon for the next evolution of

Front facade facing the canal
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Borusan Art and Music House

Art Statement
A r t s t a tem en t c an b e
approached from two ways;
architecture hosting art inside,
on, or outside of it or a building
that is art itself.
The first is much easier and
possible by all architects and
building owners inclined
towards art. It is more difficult
to define the second. It is what
we all seek and desire.
Changa was designed by GAD
and built out over 11 months
in 1999. The atmosphere of
Changa singles it out from
other restaurants in Istanbul
as it combines old and new,
classic and modern. The
original, hand-painted artwork
from 1903 on the room’s walls
and ceiling is untouched.
Changa hosted a collection
of permanent art by famous
Turkish artists like Canan Tolon,
whose artistic practice centers
on nature’s continual renewal
and on architecture as a cultural

Private dining experience at Changa

enterprise. Tolon designed an
intellectual and visual world
around the resistance between
nature and architec ture
and the contradiction and
consequences borne out of
their encounter.

Leo Villareal’s ‘Particle Field’ software creates moving abstract geometric shapes
that never repeat. The use of this new media allows him to work in a higher resolution,
giving the works a sense of depth, detail, and motion. This is evident in Villareal’s
‘Diagonal Grid’ lighting installation for the Borusan Art and Music House on the left.
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Contradictory Observations
Since the beginning, I have refrained from considering architecture
as a craft passed from father to son. What is more evident than the
fact that iron sharpens iron. But is architecture such a profession?
In the discourses above, it is clear that this profession needs to
renew itself on a continuous basis. It needs to overcome the
tendency to abide by hegemonic formulas that are developed
and passed from generation to generation the facile approach of
applying such tenets without further development and without
a critical eye.
I am not brought up by architects, but I had some exposure to
the profession in my family. My uncle, Tandogan Erkul, was a
graduate of the School of Fine Arts in Istanbul and worked for
his teacher, an eminent architect of the time, Ahsen Yapanar.
Those were days when to be hired, architects had to submit a
portfolio and undergo a rigorous interview process. With his wife,
who taught German at the Goethe Institute, he chose to move
to Stuttgart to pursue further opportunities, and after building
savings he returned to Istanbul. Instead of limiting himself to
architectural practice, he and his partners engaged in property
development and construction.
I was in high school at the time, and he did not influence my
choice to become an architect, but his presence was beneficial
for my mental development and professional education for
becoming acquainted with materials and for liking or being
critical of them. He also influenced my interpretations of the
role of the architect in society, of relations vis-a-vis government
entities, of modernism, of being conscientious with respect to
the issues at stake. He was an adroit man who liked to work with
his hands and with construction materials. I was more centered
on pencils, paper, paint, drawing, and sculpting.
Today’s Mimar Sinan University of Fine Arts, was the leading
academic institution of its time. Architecture in this school had a
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Borusan Music & Art House, Istanbul
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Divan Kurucesme, Istanbul

special position with respect to the other art disciplines. In a way,
it was perceived as the older brother that linked the institution to
the real world. I have great memories of visiting the Academy in
those days both during summer breaks in high school as well as
during my successive years of education. Even today, I recognize
it as the source of inspiration for me on many subjects, and if one
day we set up a school of architecture, I would like to recreate its
unique atmosphere. We’ve initiated this with the GAD Academy.
In the 19th century, architectural education slanted towards the
arts; in the 20th century, it centered on engineering. When the
balance inclines too heavily to either side, a deficit of knowledge
and inspiration is inevitable. In general, schools of architecture
the world round have made a choice between engineering and
the Beaux Arts. But there is a third path, a model first adopted
170 years ago at the Architectural Association (AA). This tradition
of the pure architectural school continues sci-Arc, Berlage, and
IAAC Barcelona. And recently we have been experimenting with
a similar approach in joint studios with Ferda Kolatan and Winka
Dubbeldam at UPenn.
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Since 2011, the GAD Foundation has brought architecture
professionals and students together to discuss and plan issues
related to architecture, design, society, education, and the
environment. Founded by the Istanbul based practice Global
Architecture Development (GAD) led by Gokhan Avcioglu, the
GAD Foundation works to positively influence practice and
theory with a focus on education, society, and their intersection
with architecture.
The GAD Foundation team initiates many activities in Turkey and
globally such as workshops, internships, exhibitions, student
exchange programs, book editing, publishing, and importantly,
connecting key figures in architecture with students and society.
The GAD Foundation is a platform open to new members and
supporters interested in developing the Foundation’s goals of
improving architecture and our built environment.
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EVENTS & WORKSHOPS
2021

2017

Vitra Turkey event invitation, lecture at Istanbul
University & Yıldız Technical University,Jury
member at Frame

361° Conference Architecture Revolution
(Mumbai), MIPIM (Cannes), PERSPECTIVE
Europe (Venice), Kosovo Architecture Festival,
Lecturer, Pristina Architecture Week (Pristina),
Design Junction, London Design Week (London)

2020
Macallan event, lecture at ITU Kulüpler BirliğiArchCareer (GAD Methodology), lecture at
Yeditepe University

2019
Winka Dubbeldam Lecture at ITU (Istanbul),
Ferda Kolatan Lecture at Kadir Has University
(Istanbul), UPENN Master Studio Halic Port
Workshop (Istanbul)

2018
Ferda Kolatan Lecture at ITU, Sponsor (Istanbul),
UPenn School of Architecture Istanbul Visit,
Sponsor (Istanbul), Sergei Tchoban Lecture,
Sponsor (Istanbul), Arch Moscow, Sponsor,
Partner, Speaker (Moscow), FANUC Robotic
Workshop (Istanbul)
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2016
Juror for AR Women in Architecture Awards
(London), Architects Meet in Fuoribiennale
(Venice), Artists in Concrete Awards (AICA)
Festival (Mumbai), The Plan Awards Ceremony
(Venice), New Cities (Bucharest), Archmarathon
Casting@Marmomacc (Verona)

2015
The Plan Awards, Jurorn (Milano), Perspective
Eurotore)

2014
Waffle Structure Workshop (Kayseri), Bahcesehir
University, Computational Design (Istanbul)

GAD ACADEMY
The GAD Academy is an annual, full-time experimental non
credit program that takes place at the heart of GAD, GADLab,
GADLibrary, and the editorial group. Within the scope of their
experience, we ask participants to transform insights they
glean from professionals in the discipline, such as architects,
academics, and artists, and turn them into a program of research,
self-edification, and action. By the end of this process, which we
call “Live-Project,” participants will be able to reflect on their
experiences together with the design teams and re-evaluate their
prior training in the scope of traditional architectural education.
We want participants to undergo a process of self-construction,
filling the gaps in their knowledge and realizing their archaeology.

PUBLICATIONS
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COMPETITIONS
Reimagining Cappadocia Competition
2022
Cappadocia has one of the mos t
mesmerizing landscapes in Turkey. The
historic settlements and their relationship
with their context has been a topic of
interest for the local architects for a
long time. With this competition, GAD
aims to spread this unique culture to the
architecture & design community globally
and to start a discussion on how to add
value architecturally without distorting the
qualities that define Cappadocia.

Tree House Park Design Competition
2021
The competition promotes the generation
of architectural ideas for outdoor activities
for a forested area, which could also be
applied in other protected green areas
throughout the city of Istanbul as an
example of the conservation of nature
within cities on a global scale. Launched
in January 2021 the jurors include leading
names in architecture and ecology fields
including Winka Dubbeldam, Chris Precht,
Adreas Wenning, David Basulto, and
Gokhan Avcioglu.
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EXHIBITIONS
Alpaslan Ataman
Timeless Architecture Exhibition
2021
The exhibition is the first time Ataman’s
archive has been opened to the public. The
GAD Foundation has collected his drawings
for the last 40 years into an Open Archive to
show his unique way of working, and reflect
his inner world and his Ottoman vision.

Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu Exhibition
2021
The exhibition is an extraordinary collection
of Gokhan Avcioglu’s sketches throughout
his professional life and a great opportunity
to observe his approach to design. GAD
Foundation curated Avcioglu’s works
with the aim of inspiring the visitors and
drawing them into the world of architecture.

GAD Academy Exhibition
2021
GAD Academy intends to create a digital
framework of education that could justify
today’s needs of dense urbanization and
pollution within our world. Designing as
a research and predicating the digital
knowledge is the core essence of our study
seen in this exhibition.
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from Built to Print
2021
Today, we, as GAD Labs, stand in a point
where we can construct any concrete form on
site, without casting it into a supportive mold
structure. The 3D printing technology which
was developed for establishing the first
human settlements on Mars have come to be
useful also on Earth where fast, economical
and ecological buildings can be realized for
Earthquakes’ post-disasters settlements or
even basic needs for the city.

IN Practice
2017
The state of committed architecture in the
Europe CADDE Project was on display at
the IN Practice conference and exhibition
in Naples. The event, which was produced
by Gnosis Architettura, revisited themes and
practices featured in the IN Practice initiative
at the Venice Biennale in 2016.

World Architecture Festival
2017
The GAD Foundation participated in the
World Architecture Festival with a Waffle
Structure exhibition entitled “New City
Forms by Domesticity.” The project was
designed to increase our understanding of
futuristic structures and the parameters that
will form architectural settlement culture.
The Waffle Structure describes a future
architecture utopia by simulating different
ways of life in different spaces like caves, the
sky, the sea, and on slopes.
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World Architecture Festival
2017
The GAD Foundation took part in the World
Architecture Festival in Berlin, exhibiting
its projects and accompanying research
processes, in collaboration with the furniture
design firm Koleksiyon.

Scope Miami Art Show
2016
Cagla Cabaoglu Gallery took part in the
Scope Miami Art Show held in the winter of
2016 with an installation featuring the work
of 42 contemporary artists including 4 works
designed by Gokhan Avcioglu & GAD.

Serra Gate
2013
The Serra Gate project demonstrates the
ability of a temporary structure to respond
flexibly to varied programs and users within
a continuous field of negative/positive
spaces. The structure proposes an immersive
environment in which the relationship of
scale and proportion between the viewer
and the projection are radically modified.
The structure is a convincing architectural
solution that can be adapted to any urban
environment.
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Peter Eisenman Virtual House Exhibition
1997
The Virtual House was a series of design experiments by the
architect Peter Eisenman in the
1980s and 1990s exploring the
idea of the virtual in architecture.
Initially, the process started
from the memory of the spatial
concept of an earlier house by
Peter Eisenman, for which he
wrote a text in 1987 titled “The
Virtual House.” Following on from
this philosophical statement was
a series of designs as geometric
abstrac tions utilizing newly
emerging computational design
methods that were initially
displayed in Berlin in 1997 at
FSB–Franz Schneider Brakel. For
Eisenman, the move into the
computational and the virtual
in architecture occupied a zone
between material and immaterial.
He would comment, “Use of the notion of the virtual in architecture
risks literally materializing the immaterial. Therefore, one needs
to address the productive making, or the condition of the virtual
within architecture, in order to allow architecture to question
traditional ideas of form and space.” As part of this productive
making, an exhibition was realized in Istanbul Turkey with the
purpose of exploring how a virtual house can be embodied in
physical form and structure. The project led by Gokhan Avcioglu
led to this exhibition “Virtual House” as a series of experiments
in material and digital forms shown in Istanbul in May 1998 at
the Borusan Art Gallery in Beyoglu.
Read more on page 20.
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‘‘The virtual is opposed not to the real but to the actual. The
virtual is fully real insofar as it is virtual.’’
Gilles Deluze(2014), Difference and Repetition
What is the virtual? How will it be actualized in architecture? A
way to take up these questions is to understand the actualization
of the virtual as a process of differentiation.
The concept of differentiation understands ‘‘difference’’ as
an ‘‘already given’’ in contrast to reason, which is a process of
identification tending toward the establishment of absolutes, of
identities. Such a notion of difference, until now repressed by
reason, is no longer seen as a law of nature or a category of mind;
instead, it is seen as merely a
valueless beginning. According
to Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari, the actualization of
the virtual always takes place by
differentiation. This discussion
will clarify the importance
of the relation between the
physical and the virtual and the
implications of the actualization
of the virtual as a process of
differentiation.

Photographs reprinted from eisenmanarchitects.com (Eisenman, 2022)
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LECTURES
The GAD Foundation has participated in events and given
lectures worldwide to enhance architectural and urban culture
and to inform people about the Foundation’s work. In events
with a range of scales, talks by Gokhan Avcioglu and other
Foundation members have focused on current issues such as new
technologies in architecture and the future of the architectural
practice.

2018 Urban Moscow Forum, Speaker, Moscow · Arch Moscow, Sponsor, Partner, Speaker,
Moscow · Venice Biennal, Venice · MIPIM, Exhibitor, Sponsor, Cannes · ARCH+DSGN
Summit, Speaker, Istanbul · Mimarsiv Selection, Speaker, Istanbul 2017 World Architecture
Festival, Exhibitor, Sponsor, Istanbul · YEM, Mimarlik Haftasi, Speaker, Istanbul · Design
Junction, Sponsor, Partner, Speaker, London Design Week, London · Kosovo Architecture
Festival, Lecturer, Pristina Architecture Week, Pristina · SHARE Sofia, Speaker, Sofia ·
LEXUS, Speaker, Istanbul · IN Practice exhibition, Naples · PERSPECTIVE Europe, Talk,
Venice · The Plan, Winner, Venice · MIPIM, Speaker, Cannes · MIPIM, Exhibitor, Cannes ·
Design Istanbul, Speaker, Istanbul · Architecture Revolution, Keynote Speaker, Panelist,
Mumbai · A+AWARDS, Jury Member, New York 2016 WAF@Berlin, Exhibitor, Sponsor,
Berlin · Kalebodur’la Mimarin Mutfagi, Istanbul · Architect@Work, Keynote Speaker,
Istanbul · International Inspirational New Cities, Lasi · Archmarathon Casting@Marmomacc,
Verona · Tepta 25. yil Mimarlarla Sohbet Serisi, Istanbul · INGLASS International Glass
Architecture and Glass Engineering Expo Conference, Bucharest · New Cities, Bucharest
· The Plan Awards Ceremony, Venice · Architects Meet in Fuoribiennale, Venice · 2016
Tasarim Bilkent’16, Ankara · GL!C (GROHE Live! Center) Bulusmalari 01: Su, Istanbul ·
Juror for AR Women in Architecture Awards, London · Artists in Concrete Awards (AICA)
Festival, Mumbai · Bogazici Universitesi Insaat Ekonomisi Zirvesi, Istanbul 2015 “Bugunun
Turkiye’sinde Mimarlik Tartismak?” YEM & Istanbul Bilgi University Architecture Campus
· INGLASS, International Glass Architecture and Glass Engineering Expo Conference,
Budapest · Archmarathon, Beirut · World Architecture Festival, Singapore · Marmomacc,
Verona · International European Property Awards, London · The Plan Awards, Juror,
Milano · Perspective Europe 2015, Milano · Yesil Rapido, Istanbul · MIPIM, Cannes 2014
Archmarathon, Milano · Iconic Awards, Munich · International European Property Awards,
London · Materi Art Semposium, Ankara · Leaders of Marble, Izmir · MIPIM, Cannes · Artists
in Concrete Awards Asia Fest, Pune · Bursa Insaat Zirvesi, Bursa 2013 Turkey Design Mission
Edition, Istanbul · The Museum of the Future, Istanbul · Arkimeet, Istanbul · Creativity
Without Limits, Istanbul · Arkiparc @ Halic Congress Centre, Istanbul · Artists in Concrete
Awards (AICA) Festival, Pune · International Property Awards, London 2012 AIA New York
Chapter CHANGE: Architecture and Engineering in the Middle East, New York 2011 New
World Architecture Exhibition, Buenos Aries · 5th International Festival of Architecture and
Urbanism in Architecture Week, Prague · Istanbul Summer Exhibition at Istanbul Sanat
Limani, Istanbul 2010 METU, Ankara · Santralistanbul Museum, Istanbul · International
Property Summit, London 2005 Royal Academy of Art, London 2004 Architectural Museum,
Rotterdam 2003 Miami Biennale, Miami 2002 Minima Art Philadelphia, Philadelphia·
Galerist Gallery, Istanbul
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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DESIGN STUDIO COLLABORATION WITH
THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA STUART
WEITZMAN SCHOOL OF DESIGN
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From BUILT
,is a real estate company that is enthusiastic about
creating a close collaboration among the key stakeholders in
the design and construction process. There have been major
developments in most fields during the 21st century. Nevertheless,
the construction industry remained undeveloped compared to
other sectors especially considering the existing poor working
conditions and safety regulations. The construction methods used
today cause harmful and irreversible effects to the environment
and are highly invasive towards human rights in terms of using the
world in an equal and meaningful manner. We hope to improve
these conditions and develop context-sensitive construction
processes.
We want to revive the interest towards architecture in the
industry. GLOBA was established in order to determine the
needs and create properly implemented results through a
common language with all the stakeholders. We believe that
new concepts and digital tools will attract the attention of not
only architects but also users and move architecture further. Thus,
we can guide people with their constructional needs, either be
it for implementing a new landscape design and or constructing
their own home.
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In GLOBA’s perspective, robots need to be present on construction
sites, and architects to supervise the final products of the digital
fabrication and 3D printers.
In today’s world, architects are confined to the office. The huge
gap between the designer, the engineer, and the contractor is
also reflected in the construction site where all these disciplines
work together. The contractor can even interfere with the design
of the architect. GLOBA undertakes the responsibilities of the
contractor to minimize all mediators and be in direct control
of the construction to bring a new approach to the real estate
community with innovative techniques and minimize the gap
between the designer, the engineer, and the contractor.
GLOBA was also established to centralize the implementation of
projects and minimize the difference between design application.
GLOBA was developed in today’s circumstances –economic crises,
pandemic, etc.- that require a rapid completion of the process.
GLOBA intends to make architecture, engineering, sociology,
and construction work in an integrated and systematic manner.

To PRINT
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Re-defining Vanished Craft-work Cultures into
Digitally Fabricated Heterotopical Grounds
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The issue of the traditional Turkish House These traditional architectural house
is a topic that has been extensively examples were described by many
contemplated and discussed in architectural historians as distorted,
Turkey almost to the level of obsession showy, and skewed. On the contrary,
by academicians, students, young we see there is a new architectural
architects, by the likes of experts such language that was created in these
as the architects who are known for their houses in Istanbul, the Balkans, and
practice Sedad Hakki Eldem and Cengiz Anatolia. It should not be forgotten that
Bektas and architects like Alpaslan the new works that the Roman Empire
Ataman, known for their methodical obtained in the transition from the
research. However, the name ‘’Turkish effects of Greek architecture to its own
House’’ seems inadequate as it is Roman architecture, were evaluated
unable to fully express this building as ‘’deterioration, gaudy and showy’’
methodology, which is encountered at that time.
in many different ways in the regional
geography of Turkey. Thus, instead of Many building units/elements in the
using the term ‘’Turkish House,’’ it may spatial lexicon of the Turkish House
be more efficient and correct to choose such as the ’hayat’, ‘oda’, ‘oriel window’,
a title in the form of housing in Anatolia, ‘pinnacle’ which are used in the
Balkans, and Mesopotamia.
construction of Turkish housing, have
been reconsidered in our design on the
GAD has conduc ted research basis of contemporary architectural
based on many different sources theory and new techniques enabled
for the
by the building technologies of our
. In these studies, age. As a result of these findings, a
most researched and talked about ‘’Ruler’’ system was created that can
periods were intentionally avoided, come together in a modular manner,
and especially houses, residences, expand according to the needs, and
mansions, seaside residences, summer can give life to structures suitable for
palaces, pavilions, kiosks, and palaces opening and closing in line with the
built between the 17th and 20th centuries necessity of weather conditions to
were examined. The reason for this create a ‘Ruler order’. Thus, as the late
study is based on the argument that architect Alpaslan Ataman said, again
the features of the works of that period when it is provided with a ruled order,
of time constitute new determinations it creates a style.
on this architectural history.

timber HOUSE
project

Huber House by Raimondo D’Aronco
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Modular pieces

Endless amount of variations

Optimized set
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Designing 3D-Printed Settlements
Using Wave Function Collapse
With the Wave Function Collapse,
which is a quantum mechanism, the
aim is to change living spaces to
obtain an organic city through adding
horizontal and vertical spaces. As a
result of calculations of the modules
with commands entered into the WFC
algorithm, the most optimal result
among several options is obtained by
considering design, user interaction,
and client parameters. In the design of
architectural plans and urban planning
in different scales and characteristics,
the aim of the use of the WFC is to create
spaces that are part of the texture of
the existing fabric while retaining it’s
unique geometry.
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anticipating
future
to give advance thought, discussion, or treatment to.

a period of time following the moment of speaking or writing; time regarded as still to come.

zukunft etorkizun takomst marigsa budoucnost
f r em t id m a s a d e p a n e s ton te co t u l ev i k
toekoms t
tulevaisuus
futur
dyfodol
futuro
bokamoso
kamua
yav
tom
ntej futuro futur prihodnos ti
gelecek

Anticipating the
Future with…
Artificial Intelligence
Digital Fabrication
Machine Learning
Post-Human Times
Deep Learning
Digital Town
EGO » ECO » EVO
Science Fiction

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
There have been significant changes in the field of architecture
in the 2000s. As factors other than construction started to play a
role in practice, the efficiency and self-discipline of the architect
increased in value. While this has not upended the profession,
we are on the cusp of a transformation that is affecting business
practices in sectors across the board. Artificial intelligence
(AI) will affect architecture with respect to its self-assessment
as a discipline as well as with respect to the processes of its
manufacture. Design processes, the manufacture and production
of materials and structures, and the value placed on efficiency
on-site will bring about new, distinct, critical challenges in
architecture.
Design software tools are ubiquitous today, but many decisions
are still determined intuitively. It’s all about inputs. When inputs
are insufficient and gray areas appear, outcomes are not as
solid, so it remains important to identify indisputable truths.

‘Inventions & Innovations ‘reprinted from’ The Advent of Architectural AI’ by Stanislas Chaillou (2019)
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Although architects are still the ultimate decision-makers, artificial
intelligence provides them with improved results in terms of
accuracy, validity, and efficiency.
AI will bring out the gray areas in the official institutions,
governance, and approval mechanisms. Artificial intelligence
and robotic production will free up more time for thinking
and planning. As more and more of the work will be done
without human intervention, people will focus elsewhere. The
hypothesis that machines and artificial intelligence will take over
the world and surpass humanity is the foundation of science
fiction. But I believe we have a margin of safety. When that time
comes, we ourselves will already be on a different level in terms
of our focus and thinking.
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Human settlements and buildings are estimated to have begun
around 12 thousand years ago, even though Homo Sapiens have
existed for some 70 thousand years. Only in the last fifth of human
history did the process of thinking about and with architecture
began, and it is in this period we can trace the first steps of
civilization.
Architecture has always been a measure of development. But
human beings have a problem: They build and then they destroy
what they have built. Why?
Architecture is about building, not destruction. The job of the
profession is to keep buildings upright. Doctors have a similar
objective. For lawyers, outcomes may be positive or negative, but
the ideal is a favorable arrangement for all parties. When it comes
to artificial intelligence, our legal systems cannot keep pace with
rapid developments. Indeed, one of the most significant obstacles
in digital industries is that laws are perpetually inadequate, outof-date, and vague.
The next big advantage of artificial intelligence for architecture
is that in addition to mass production, on-site manufacturing is
becoming possible without the need for third-party contractors.
Imagine large-scale versions of the 3D printers we use in our
offices today: They can work 24 hours a day in the dark because
they do not need to see what they are doing. They produce
cleaner builds faster, using less energy. The capabilities of these
systems of construction will oblige architects to produce optimal,
efficient architectural designs that will result in less waste and
require less excavation.
It is too early to speculate how artificial intelligence will take
on comprehensive, open-ended forms of work that require
imagination, such as architecture. If artificial intelligence does
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Views from the game Townscaper, evolvement of the town using the discrete aggregation method.

take over the architect’s task and a period of architecture without
an architect starts again, then we will be free to work on more
important things. After all, this is a possibility for every occupation,
and nothing to be feared of. Humans make mistakes and these
mistakes can be destructive. They make these mistakes over and
over. Which is to say, there are always other issues that we can
address–other gainful ways we can spend our time on.
Let us consider borders. When the United States was founded
nearly 300 years ago, the unification of the colonies was a
system that could have been an inspiration for the world. With
the European Union or other unities, boundaries that separate us
could have disappeared. They have not covered all the countries
on earth in a wider area yet.
Currently, the most significant problems in the world economy
are; conflicts between countries, differences between our
currencies, customs disagreements, arbitrary visas, embargos…
Economic sanctions on countries due to the disagreement
of political authorities are a waste of time. Instead of peace,
bureaucrats, soldiers, and politicians choose to fight wars. Even
within countries, there are civil wars among people who share
the same culture and the language. We have still not developed
as a civilization. The humanists are still considered naive and
sometimes looked down upon.
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Scripting and form finding for the NewAda project. See more of this project on page 464

For me, there are things more worrying than the threat of artificial
intelligence going out of control. The most critical step with
respect to artificial intelligence is to develop and establish a
legal framework to deal with the rapidly growing issues around it.
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Etiler mixed-use project
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Humans, by nature, advance by manipulating emotions
as well as the reality. For now, artificial intelligence has
no sense of humor, or humanity, no animosity either.
The goal of the industry is a type of precision: Everything is
assembled in a series of exacting micro-processes. But from time
to time, in fact, what we mean by perfection in architecture is
the quality of being “hand-made” revealing the traces of human
fallibility. In the designs of our buildings, a combination of the
two is sometimes desirable.
What we will be talking about in the future will be very different.
We will be discussing structures that produce themselves, selfheal, or even breathe. We will be discussing how to use organisms
and bacteria to achieve our ends–applied bio-mimicry. Today we
use dull, static materials, but as we switch to organic ones, we
will be able to develop building systems that adapt themselves,
like insulation systems that change with the seasons or even the
weather. So, the era of artificial intelligence will ultimately be an
interim period–a tool by which architecture will gain access to
biomimicry.
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DIGITAL FABRICATION
Digital fabrication is a design
and manufacturing workflow
whereby data directly drives
equipment to manufacture and
assemble various geometries and
building parts and systems. This
data is most often in the form of
CAD (computer-aided design)
drawings that are transferred
to CAM (computer-aided
manufacturing) software. The
CAM software directs a specific
machine, like a 3D printer, a CNC
milling machine, or a robotic arm.
As barriers to professional-level
technologies are lowered and they
become more accessible, the gap
betweendesignandmanufacturing
is being bridged. Anyone with the
skills to design a product can also
fabricate it – empowering individual
engineers, product designers,
architects,soleproprietors,andsmall
businesses to produce anything
from prototypes to final products.

Digital fabrication at ETH (Gramazio Kohler Research, 2022)

With new tools on the construction
site, it will become possible
not only to help contractors
visualize the design but also to
fabricate and construct many
parts of the building directly
from the digital design without
the intervention, changes, and
delays caused by manufacturers
and contractors. Instead of
printing out “instruments of
service,” architects will be
pushing a button to build their
designs. The areas of expertise
that intermediaries have taken
over will be reclaimed by the
discipline of architecture, which
will revolutionize the field.

Concrete 3D-printed columns by GAD Labs
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Video link to GAN experiments

Machine learning experiments at GAD
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MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning is a subset
of artificial intelligence that
concerns the implementation
of algorithms and statistical
models to allow computer
systems to perform tasks
effectively without explicit
instructions, relying instead
on patterns and inference.
Machine learning algorithms
construct a mathematical
model based on massive
real-world datasets to make
decisions and predictions.
Such algorithms are used in a
variety of applications such as
Internet search engines, email
filtering, targeted advertising,
and the metaverse. Indeed, the
basis of the methods, theory,
and applications of machine
learning is computational
statistics and mathematical
optimization rather than
analysis of the meaning of the
inputs.
AI has been an inspiration to
the world of architecture as
well. By employing a machine
and assigning inputs, we
can achieve quick results
that may otherwise take a
massive amount of manpower.
Sometimes the outcome

is exactly as desired and
sometimes it is even more
advanced than expected. As
a result, architecture and
its related disciplines, have
been advancing and evolving
in different directions by
embodying machine learning
and deep learning into their
practice.
In GAD, we have used machine
learning in our research to
understand and deconstruct
GAD buildings. We combined
a great data set of images of
the buildings that we have built
and designed to analyze what
the artificial neural networks
determine as GAD style. The
video linked to the QR code
shows a random walking vector
within the latent space of GAD
buildings.
The subject itself is a new field
of experience, so what we say,
our way of saying might be
inadequate. The reader might
get more information on the
topic by using the QR codes,
our website, playing the videos,
and looking at the photographs
and drawings.
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Watch Elon Musk’s live Neuralink demonstration (Musk, 2020)

Graphic content from the ‘Engineering with the Brain’ (Neuralink, 2022)
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POST-HUMAN TIMES
A Path to Super-Humanity: In these devices designed
within the scope of the
Elon Musk, the owner of projects Neuralink projec t, Brain
like Tesla Motors and SpaceX, Computer Interface–BCI that
implemented the Neuralink can be defined as computerproject that aims to combine based systems that can analyze
our brain with computers and transmit actions that are
and artificial intelligence to called for or unwanted are
prevent artificial intelligence used. BCIs receive the signals
to eliminate the human race in the human brain through
in the future. With this project the implants in the brain or
Musk aims to make people the electrodes in the scalp,
super-intelligent, prevent interpret them and realize the
illnesses such as loss of sight commands enabling the brain
and hearing, Parkinson’s and to have the power to control
Alzheimer’s, enhance memory, all devices connected to the
and help those with paralysis internet. Simply, Neuralink
in the short run; in the long run, realizes a utopic idea like mindhe aims to reach a “symbiosis reading. It also aims to store the
with AI” that he sees as an data it receives from the human
existential threat for humanity. brain, somewhat transferring
The Neuralink project that aims the human to the digital
to create brain interfaces with environment and providing
devices that will be inserted data for future studies.
into the human brain, is an
important step on the way to
Super-Humanity.
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DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning is part of a
broader family of machine
learning methods based on
artificial neural networks. Such
learning can be supervised,
semi-supervised,
or
unsupervised. Deep learning
architectures such as deep
neural networks, deep belief
networks, recurrent neural
networks, and convolutional
neural networks are applied
in fields such as computer
vision, speech recognition,
natural language processing,
audio recognition, social
network filtering, machine
translation, bio-informatics,
drug design, medical image
analysis, material inspection,
and board games. Artificial
neural networks are inspired
by biological systems, tending
to be static and symbolic. Deep
learning achieves great success
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in image production as it sets
basic parameters about given
data and trains the computer to
learn on its own by recognizing
multi-layered processes behind.
Images on the right are the
results of Style GAN 2 ADA
implementation of a data
set combined from Gokhan
Avcioglu’s sketches over the last
30 years. Although the data set
was quite small (350 Sketches)
Style-GAN 2 ADA managed
to embrace its character and
produced marvelous results.
In a similar context, architects
use deep learning, to analyze
visual similarities between
designs and to recreate
thousand of constructions by
the schematics developed by
the artificial neural networks.

DIGITAL TOWN
Data is the most valuable resource in the digital era. It is the
new factor that defines individuals, cities, and countries. Cities
are racing to organize the highest number of events and the
largest social networks, and people want to live in cities that are
perpetually active and interactive. In this age, we are connected
by something invisible.

Aerial view of Digital Town
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Timeline of settlement typologies

It is over invisible, digital networks that people are able to
organize and begin forming models of a decentralized city that
generates its own energy uses clean energy resources, and is
waste-free. The two inseparable and essential elements of the
city are activity and sustainability. Village, town, neighborhood,
and city as and event space…
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Their privileges being eroded
by intermediary disciplines
is among the daunting
challenges that architects
have to face. The new smart
cities and buildings that are a
hot commodity worldwide are
indeed the product of the new
digital era. They undoubtedly
provide convenience to their
users as well as those who run
and manage them. But what do
these new buildings and cities
say about the changing role of
the architect? What role will they
play as expert specialization
becomes necessary at every

The inclusion of computing
technologies into the process
of design is inevitable to
improve our efficiency. Then,
how can we maintain the
human dimension of the built
environment? Do the risks of
AI in our profession outweigh
its benefits? Are we slowly but
surely sliding towards a new
breed of “non-architecture”
that, like the industrial factories
of the 20th century, are efficient
but alienating. We will see…

Town with a single center

Town with three satellite centers

Town with five satellite centers

Spiral town

phase and level of the process
of design?

Sustainable center for events

EGO » ECO » EVO
Tech moves at a lightning pace, but
development takes place much more
slowly. To synthesize the two, GAD is
researching the difficulties of building
a real-life community. Every city, it
seems, aspires to be “smarter.” Good
to have smart cities, but not at the cost
of stupefied communities.

in a global crisis. New regulations and
supervision in urban design have come
into prominence.

Architecture is made by the personal
decisions of managers or persons of
rank in the society, of what they see
as the need of the society. The job
of the architects’ has been to build
Tech firms are eager to install whatever monumental buildings that glorify these
sensors and technologies are necessary values and meanings and become a
to collect every last bit of data that city source of pride to society. They were
dwellers generate as they go about built with the personal desires of
their daily lives and use these data leaders, sultans and kings. From single
in all areas related to consumption, buildings to cities, settlements were
keeping it to themselves as much as built in this way. We call this period the
they can. Occupational education and “EGO” period.
ethical rules define what is right and
wrong regarding that occupation and In the last quarter of the 20th century with
professionals have to abide by these the erosion of natural values, we began
rules while practicing their occupation. to talk about the “ECO” consciousness.
These are also a series of principles
that protect these professional ideals. In the 21st century, as well as ecology
There are still gray areas between inter- becoming an essential value, digital
professional relations, arrangements, programs and the new behavior they
shares that are in effect. This issue has bring we think or feel that we have
become even more important after the passed to the “EVO” period.
Covid-19 pandemic that has resulted
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2×2

3×3

2×3

5×3

2×5

2×6

4×2

5×4

3×2

4×4

Building typologies of Media City

MEDIA CITY, was conceived

as an industrial design and production
complex near Istanbul’s new airport that
opened at the end of 2018. In response
to the commission from the Istanbul
Chamber of Commerce to design
an industrial park to accommodate
Istanbul’s multimedia, publishing, and
printing industries, GAD felt it was
important to make a self-sufficient,
sustainable city that was at the same
time a dynamic and attractive cultural
attraction.

GAD’s proposal for Media City is a
systematic network of buildings, parks,
and thoroughfares that can be repeated,
manipulated, adjusted, and organized
along grids, not unlike the paradigm
used for QR codes. Its innovative,
interactive planning and structures
reflect the latest developments in
technology. The plan brings the
physical and digital worlds together,
joining content and publishing with a
new idea of post-industrial city life. It is
both connected to the grid plan idea of
Hipodamus and reinterprets it.

See more of this project on page 520
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Massing

Open space planning

Natural lighting

Planning

Urban farm in Media City
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SCIENCE FICTION - METAVERSE
Be realistic, demand the impossible
Our optimistic perspective
on the future might seem
exaggerated to the reader. Yet
I have to say that regarding the
descriptions, ideas, approaches,
and aspirations about the
future, I have been enjoying
and referring to science
fiction writers and futuristic
philosophy since my childhood.
Architecture contemplates
the future, looks at the future,
imagines the future, takes
lessons from the past, and uses
past experiences but builds for
today’s conditions, for today.

lived in Samsat near the city of
Adiyaman in present-day Turkey.
It would essentially be helpful
to pay attention to what Ernst
Jentch (1906) wrote and even
before him what Jules Verne
wrote and even before him
what Mary Shelley wrote. In
1919 Sigmund Freud wrote
for the first time an essay
titled “The Uncanny” on
science fiction, subconscious
and imaginary personalities.

Kurt Vonnegut’s novel “Player
Piano” (1952) inspired by its
time, depicts a dystopia of
The future is our hopes, our automation and describes the
dreams. Of course, we might negative impact technology
not be able to achieve all has on quality of life. The story
that we want, we might have takes place in a near-future
disillusionment. We still cannot society that is almost totally
give up on constructing the mechanized, eliminating the
future. Sometimes the future need for human laborers. The
is hidden somewhere in the widespread mechanization
past (Back to the Future). creates conflic t between
the wealthy upper class, the
The first known science fiction engineers and managers, who
text that intended to tell stories keep society running, and
about worlds different from the lower class, whose skills
the existing surroundings is and purpose in society have
Lucian’s “A True Story” written been replaced by machines.
in the 2nd century A.C. Lucian Forrest J. Ackerman used the
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term “sci-fi” (short for science nationwide robot-building
fiction) for the first time in 1954. competition in Japan and
has widely promoted robot
Masahiro Mori published in competitions in the years since
1970 his article “Bukimi No Tani” then. Of Robocon, Mori has
(The Uncanny Valley). The article said, “When we lose ourselves
forwarded the hypothesis in an activity, we become
that as robots become more creative, friendly and funny. Think
humanlike, they appear more of how children are when they
familiar until a point is reached are playing. They are completely
at which subtle imperfections absorbed in the game; their eyes
of appearance make them look shine and they
eerie. The observation led Mori are all smiles.
to the belief that robot builders They’re into
should not attempt to make the game, not
their creations overly lifelike themselves.
in appearance and motion. In Th a t ’s t h e
1988, Mori founded the first message of

Diagram using sci-fi content data by GAD Foundation
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Robocon, too: To not be self-centered, but to love others and share
the joy of creating wonderful things.” Yet the main issue here is to
interpret a technological change that is extreme, defective, and
lacks human values and emotions. Of course, everything will not be
perfect, there will be some symptoms, human and technologic errors.
Looking towards the future with a hopeful aspiration, filtering the
pessimistic, dystopic thoughts developed by the authors, thinkers,
and philosophers in the world of science fiction in architecture is
surely beneficial.
Does science drive fiction or fiction drive science?
Greek prefix “μετά” “meta” meaning “af ter ” or
“beyond” “more comprehensive” or “transcending”
the stem “verse,” a backformation from the word “universe”
Up to a period, the stories that have been set in various layers, beyond,
back, or forward in time, very few of them had an aesthetic quality,
intellectual believability in the setting where the dialogues and the
events took place. In time the software programs, filters, postproduction libraries and fast-forward scenes meld everything
into one another in a dynamic time flow rather than allowing
us to perceive the spaces and artificial reality makes this onedimensional but four-dimensional World believable even to us
professional experts. So, can the limiting conditions of “the real
world” we live in, be removed in this “multidimensional world?”
Or is it confined to remain as a “fantasy world” solely hailed
by its fans referring to a temporary period? Facebook recently
changed its name to Meta, igniting debate about the metaverse
and how it will affect social media and of course human relations.
VR-based platforms like Second Life, iTechArt, Oculus VR, HTC,
Unity, Magic Leap, and many more have been orienting their
financial assets mostly on the world of metaverse with their hightech tools and these tech companies are discussing how they want
178

Diagram using sci-fi content data by GAD Foundation

The relation between digitalization and layers of metaverse

to integrate with the metaverse
notion and make a profit.
While such extraordinary
developments were flourishing,
the idea of the Metaverse and
related concepts had already
become a significant part
of literature through stories,
movies, and games. Let’s
remember Jules Verne’s “From
the Earth to the Moon” and
“Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Seas”. Famous
French author Jules Verne’s
sci-fi books were way ahead of
his time. He wrote these novels
nearly 200 years ago. Nobel
prize-winning author Orhan
Pamuk opened the Museum of
Innocence (based on his novel
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of the same name), consisting of
fictional stories and memories,
based on the manifestation of
the fictional side of literature.
Writer Neal Stephenson’s use
of the term “metaverse” in his
1992 sci-fi novel “Snow Crash,”
which envisions a virtual realitybased successor to the internet.
In the novel, people use
digital avatars representing
themselves to discover the
virtual world and interact
with each other imagining
a 21st century where humans
are somehow connected to a
shared virtual universe. With
its futuristic vision and style,
William Gibson’s ground
breaking, award-winning book

Neuromancer (1984), was not
much different than today’s
virtual world. Then, there
are the movies and TV series
where we are thrilled by the
virtual world and humans live
in a virtual reality created by
artificial intelligence, unaware
that it is not the real world.
Wachowski Brothers’ 1999 film
Matrix and Steven Spielberg’s
2018 Ready Player One (based
on Ernest Cline’s 2011 book
series with same name). Or
the LOST and Black Mirror TV
series... They take their viewers
on a wonderful journey to an
astonishing world and the
intriguing nature of Metaverse.
Thereafter, online platforms
that began with MMORPG,
MUD1, NSFNET, Runescape
and developed with multiplayer
games with multiple users such
as Fortnite, Roblox, World
of Warcraf t, Second Life,
Decentraland, The Sandbox....
It is believed to have evolved
through the catalysis of different
interfaces such as mythology,
philosophy, architecture, art,
mathematics and literature
-Metaverse- is “a hypothetical
iteration of the internet,
supporting 3D environments
via virtual and augmented
reality devices alongside
traditional computers; a

universe created by the
complex integration of many
digital platforms and tools.”
Cryptographically chained
and secured data systems
emerged with blockchain
technology and decentralized
finance, produc tion and
supply chain systems in Web
3.0 ecosystem... The system
where the digital architecture
turns into shared platforms
using code-generated
interfaces such as loT, VR, AR,
XR, additive manufacturing,
parametricism... The field of
art’s transformation into NFT
art galleries and the trade of
these works of art with digital
currency or cryptocurrency...
The way of grounding
digital and social media, art,
architecture, entertainment
sector, behaviors, relationships,
sometimes in cm2 and
sometimes in m2 of “ethical
carefree.” Our question will
exist as long as human life does.
Does science drive fiction or
fiction drive science?
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practice

the actual application or use of an idea, belief, or method, as opposed to theories relating to it.

trainieren praktika oefenje praksi laku pagbansay
praxe praktek praktiko ymarfer praxi praksi
praktika üben gyakorlat mazoezi mkhuba
mahi praksa cleachdaidh entraine toi uygulama

Practicing
with Projects

Contextualizing Concept
Late Modern
Flexibility
Experimental
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Global Architectural Development (GAD), led by design
principal Gokhan Avcioglu, works with a dedicated, international
team of architects with the aim of producing forward-looking
architecture on a global scale. GAD looks to media, technological
innovation, and rapidly changing patterns in 21st century social
life to inspire its attitude toward architecture and urbanism. Over
the past 40 years, GAD has pioneered a sustainable approach
through a wide range of work, developing an architecture that
responds to the rapid pace of our times.
GAD believes that in addition to research and experimentation, practicing architects must understand architectural history, respect existing conditions, and appreciate the local culture.
To this end, the two institutions that Avcioglu launched–Global
Architectural Development (GAD), an architectural design firm,
and the GAD Foundation, its research and educational wing–
function in parallel.
GAD’s success lies in its methodical research into clients’ programmatic requirements combined with an iterative process of digital
and physical modeling. Since its foundation, GAD’s production
of advanced forms and material expressions has been dynamic,
innovative, and focused on research–informed by new modes
of cognitive thinking and computerized knowledge. The international staff of GAD has adopted a multidisciplinary approach
to push the changing modalities of global architecture forward,
developing new fields of activity in key areas such as urbanism,
ecology, agriculture, and energy. GAD’s first office was established in Istanbul, and additional offices have been opened in
New York, London, Moscow, Dubai, and Budapest. GAD and
Avcioglu have realized a wide range of projects ranging from
private homes to urban-scale master plans, with many of its commissions having been prominent public facilities such as cultural
centers and civic buildings.
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Contextualizing
Concept
material | immaterial
perfection | imperfection
Genius Loci
Zeistgeist
Ma Ku
Wasabe
Otaku
I would oppose context and concept, saying that
we find ourselves at a period where you either
conceptualize context or contextualize concepts.
In other words, concepts deal with differences
but also with homogeneity, contexts only deal
with differences.
Bernard Tschumi

Conceptualizing
Context

1 Changa
An

Art

Nouveau building,
built on Siraselviler
Street in Beyoglu, Istanbul in 1903,
was restored and refurbished with
additions of contemporary design
features and annexes for new
functions. Intended to have flexible
space planning for different types of
events, Changa was a Conceptualizing
Context project intended to revitalize
the existing architecture and apply
a new renovated basement layout
without disrupting the load bearing
system of the historic structure.

#changa #istanbul
#urban #heritage
#structure
#renovation
#refurbishment
#fusion #union
#finedining
#hybrid

Interior layout presenting plays among the levels

The client Tarik Beyazit, brother of the added. This additional upper floor was
building owner Tayfun Beyazit, and placed as an office and a residential unit
his associate Savas Ertunc envisioned with support system of steel mounted
a program to design the ground floor onto the existing building. The annexes
and first floor for special events and the for new functions were constructed with
second floor/kitchen area for technical exposed steel and glass details to bring
func tions. The existing building the stone and plaster details to the fore.
consisted of a basement, a ground The restaurant floors and the upper floors
floor, and three upper floors, each with served different uses and functions.
two rooms. The rooms were opposite The historic building façade reflecting
each other on both sides of the staircase, the architectural trend of its time was
one looking towards the street and the retained with the 19th-century stylistic
other towards the rear garden. The decorative elements also in its ceiling
basement, ground floor, and the first embellishments. None of the original
three annexes on the back garden side parts such as the expressive main gate,
were designed as a restaurant. On the windows, ceiling, and floor tiles were
additional floors that were placed in the dismantled or changed. To support the
form of a container over the previous existing stone\brick building, light steel
top floor, a working and living space was structures were used in the additions
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that contributed to the air circulation, also representing “modern”, “chic”, and
natural light, and the new functioning “elegant”. The restaurant, Changa, which
spaces in the building. In connecting was opened on the first two floors of the
the parts and spaces, the historic and existing building and on the three floors
the contemporary elements were annexed to the back of the building,
brought together, clearly emphasizing was the motivation for this restoration.
the difference. The building façade And ever y thing was developed
reflected the architectural trend of its and designed around the axis of
time, a 19th-century neo-classicism this idea. Through the use of fusion
found throughout the Beyoglu district style of cooking that enables natural
ingredients with international flavors
in Istanbul.
to be marinated, prepared, and served
When completed the (re)organized all in harmony on the same plate, the
hybrid space had been transformed kitchen served Turkish cuisine infused
into a sophisticated urban restaurant – with contemporary cuisine of the Pacific
Changa. To emphasize this contemporary Rim. This fusion aspect of the restaurant
feel the restaurant’s name comes from and its cuisine was the reflected in the
the Swahili language that means “mix” space’s characteristics where there was

Bar area
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Private dining experience on the second floor

a strong combination of contemporary and historic
architecture. All of these new refurbishments and
renovations with new elements worked in parallel
to the architectural fusion to create a union of the
old and the new. The interior design, in this sense,
combined traditional design with contemporary
elements. The restaurant could accommodate 90
guests at once, while the bar could accommodate
40. The dining area on the fourth level could
hold twelve to thirty people for private events.
Subsequently, Changa was ranked 39th among
the top 50 restaurants in the world by Restaurant
magazine in 2002. The striking part of the restaurant
project was its rounded glass opening in the middle
of the dining room where you could see the kitchen
below through the glass floor you stepped on. The
back garden was taken inside covered with glass.
The glass addition had a sort of playful characteristic,
which did not show reverse light, so guests
could observe the movement in the kitchen. This
wonderfully designed modern but rich interior also
highlighted this huge circular window on the floor
of the dining room looking down into the kitchen
by presenting unique dining experiences dotting
the Istiklal Street area and speaking volumes about
the cultural status of Istanbul in the 19th century. On
request, customized dinners for noteworthy events
could also be provided. Hand-painted ceilings
and walls decorated the rooms (original artwork
from 1903 was untouched) while Paul Henningsen
Copper’s Artichoke lamp dominated the space.
The Changa Restaurant also hosted a collection of
notable Turkish artists’ permanent works, including
Canan Tolon, Ahmet Elhan, and Ferhan Kiziltepe.
Significant media coverage and glowing reviews
of Changa have appeared in the worldwide press.

Back facade top floors

View from the back facade

Staircases
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Basement level overlooking to the kitchen

Second floor

First floor

Ground floor

Basement
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Front Facade

Opening exposing the kitchen on the basement level

ESMA
2 PALACE

A multi-purpose event and exhibition
space
located directly on the
Bosphorus Strait in the Ortakoy district
of Istanbul. Built inside the ruins of
a 19 th century Bosphorus Ottoman
mansion or yali, the building’s wooden
parts were destroyed by a fire in 1975,
leaving a skeleton formed by the outer
shell. The remains of the building were
decided to be put into use again in 1999
and it was made usable again by being
reinterpreted with today’s architectural
language and technology. GAD
Architecture for this project relies on
the concept of transparency to highlight
the historic brick shell while providing
a contemporary interior space for
events in 2001. The design concept
was based on a glass box set behind
the remaining walls of the facade thus
keeping the history of the building
intact while adapting it to
the needs of the modern
city of Istanbul.

SULTAN

#esmasultan
#istanbul #bosphorus
#eventspace
#architecturalmemory
#enjambement
#doubleskinarchitecture
#glasstructure
#boxinbox #memory

The yali, located to the right of the the simplicity of the facades the interior
Ortakoy Cami when viewed from the decoration and the stairs are striking. On
sea, belonged to Esma Sultan (d. 1899), the sea aside, across from the selamlik
one of the daughters of Sultan Abdulaziz. entrance at the center, the three flights of
After the decease of (sic) Esma Sultan stairs are located. In the stony entrance
Sultan II. Abdulhamid gifted the mansion marble double columns are located on
to his sister Cemile Sultan (d. 1915). The four sides. The front of the stairs is also
mansion is known to be built by Sarkis emphasized by four columns. A faucet
Balyan. The building approximately in with plain mirror stones and basin
15 x 44 m dimensions, in a rectangular is placed. On the upper floors there
plan, built on three floors, is located with are rooms on both sides of the stair
its short side parallel to the sea, which enclosure, while the front of it is a big
is quite rare in yali architecture. In the hall. Passing this hall, one reaches three
building designed in the neoclassical rooms located on the facade facing the
style, the central axis on the sea and se, among which the one in the middle
land side have been made prominent is larger as it has been brought forward.
to include three window gaps, on both The harem entrance located on the long
sides of the mid section two windows axis is met with three curvilinear flights of
have been opened on all floors. On stairs. The top floor is accessed through
the seafront facade, the saddle roof the single flight of stairs on the second
has been shaped by a triangular floor in this section. The ceilings have
pediment behind the balcony left on been decorated elaborately in the
the cantilevered section on the top floor. mansion.
The central section of the building on its
long axis with four window gaps facing
the Grand Mecidiye Cami have been
brought forward and emphasized with a
triangular pediment. Jack arch windows
were used on the ground floor of the
mansion, on narrow facade upper floors
straight window lintels, on wide facade
upper floors jack arch windows have
been used together. On sea and avenue
side there is one entrance on each
narrow facade and two entrances facing
the garden on the northern facade. On
the right, within the garden bordered
by a 3 meter wall is the brick hammam,
cistern, kitchen and warehouse and
the outbuilding of which the northern
facade is brick and the other parts are
wooden. The building, made of brick
Esma Sultan/Cemile Sultan Yalısı, top, first floor and
outside and wood inside, by contrast to entrance level floor plans
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Double skin of Esma Sultan

The top of the main stairs are covered
with rococo decorated through vaults
that include a skylight. The building
has been indicated in the Necib Bey
Map dated 1918 as “Inas (Girls) School”
and in the Pervititch Map dated 1922 as
a “tobacco warehouse.” The mansion,

having been sold and changed hands
a few times after the dynasty was sent
abroad in 1924. Its upper floors were
used as carpentry workshop and timber
depot and its ground floor was being
used as an iron and steel and coal depot.

Excerpt from the book Buyuk Mecidiyekoy Camii ve
Ortakoy by Baha Tanman.

Building-within-a-building model study

With the strategy of “constructing a
building inside a building,” a light steel
structure was designed inside the brick
walls that remained like frames and a
glass box that is at once together with
but also independent from the building.
The box attached to the interior space
made of transparent, permeable glass
panels makes the relation between the
interior and the exterior space visible
by being seen through the gaps in the
historical wall.
Usually, unprotected glass buildings
are not convenient for countries in
sunny climates. The brick walls have
made the building more adaptable
to changing environmental influences
like the sunlight and the wind by
creating a second layer in the glass
space. The building is planned as
three floors, having a single space on
each floor. Esma Sultan’s basement
floor is allocated to technical areas.
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There is a bar and restaurant located
on the ground floor. The second floor
entered by a steel railing and spiral
stairs with handrails has spaces that can
be used as spaces that can be utilized
as a conference hall or event space. The
foundation of this design realized with
the least changes as possible is based
on technical and structural building
aesthetics. The brick walls opening
outside look towards the Bosphorus,
once a palimpsest covered in such
yalis. The design addresses the issue of
continuity with Istanbul’s historic urban
fabric especially on the Bosphorus that
has a highly restrictive building code
that limits new construction to the
reconstruction of buildings existing up
until the mid-20th century. The design
solution was to layer technological
modernity behind the existing volume
as an “act of architectural historic
restoration.”

Since the day of its opening Esma
Sultan Yalisi has hosted international
conferences and symposiums also
serving for festivals, concerts, family
gatherings and special events.
Many buildings have been constructed
on the shore of Bosphorus beginning
from the 17 th century. The area between
Ortakoy and Arnavutkoy remaining in
this axis has hosted the seafront palaces
and mansions (yali) of members of the
dynasty, high-ranking families and
sultans since the 18th century. These
palaces have been mostly remembered
by the names of the sultans who owned
them.walls
Especially
from the
beginning
Historic
and the glass envelope
within
of the 19th century to the beginning of
the 20th century these yalis have ben
destroyed, burned, have changed
hands. The Esma Sultan Yalisi, which is

one of these, was built as a wedding
gift to Esma Sultan upon the request
of Sultan Abdulaziz between the years
1873-1877. Initially known as Tirnakci
Yalisi, its architect was Sarkis Balyan.
The yali has been given consecutively
to Cemile Sultan and Fatma Sultan
after Esma Sultan and changed hands
throughout history, witnessing various
events. Esma Sultan Yalisi has been
used as a school then as a tobacco
depot during the Republican period,
then a carpentry workshop, and timberiron-steel-coal depot. On March 1 1975
it was burned as it was put on sale by its
owners. After the fire all wood sections
of the mansion were burned down, the
brick walls of the building that formed
its outer shell remained intact as a
skeleton though having physical wear
and tear as a structure.
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Double skin of Esma Sultan

The mansion was bought by Kiska, The
Marmara Group and it was initially used
for various events in its empty walled
state. Then they wanted to restore and
use it as a hotel and finally with the effect

created by its empty state and the need
for an event space, the current project
design and execution have been carried
out.

Building-within-a-building

Upper floor

Ground floor
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Light Shows
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Ceremonies

(Richard Rogers presenting at
Urban Age Conference 2009)

Weddings

Conferences
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#borusanmusichouse
#istanbul
#musiccenter
#steelstone #harmony
#doubleskinfacade
#transparency
#lightingdesign #diagrid
#contemporaryarchitecture

In the historic neighborhood of Beyoglu,
Istanbul is a multi-purpose event
space for exhibition and performance.

BORUSAN MUSIC &
ART CENTER is new space
that symbolizes the cultural and arts
renaissance occurring throughout the
city while paying respect to the grand
architectural legacy of Istanbul. In the
design for the Borusan Music House a
diagrid of steel beams is the basis for
an architectural strategy facilitating the
realization of a state-of-the-art music
and exhibition space bringing a feeling
of transparency and openness within
the historical fabric of Istiklal Avenue
in Beyoglu.

3

New structure and the existing facade
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The building’s architecture
t r ans for ms t he his tor ic
neoclassical building, retaining
its facade but facilitating
its new functions through a
completely new structure.
The historical connec tion
between the building and
its context seeks to retain
continuity with the past while
instilling new functions that are
facilitated through this interior
structure giving fresh life to the
building and the district. The
exhibition area on the ground
floor is in direct contact with
the avenue. The performance
hall connecting the two floors
presents a compelling liveliness
at nights. The top of the
cascading terrace is enhanced
by the Bosphorus view and the
presence of similar historical
buildings. The struc tural
innovation of diagrid system
of cement filled circular steel
beams added to the building
constitutes the basis of the

architectural strategy that facilitates
the existence of a contemporary music
and exhibition space in the historic
fabric in Beyoglu Istiklal Avenue.
GAD’s architectural strategy is realized
through a critical approach to structure
and program. The steel beams of the

diagrid allow the load of the building
to be carried at the perimeter of the
building allowing for open and flexible
floor plans to facilitate exhibitions and
music. Because the building’s new
functions are visible only at street level
and disappear behind the neoclassical

facade on the upper floors. GAD’s
design keeps the historical wall of
the existing building and creates a
contemporary system in contrast with
it within it and independent, free spaces.
The lighting system, which is an
ar tis t ’s work (LEO VILL ARE AL)
placed on the diagrid columns, also
transforms the musical notes during
the concer ts to colors enabling
the structure of the building to be
exhibited throughout the evening.
This design approach creates practical
spaces where all kinds of independent
events can be organized. The materials
used for the historical outer wall and
contemporary inner structure creates an
exciting tension between the past and the
present, creating the ideal space for art.
When it was first built, with the
restoration of the six-storey apartment
building having commercial enterprises
on its ground floor and residences on
its upper floors, the entrance of the
building as well as the exhibition space
has been moved to the Istiklal Avenue
side. A second entrance and a fire exit
are located on O.A. Apaydin Street.
The monolithic glass on the ground
floor facade on Istiklal Avenue enables
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viewing of the events from the outside.
The ground floor designed as the
exhibition space is flexible enough to
allow many other events to be organized.
The concert hall in the second and third
floors has a 200 person seating 300
standing capacity. This hall also hosts
the rehearsals of a 120 person symphony
orchestra. There is also a hidden freight
lift to carry musical instruments to the
concert hall and other floors, especially
the piano. On the fourth floor there
are six smaller and defined rehearsal
halls, while on the fifth floor multipurpose events are organized. The
terrace is utilized for events facing the
extraordinary view of the Bosphorus
and post-concer t cock tails and
workshops when there are no concerts.
The transparent lift placed on the
front facade provides the vertical
connection also enabling an internal
perception of the structure that has
separate functions on each floor.
Those who arrive at the top terrace by
the open stairs reap the benefit of their
efforts and enjoy the excellent views of
the terrace. In the building, collections
are harmonious with the building as if
made at the same time with it, making

Exploded axonometric

connections with music and the other
arts. As it is a space for music and arts,
the building has a lot of equipment
on acoustics. A special glass and
framing system has been developed
to prevent echo and unwanted sounds
coming from the noisy Istiklal Avenue
during concerts and rehearsals. Taking
acoustic calculations into account
specially designed surfaces have been
used on some walls. Wood parquets

and exposed concrete floors provide
a practical acoustic performance.
With the transparent lift visible from
outside the building presents a striking
integrity. The glass balls placed on
the steps of the stairs carry the light
of the building around the floors. The
Borusan Music and Art Center is an
excellent “meeting point” organized to
offer art lovers a wide range of services.
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Event space

Ground floor
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Event space

Section
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#gedikpasa
#istanbul
#urbangeneration
#urbanplanning
#cellulargrowth
#landscape
#rooftop
#transparentarchitecture

GDKP neighboring the Divan Road

4

used as an essential connection road
during the Byzantine and Ottoman
Periods, is full of historical buildings.
The bazaar historically has been an
essential component of Istanbul
urbanism, life and culture. The project is
a contemporary solution to the bazaar,
one of the oldest building typologies
of Eastern culture.

Site

Grid system

Evolution of the grid
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Shell system

GDKP, Istanbul

a-spiral ramp and corridore
g- ayazma
d- cistern
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Byzantium Road Plan by E. Mamboury (Mamboury, 2018)

Ottoman building typologies from a single cell to a kulliye, researched and illustrated by Alpaslan Ataman

Module

Separation

Variation

Facade modules
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Modular typology applied to a typical street
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Views from typical streets to Divanyolu Avenue

Night view with street lighting
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Conceptually, GAD’s Gedikpasa
proposal begins with a simple structural
grid of arches as an organizing element
that is distorted and adapted to the
parameters of this particular site.
Historic buildings are restored and
preserved new buildings are carefully
added to the current buildings
continuing the present fabric. When the
project site was examined, surprisingly
there were only a few buildings that had
not lost their historical value, though
the neighborhood had a very strong
historical past. This surprising finding

Building typology
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lead GAD towards a design approach
that reconnects with the past that
feels as if it was always there. For the
functional and field data to provide a
physical solution, they were reproduced
and combined with a complex spatial
organization software that is difficult
to predict with conventional methods.
Architectural, structural elements
and materials not found in this area
but frequently found close by were
examined. Proposals that blur the
transitions between the current and
the new were studied.

Central court
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5

In the pursuit of a new office
for GAD, while looking a
field we found a parking lot
building bringing vehicles up
and down with a lift nearby.
As it could not meet the hasty
nature of users, the owner had
decided to change its function.
This building just having the
potential for the size and
excellence we were looking
for, winked at us as a “ruined
beauty” with no windows and
no infrastructure. It was awaiting
us with its weighty, heavy
structure. Here, we would not
experience the infrastructural
difficulties we suffered in the
historical buildings we loved.
The floor height in
both enabled us to
enjoy the volume provided by
this height, also allowing us to
solve our basic needs by adding
mezzanine floors.

PARK

GAD

#gadpark #istanbul
#gadarchitecture
#gadfoundation
#officedesign
#interiordesign
#iconicdesign
#glasssteelconcrete
#ourhome

Studios

It is almost the fetish dream of all
architects, this is a bare concrete
building with our front, back, top,
and bottom with a spirit of volumetry.
It has to stay like this but we must
somehow soften its coldness. With the
developing technologies, now there
is need for more digital infrastructure
for architecture offices. Moreover, for
someone who collects every single
paper with a text or a drawing on it,
every folded cardboard as a model the
superstructure has to be as equipped.
Architecture offices are a bit different
from other offices. They must have
models, infrastructure for workshops,
be planned to accommodate changes.
The Office must be flexible enough
to take in increasing number of
team members while working on a
project. Today, creating a project is
a whole strategy in itself, to produce
228

Play among the levels

Level two

Events with external participants at GAD Park
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this strategy, talks, meetings, models,
experiments need to be made around
new softwares. A Project is ultimately
a foresight, we think of something and
work on suitable possibilities towards
a given program and simulate it. These
simulation tools are important. This
means creating an office having a
physical structure suitable for all kinds
of working methods.
Although GAD Foundation and
GAD Architecture are two different
institutions, both organizations are
settled together in this office. From
time to time we thought the Foundation
might be in another building but this was
not preferred by our Foundation team.
Because the fluid, warm relationship
between the Foundation and GAD
has a positive return for us. The most
attractive side of the GAD Park office for
us is the fact that we have transformed
and are using as an office a space built
for a totally different function a short
time ago. These days, the students from
GAD Academy certificate program we
started in 2021 are also with us. The
students educated in this program also
participate in GAD’s current projects.
In the entrance and in the open meeting
area there is the long, thick, cherry tree
table that came from Japan and left in
its natural form. With its texture, ripples,
if we had drawn it to our clients or our
friends they would not know where to
sit or eat, they would find it shapeless,
obscure. Yet we have been trying it since
we came everyone found themselves a
place around the table. Architecture is
something like this, one has to try and
see.
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We have another multi-functional room
where we hold big meetings, daily
discussions and teleconferences. The
window at the office entrance facing
the green courtyard has one of the
best views in Istanbul according to us.
Inside, there is a controlled lighting. I
intentionally used a dramatic size in
windows. We opened 2x2 windows
that one person can easily mount. The
light coming from these windows come
together in the central area and give
exactly the light we are looking for. We
need window openings in a few other
places, we might open them too, after
a while.
The building has a reinforced concrete
system supported with steel. The floors
are polyurethane. As the material itself
is a finished product, it is possible to
continue to work on it in every way. Glass
workers, iron workers have worked
after the installation of the material
and we had no problem. In time we
will make changes in floor and wall
materials. We have a library spread out
in the entrance section. In short, some
things will take place while we are living
here. We especially prefer to make this
construction phase visible, because we
want to live, experience the building site
environment in the office temporarily.
For example the library will be the area
you see the moment you come in, we
have a lot of books and models. We want
to exhibit them here. The stairs you see
are actually temporary. We would like
to utilize the area where the stairs are
currently located for talks and meetings.
The stairs have become a platform for
visitors from different places around the
world to have their photographs taken

as a memory. We have crowded events.
Now we have an advantage of inviting
supplier companies, holding various
meetings and keeping the whole office
in the loop. Our clients and our friends
are also happy. We have spaces to
meet various needs. We have a kitchen
where everyone can meet, indeed we
must have exaggerated its size a bit. Our
office likes to celebrate special days, we
can have our celebrations, parties there.
We are in a period of “No space, no time”
and the location of offices do not have
that much of an importance. What feels
good to me is building a relationship with
people and than building a structure.
When you can’t build a relationship, you

can’t build a structure either. Thus, we
want to make the office a place where
we can develop these relations, we can
have conversations with our clients. I
try to hold our meetings at the office as
much as I can because there are so many
resources we can show here. Meetings
should be moved to the building site
when the project goes into construction.
Then there is no point in meeting at the
office. The real production spaces are
the architectural office and the building
site. In this office we have pulled
ourselves together both physically and
mentally, what are we doing, what have
we done and what do we want to do, we
think about these and look for answers.

Waffle structure
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The development of contemporary
architecture in historical city cores
requires balancing tradition and
modernity. So much irreversible
destruc tion has been made on
historical fabric for the sake of gaining
more area and profits that, now often
traditional building codes determine

highly restrictive approaches to the
introduction of contemporary buildings.
This was the case in this addition to
a residential and office building in
Moscow. For the
project, GAD took a
more fluid approach, implementing
a parametric design based on the

VRVRKA

#vrvrka #moscow
#oldtonew
#transformation
#transparentarchitecture
#hospitalityarchitecture
#docklines
#facadedesign

Moscow

existing geometry of the historic 19th
century building in driving a new
addition. Picture a ship tied to a pier.
As the wind and waves cause the ship to
move closer to or further away from the
pier, the ropes that hold them together

sag or become taut accordingly. If the
winds are strong enough, the pressure
on the ropes makes itself evident as
individual strands distort and tense
together.

Facade concept evolution
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The existing facades of the two historical
buildings facing two neighboring streets
built around the same periods were
suspended. The elevation difference
bet ween buildings, the hidden
geometries of facades and facade
patterns were kept and a new structure
was formed by planning their internal
organizations and floor relations. For
the facade pattern of this new structure,
the fabric of the two existing buildings
was stretched connected to each other.
Thus, facade language that can meet
today’s increasing demands such as
fresh air and sunlight that used to be
limited in existing buildings due to
the conditions of the period could be
provided.
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Facade A

‘Dock lines’ traversing historic buildings
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Facade B

Dialogue between old and new
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7

The French gas works complex of
Kuzguncuk, Istanbul, 1861-1865,
provided gas to the Ottoman Beylerbeyi
Palace initially and later to street
lighting of the surrounding residential
districts of the Asian side of the city on
the Bosphorus. The Mulkiyeliler Group
have proposed to restore the historical
remains of the gas works that had lost
its function and use them for activities
such as conferences, seminars, movie
shows and exhibitions. Due to the

lack of detailed photographs of the
original complex following the research
made both in Istanbul and Paris,

GAZHANE ISTANBUL

has been based on the survey of the
existing walls and building remnants.
The evaluation and restoration project
carried out in 1994 was approved by
the council of monuments and the
building was taken in to the category of
1st degree of industrial buildings under
protection.

#gazhane
#istanbul
#redevelopment
#restoration
#homogeneity
#steel
#glass
#stone

Model

While protecting the magnificent
garden with its two oak trees and its
high pine trees, the project proposes
using contemporary materials in a totally
different manner for the completion of
the existing walls. The basic principles
of the design may be explained as: 1.
To form a skin that can be used over all
the surfaces including the roof, as an
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expression of homogeneity, 2. To study
the relations between old and new
fenestration. These made us consider
over three common materials for three
different alternatives. (1- glass, 2- precast
fibro-concrete, 3- metal sheets) Firstly,
to form a skin that can be used over all
the surfaces including the roof, as an
expression of homogeneity. Secondly,

Model

to study the relations between old
and new fenestration. These made us
consider over three common materials
for three different alternatives. (glass,
precast fibro concrete, metal sheets)
Steel and glass will be used for the
construction of the cafeteria and
restaurant that will be built over the
existing pools of the old gas containers,

also following the formal references of
the original structures. Because glass
might be an expensive solution for the
programmatic functions wanted in the
other buildings (conference, cinema,
exhibition) design sought alternative
historical preservation strategies
within the context of GAD’s ideas of
monumentality and preservation.
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TPKP is located within the Topkapi

City Park next to the Performance Center.
The project has been planned in a way
to serve the users in industrial areas and
areas inside the walled city that might be
transformed in a short while, while also
meeting the demands of both daily and

touristic use which will increase with
the addition of new areas (Panorama
Museum, Planetarium, Urban Museum)
as well as the project being located on
an intensive transportation hub, having
broad recreation areas and being on
the Byzantine wall protection area.

#topkapı #istanbul
#landscapedesign
#recreationalspaces
#architecturalorigami
#architecturalmaquette
#accessibility
#diagrams
#holisticpark

Circulation analysis

Section

Analysis of public spaces Part I
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Entrance view

Analysis of public spaces Part II
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View from the street level

The public transportation connection from both main facades to enable both
points within the City Park and the pedestrian and vehicle transit. The
proximity of the amphitheater to event hall is located on the main axis of
the center intensifies the pedestrian the project that will meet various needs.
traffic. The units handled along with Two separate foyers surrounding the hall
the landscape of the park are located from the side enable the event hall to be
between the transportation connection used in two separate organizations at
point and the amphitheater and the same time. At the point where the
reference these two strong axes. The hall meets the park, there is an open
project consists of three main sections terrace where open-air events can be
functionally. These three main space organized.
arrangements are made up of the gaps
and closures created by the sliding of This terrace combines the Event Hall
load-bearing walls on different axis. with the park, so its relation to the
These gaps created both differentiate pedestrians in the park is controlled
the spaces according to their functions, through the pool surrounding it. The
also transforming them to internal cafeteria, which is the other main space
gardens and swimming pools for users. of the project, provides convenience of
use with the changing seasons with its
The social facility conceptualized to open and closed terraces extending to
constitute a reference for the reshaping the intensive pedestrian traffic on the
of the park’s landscape, can be entered main transportation axis.
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Model Studies

Social facility

Shuttle garage

Performance hall

Garage

Garage
Function scheme
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A semi-transparent screening system is
designed on the front and back facades
of the spaces formed between the
main walls referencing the city walls. A
facade system is designed with corten
sheet plates to control the ultraviolet
rays of the sunlight, reduce the interior
mechanical cooling costs and provide
privacy. This facade system defines
entrances by creating spaces similar to
a stage curtain, while changing in other
facades according to the function of the
space. On the facade of the meeting hall,
the gaps are concentrated in the middle
areas while in other spaces they were
designed taking account the harmful
effects of the sun’s rays and limitations
in sight, also based on the function
of the space. This way, the location
of the main walls that also function as
separators and also with the facade
system that changes, the functions are
better defined.
The concert hall has a kinetic ceiling
that allows use in different seasons. In
suitable weather conditions its tops
opens like a diaphragm, both allowing
energy savings and presenting a view
of the sky.
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Divan Kurucesme is located in the most
popular shoreline of Istanbul with the
most impressive Bosphorus view. The
overall silhouette, its harmony with its
surrounding and nature of the Project
designed in Kurucesme, one of the most
important and historical neighborhoods
of Istanbul have been taken as
its essential features. In the
res tor a tion projec t
prepared within
t hi s s co p e,
existing

historical walls and trees have been
kept intact. Utmost attention has been
given to the effect of the new design
especially to the Bosphorus silhouette.
has been
formed as a new cluster of vaults while
the existing underground areas, cisterns,
retaining walls, terrace gardens formed
from the shore elevation towards the
upper elevations were kept as they are.
The 1000 person multi-purpose hall for
events has been inserted in the existing
fabric.

DVN KURUCESME

#divankurucesme
#istanbul #bosphorus
#bosphorusview
#bosphorusbuilding
#historicaltexture
#semitransparent #eventhall
#roofterrace #steelglass
#dynamicarchitecture

9

Two parking floors under sea level
and service areas are also within the
scope of the project. There are also,
drop-off and pick-up areas brought
inside not to interfere with the busy
flow of traffic during events, lobby,
lounge, cocktail, reception, exhibition
and special meeting areas. During the
excavations some remains of a hammam
and an outbuilding have been found
and they were preserved both in their
existing elevations and other terraces
to be exhibited openly their main traces
have been indicated with different
colors on the poured terrazzo floors.
In Divan Kurucesme attention was
paid to the expression of the elements
such as the original walls and vaults
and how they are perceived from the
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environment. Moreover, these elements
are to be actively protected by being
a part of the new function. When the
large event space was designed, it was
based on the proportions of the existing
historical walls. The existing walls were
emphasized both in both in interior and
exterior design making them a part of
the design. The roofs of the technical
areas are designed as green terraces
in order to extend the continuity of
the green fabric. With the light shafts
between the roofs cover the daylight is
moved into the even space. The wood
on the interior roof cover balances
the acoustics. Attention was paid to
the materials being sustainable, local
materials found in the excavations or
old walls.

Canopy morphology

Working model
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Render from the entrance, view from the Bosphorus

Aerial picture from the Bosphorus
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Structure
Remains of historic hammam dramatically exhibited under glass floor of main banquet room.
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Honeymoon suite floor plan

Honeymoon suite
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Honeymoon suite floor plan

Honeymoon suite
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Ballroom and terrace floor

Drop-off and entry floor
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Interiors & the building’s relation to the historical heritage
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10 CAPPADOCIA kepez
The magnificent geography where

hotel and residence projec t is
located, has one of the most amazing
landscapes in the world. Cappadocia
Kepez taking this geographical,
geological and historical context in

its purest form as the starting point
for the architecture and planning and
designed with a contextual approach,
creates unique forms by creating gaps
and masses by interacting with the
topography and landscape, stirring the
imagination of the visitors.

#cappadocia #kepez #nevsehir
#poetinrocks #topographicdesign
#historicalsite #hospitality #residential
#retail #cappadociatexture
#carvearchitecture
#morphologicalarchitecture
#naturalarchitecture
# hybridarchitecture

restaurant

town

spa

hotel
rooms

reception
event space

lounge

vineyard

lagoon
suites

hotel
rooms

kids
club

villas

Zoning

Section

The project site is within the new
archeological dig area of Kepez. The
double-sided design strategy, both
aims to protect the archeological
legacy while learning from the heritage
of the area and being inspired from it.
The design focuses on how they have
266

created such magnificent spaces in
the past and how this knowledge can
guide us in a space designed in the
intersection of the old and the new in
terms of form and geology.

Masterplan

Section

The thermal hot water that came out in
drillings will both be used in the large
pool that has been designed as a lagoon
in daily use and also in general heating
and cooling and even in generating
electrical energy. The use of warm and
healthy water in different temperatures

in different spaces like lagoon, spa,
hammam pools will offer the users
and those who live here a timeless
experience as an enjoyable combination
of water, earth and fire. The contrast of
the carved out spaces and new places
built by stacking the stones carved
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out from there is the most prominent
feature of the architectural design.
History: Cappadocia located at the
center of Turkey with its history going
back to antiquity is one of the most
important historical centers. The
unique geology and geography of its
landscape has had an effect on various
housing styles emerging in Cappadocia.
Soft stone wearing away in thousands of
years has become the iconic form that has
become a symbol of Cappadocia and
the civilizations in the center of Turkey.

Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu
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In the Roman period Cappadocia
became the escape and refuge for early
Christianity from religious persecution.
According to the archeological research
of early Christian civilization, around
3000 stone houses inside and under
the ground in the region shaped like
churches and chapels became shelters
for religious rituals as a network of large
underground cities. This combination of
religion and residence, open and closed
architecture located inside and under
the ground, created a system of gaps
and masses; a unique and significant

legacy, a cultural legacy and also in
terms of its use as a tourism area today,
quite an original architecture and a
geological morphology...

concept as a crossbreed of landscape
and structure with functional and
residential strategies.

The land is located in the new
Nature: Cappadocia’s original physical archeological dig area in Kepez. The
character and natural history, goes back design strategy is derived from the
30 million years where the eruptions archeological heritage and the research
from the nearby volcanoes cover the there and uses the research as a starting,
whole area and create the geology of a connection point for the ancient
the other stones mainly being basalt. and archaic spatial knowledge there.
The old, soft tuff turning into tuff after The microclimate concept, human
going through thousands years of settlements that optimize climate and
erosion, turned into the iconic shape functional needs, has become a broader
of the numerous “fairy chimneys” strategy of GAD’s design. This strategy
has been applied to the contemporary
becoming the region’s visual identity.
programmatic needs of the hotel,
GAD has taken this geology, the the entertainment and long-term
chimneys and the cave houses as a accommodation residence function
starting point for the architecture of the building and at the same time
of Cappadocia Kepez, a hotel and critically, the needs of the new visitors
entertainment project. In this way the as a new nature experience.
design focuses on conceptualizing
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Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu
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Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu
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3D printed model
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View from the valley
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Cave suite no:1

Cave suite no:2

Cave suite no:3

Cave suite no:4
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Hotel room interiors
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Hotel room interiors
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#cappadocia
#nevsehir #avanos
#historicaltexture
#doubleskinfacade
#undergroundarchitecture
#interiordesign
#carvearchitecture
#hybridarchitecture

After the mining license of the project
site in Turkmenlik in the Tasocaklari
region of Nevsehir harming the
environmental fabric was revoked, the
site of the former quarry was changed
to conservation-oriented tourism. This
is a story of a comeback, a recovery.
During research on the location,
archaeological sites were found in areas
that had not yet been mined, including
a rare altar on the top of one plateau.
These areas have since been deemed
preservation sites by regulation. The
unique physical characteristics of the
property, the historical sites within

11
cappadocıa

it, and the thermal springs discovered
there were the main factors that
shaped the design of the project. In
designing
the intent was
both making it a part of the “place” by
using these physical and cultural data
of the geography to create the singular
context of the project also making it
create its “own context” by its special
fabric and narrative it creates in itself. In
the project design the aim was to erase
the boundaries between what is natural
and what is new and let them merge
together.

spa hotel

METHODOLOJI

Magara Odalar Yerlesim Seması

METHODOLOJI II
METHODOLOJI

Magara Oda Yerlesim Seması

Step by step working on negative spaces

CON

Working by sections

CONCEPT DESIGN BY GAD ARCHITECTURE
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CONCEPT DESIGN BY GAD ARCHI

Facade typology
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THERMAL / HEALTH / EXPERIENCE
We are in a period when new
experiences are required for an everexpanding global culture. Especially
within this context, the design of
Cappadocia Spa Hotel presents
impressive experiences regarding
human-nature interaction and comfort
with the effect of the environment end
ecology. This project is a sustainable
solution where the underground
water is a geothermal energy source
for natural thermal hot springs. For
GAD’s design, water is an important

Masterplan
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natural resource that must be seen as a
symbol for architecture. For this reason
water is used as a visible feature with a
symbolic and spatial effect. A healthy
microclimate is created in these pools
with the combination of the natural
geothermal underground water and the
dry air of the high Cappadocia plateau.
Moreover, GAD’s design has made
this pool into a external public space,
unique to the region on a large scale,
a valuable contribution to the health
and wellness experience central to the
design idea. The project was designed

as three separate zones as permitted by
geological constraints with respect to
carving caves in the soft stone.
The First Zone, is comprised of the hotel
entrance located on the eastern axis of
the rocky slopes that were destroyed
during the period the site was used as a
stone quarry, the lobby and the investor
Indigo Group’s special collection
original to the region Hand-Woven
Rugs Museum. Adhering to the depths
and heights allowed by the rock carving
structures, the plan is comprised of a
hinge and cave spaces attached to this
hinge related to each other.
The Second Zone is comprised of a
second arm connected to the hotel
lobby in the First Zone and cave
hotel rooms attached to this arm. The
Second Zone and the circulation line
merges with the natural rock texture
while connecting the spaces and with
the effects of skylights and sometimes
opening up outside, creates a surprising

and magical visual effect. When this axis
emerges from the hill at its eastern end,
it opens onto another area scarred by
the former quarry. A thermal spring and
natural dams at this location were the
basis of the lagoon that was integrated
into the project.
The Third Zone opening up to a view
of Nevsehir Uchisar is designed with
negative units carved into rock and
positive units made with the stones
carved out of these negative units placed
on the site in a hybrid and scattered
manner. These units include hybrid,
half-carved units and freestanding units
made of natural stone.
The distinctive designs of the units
in these different zones, which have
different scales and spatial features,
is a response intended to be in scale
proportion to the existing historical and
natural context, preserving its unique
character.

Facade typology
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Spa

Indoor pool

Lounge

Restaurant

Thermal pool

Site Plan
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Thermal pool

Spa

Restaurant

Section
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Hotel room interiors
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View towards the terrace and the pool

View towards Cappadocia

View from the pool

A variation of the ceiling design
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12 KARLIK

INDIGO

The new hotel project
is located in the newly
developing par t of Cappadocia,
near the intricate formation around
the Uchisar Castle. The project area
which has approximately 3500 m²
of closed space includes a 21-room
hotel, restaurant, lounge, event hall,
administrative building and a spa with

a very impressive view of both the
Uchisar castle and the valley where
the famous balloons of Cappadocia
take off. The fundamental design
perspective revolves around the idea
of the functions, which are arranged
by orienting the different masses in
different directions, taking into account
the view and the privacy of the users.

#cappadocia
#nevsehir #karlik
#doubleskinfacade
#undergroundarchitecture
#caverooms
#interiordesign
#carvearchitecture
#hybridarchitecture

Hotel rooms facing the terraced landscape

The 900 m² spa is located
on the basement floor with
its authentic presence, while
all 21 rooms have different
layouts offering different
experiences, some of which
are on the terrace or in the
basement with thermal pools.
Although the structures are
not embedded in the natural
formations of Cappadocia
like previous projects of
GAD Architecture in the
region, it opens up a new
page following GAD’s
previous works featuring the
characteristic materials such
as stone and geographic
language of the region. The
hotel, designed to address
younger users, is also planned
to increase international
attraction to the region by
including more dynamic and
surprising details.
Being one of the main
re-evaluating practices, using
archaic scavenged materials
sets up a foundational
interface
between
mainstream design culture
and nature where the lifetime
of the buildings, landscapes,
open spaces, objects, and
images is progressively
short. Various terms such as
adaptive reuse, preservation,
restoration, historic integrity,
spolia, renovation, and
refurbishment, have been
used in re-evaluating the
old. Spolia among others is
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Technical
SPA
Plans of the spa located underground

mostly considered an archaic practice
not only focusing on authenticity but
also materiality in terms of upcycling
architectural elements and spatial
quality. This reuse of old and scavenged
materials has a direct relation with the
immediate surroundings by opening up
different ideas in users’ minds through
conceptualization of context. The hybrid

phenomenon of preserving the traces
and reusing them in building façades or
architectural organizations is used as one
of the main strategies of GAD’s Indigo
Karlik project to examine complicated
but productive relationships to better
synthesize and understand its spatial
and contemporary potentials in design
practice, cultural formation and material
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science. The main ambition is to
highlight complex continuity developed
by vernacular and local remnants of
stone and other architectural structures
on building façades, rooms, and walls.
To reflect the vernacular architecture
legacy of Cappadocia, combinations
of concrete, wood, corten, and stone
materials are used through representing
the spolia-associated characteristics of
its corresponding historical structure.

One of the main approaches GAD
embraces in the Indigo Karlik Project
is to apply geo-ecological dynamics
that deepen our understanding of
different processes determining the
functioning of nature and structural
systems. Complex geo-ecological
systems comprised of landscape,
soil, water, crust, stones, climate,
and biological systems are severely
affected by changes in nature and

human interaction. This correlation of
symbiosis requires detailed knowledge
of geo-ecological processes and is
crucial for understanding our past,
current, and future environments. In this
respect, GAD’s strategy in the Indigo
Karlik project highlights incorporating
spatial, environmental, natural,
geological, ecological, social, climatic,
archaeological and historical process
studies of the dynamics and properties

of the Uçhisar context into the design.
Comprehensive treatment of the roles
that geology, topography, and geologic
history combined with ecological
upgrading play in designing the Indigo
Karlik project constitutes highlighting
and scrutinizing these notions. Thus,
strong geological characteristics and
ecological considerations are well
projected and respected are taken
into primary design consideration in

Hotel rooms overlooking the valley of Cappadocia

Design process

the Indigo Karlik Project. The formation This strategy enables visitors to have
and combination of masses, circulation a unique hotel experience based on
and accommodation featuring different regional architectural and contextual
scales and spatial features are designed design. Complex orientations of masses
based on using the morphological and as shops, rooms, event halls, and activity
typological characteristics of traditional areas generate different scales of uses,
Cappadocia and Uchisar settlements, authentic experiences, and a unique
the natural texture of materials such as presence.
local stone, and the unique character of
the region’s carved architecture.
Geography and Topography: Uchisar
is part of a unique geographical
GAD’s design proposes an event hall, and topographical settlement of
administrative building for the hotel, Cappadocia in the Nevsehir Province
rooms, shops, a restaurant, a spa, where its physical disposition and
lounge and walking paths through creation dates back to a million years.
this hybrid landscape as a novel form The region has a common characteristic
of experience combining the old and represented by fairy chimneys, created
the new structures, the manmade and by surrounding volcanoes and giving
the natural. The intricate architectural a well-known geological and
strategy embraced by the “landscaping” topographical feature
widens up the possibilities for the to the region.
site to be used on a very effective The town
rationale embedded by geological
and ecological factors. Natural rock
formations and material textures, which
are very specific to this region, are used
in façade design and hotel building
formations as an original fusion of
geological and environmental context.
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Formations

Aerial axonometic representation of the proposal
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located 7 kilometers east of Nevsehir,
12 kilometers west of Ürgüp, and
10 kilometers south of Avanos, has
proximity to other touristic destinations.
Uchisar, adjacent to the heritage site of
Göreme National Park, is dominated by
a 60-meter-high castle mountain that
resembles a cylindrical tower and has

Diagram regarding the design of the terraces

Rooftop terraces
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a magnificent vista from a significant
distance away. Numerous underground
rooms and corridors crisscross this
mountain, most of which are now
closed or impassable. As a result of
erosion and earthquakes, parts of
these morphological formations are
now in open air. In Byzantine times, they

Terrace / Courtyard

Pool

Green Space

Interiors providing authentic experiences through an architecture using the local building techniques

served as both cloisters and residential
spaces. The castle was once home to
almost 1,000 people, but it is now
uninhabited. The fairy chimneys that
are dotted around the countryside
add a unique and particular character
to the area. There is the historic and
archeological underground gallery in
the town’s center that runs beneath
some homes for around 100 meters.
It was likely constructed out of tuff (a
form of rock particular to the region)
and used to secure the fortress’s water
supply and act as a link to the outside
world. The “Valley of the Dovecotes,”
also known as Pigeon Valley is very
close to Uchisar. Many dovecotes have
been carved into the valley’s cliff faces
over the years creating large frontal
surfaces. There are many niches formed
inside of these surfaces for local birds

to roost in. The interesting part of this
place is that although it is a historical
and geological place in terms of
context, there are not many features
on the project land, so GAD’s designs
naturally fit into the regional context.
Since caves, nooks, or cavities are
observed commonly in the region, the
project area lacks these geological and
historical features that were excavated
or evaluated here. Therefore, all of these
geological formations are interpreted
as architectural compounds among
GAD’s main approaches to design
criteria. On conceptualizing the context
as a complex nature and structure with
functional and residential techniques,
the design focuses on blending these
interfaces into a well-working symbiosis.
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Hotel entrance facade

90 ° degree
Continuity with Modern Period
Habits & Formulas

less is more
less is a bore
¥€$ is more
90 degree addiction
Corner vs Cornerless
Greek vs Roman
Northern abstraction vs Southern abstraction
Nordic vs Mediterranean
Phenomenon vs abstraction

Late Modern
Modern Late

KADIKOY PUBLIC PARK
FACILITIES equipped with

13

strong materials against vandalism that
is so frequently experienced in public
spaces, has been added to the Kadikoy
Park in 1996. The Kadikoy Park Public
Toilets, where lighting and aesthetic
values were also taken into account
as well as durability, references the
existing buildings and customs around
it to better identify them. The main
aim of the project is to transform an
insignificant passageway into a place
that invokes memories.

#kadikoy
#istanbul
#publicparkfacilities
#public
#landscape
#greenarchitecture
#underground
#wc

Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu, 1995

A dome was turned upside down and
placed over a cubic volume carved into
the ground. The customary construction
methods of these functions were
thought initially and structural details
were added at every angle of the
design. Durable, sterile and hygienic
materials, exposed concrete, stainless
steel, granite and glass were chosen as
a response to both vandalism and the
sanitary demands of the underground
facilities. As in all public buildings, the
main worry of building owners as well
as the architects was vandalism. It is not
surprising that these kinds of events
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happen most frequently at men’s toilets.
While concrete walls are under threat
stainless steel is the least destructible
material from vandalism. Thus, only
the matte finishes of the stainlesssteel cabins have some superficial
deterioration from vandalism. Since
vandals have to think twice when
durable materials are used, strongest
materials were chosen for the project.
During the concept development
and construction phase the structural
elements and materials were important
topics the project team contemplated.

Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu, 1995

The transition between the black granite
floor and concrete block walls has been
made with the white pebbles placed
around the wall. Daylight angles and
24 hours lighting has had an effect on
the shape of the building. The shape
of the concave roof lets ample daylight
into the facilities during daytime, while
at night the light radiating from within
forms a glimmering ring that lights the
surrounding garden. The building has
received the best building award given
by the Turkish Chamber of Architects
in 1996.
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Perspective view

Plan

Section
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Trump Cadde was designed

as a small village shopping square and
offers an experience outside of the
stereotypical shopping mall formulas.
It is a new concept at the roof terrace
of Trump Towers Mall combining
25 container spaces consisting of
boutiques, shops and restaurants. The
modules chosen for the Trump Cadde

project define the indoor-outdoor
relationship as the most essential
element of the outdoor concept and
realize this by complementing each
other and doing this in harmony, by
opening up to the same square and
sometimes differentiating themselves
with their private terraces.

#trumpcadde
#istanbul
#boxes
#modular
#container
#commercial
#commercialinterest
#containerarchitecture

The entry level houses 18 shops and
restaurants and provides an urban
setting with plazas, wider alleys, down to
more narrow shortcuts. These informal
features combined with themed terraces
invite visitors to remain in a totally
alternative setting to the mall below and
discretely connects the units with the
office plaza creating a friendly network
arranged around the sharing of space.
The upper floor can be accessed from
different points and has 7 shops and
restaurants that have more landscape
and terrace areas to balance this traffic.
The project, carried out with an integral
approach, working on the architectural
concept and interior design at the same
time has been constructed externally,
being connected to the existing building
with additional escalators. In addition to
steel and light systems, mobile, easily
convertible facade systems were used
to provide a practical, fast and light
solution. The units were designed to
have between 15-90 sqm floor space
and additional comfort in various
weather conditions with conservatories,
open and semi-open terraces. The

square hosts live concerts by young
bands. For the necessities of lightness
(of construction materials), rapid
construction (of the roof of a building
currently functioning as a mall) and
practicality, unused shipping containers
were chosen to be used, for bigger sizes
prefabricated rooms were designed
with the same method and produced by
container manufacturers to be shipped
to the construction site.
Designers and architects who are
interested in waste utilization are
increasingly more interested in using
containers in their designs. Container
use is ideal for cases where shortterm area solutions are required for a
limited period. They are mostly used
for the design of temporary buildings
with the advantages of flexible and
mobile building systems they provide
to architecture. Short-term usage
period means that the container can
be used efficiently as a construction
module. Nevertheless, some existing
container architecture examples show
that complicated architectural solutions
are possible. Usage, has a great effect

Vendor modules
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on the type of execution and in effect
architectural design. Low cost, just like
planned service life, which is directly
dependent on usage has a determining
role. The container as a structural
module now comes across, not as a
mass product but a one off, individual,
unique and a foolproof product. The
examples of container architecture,
enable a classification according to
usage that clarifies the profile and the
usage range in architecture. There is a
distinction between public buildings,
office buildings, temporary residential
units or residential extensions. Use
as a permanent living space is useful
especially in warm and dry climates

where maintenance of temperature and
humidity are not of primary importance.
For buildings that meet short-term
spatial requirements functionally,
architectural design plays a secondary
role in the selection of building modules.
In the commercial sector, events,
public installations or art projects,
the associative effect of the shipping
container is used to create an image:
by projecting an image on the container
the product or event is transformed into
a corporate architecture. Social projects
also benefit from the container being
purchased at a low price (Low Cost
Architecture).
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As a special form of this architecture,
replica containers that are built
conventionally but possess the
aesthetic and structural features of a
construction container or a construction
container system are another class.
These are architectural extracts of
a building form that only proposes
the temporary. Indeed, this form of a
“simulated container” is less effective
than an economic and productive
perspective as prefabrication is not
necessary anymore. In construction the
container is perceived as a universally
applicable construction module. Since
it allows for different designs and uses,
it has a wide range of uses varying from
functional buildings to experimental
and architecturally sophisticated,
specialized solutions. Architectural

design is usually given a secondary role
in intermediary structural solutions.
Frequent repetition of building
blocks creates a risk of monotony and
anonymity in architecture. In examples
of container architecture it can also
be observed that issues of urban
planning are also frequently ignored.
As short-term area requirements are
usually related to cases that necessitate
temporary solutions in emergencies,
container structures have a negative
image coming from the past that has
worsened with the shortcomings.
We hope that the Trump Cadde Project
will be a guide for people interested
in construction methods and use of
containers.

« Higher accessibility » « More surface area » « Unique spaces »

Conceptual diagram

Plan of the rooftop
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In recent years with the expansion of shipping throughout the world the number of containers have increased and their use have become widespread. Collection of goods to
be transported rapidly and easily, the freight containers used in their transportation has
been a revolution in shipping in the last century. With the arrival of shipping containers,
cargo-handling operations can be done without the need for port or ship cranes, using
container ships and terminals. “The Container Revolution” that began in the 20th century
has spread today throughout the world from Antarctica to the tropical rainforests.
Malcolm McLean, the inventor of container shipping, cam up with the idea of a shipping
container that would transform international trade completely, while he was waiting for
the hours of cargo handling of ships in the Hoboken port of New Jersey in 1937, thinking
that as an owner of a shipping company every hour wasted was costing him more money;
in the year 1956 the first commercial sea transport in today’s standards was carried out
by McLean as well.
At the same time, the navy had a key role in the widespread use of the container. As early
as the Second World War, the U.S. Army used rectangular containers to tackle huge
logistical problems in the crisis regions.
A standard container consists of special profiles and a steel structure with load-bearing
walls. Today these steel cases are essentially made of corten steel that corrodes much
more slowly. Additionally, there are other designs such as cases with wall panels that are
not load bearing (plywood cases), aluminum cases (half the weight, double the price), or
more recently, plastic cases that have load-bearing features. (Han Slawik, 2010)
From: M. Buchmeier, H. Slawik, S. Tinney, J. Bergmann (Editors),
Container Atlas: A Practical Guide to Container Architecture
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View from food court

View from food court
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#mandarinoriental
#bodrum
#hotel #seaview
#hospitality
#residences
#landscape
#resort
#camouflage

The project is a mixed-use project
including private residences, a hotel,
recreation areas and a protected
natural zone on approximately 600
acres located on one of the dramatic
bays of Bodrum on the coast of the

Aegean city in Turkey. The aim of

MANDARIN ORIENTAL
HOTEL & RESIDENCES

is to generate a continuous yearlong
use of Bodrum that is mostly inhabited
during summers as a vacation area.
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View from the sea

Mandarin Oriental has been
one of the most utilized
and visited places after the
pandemic of 2020-2021.
GAD, thinking that life will
be spread throughout all the
seasons in Bodrum, brought
together various functions
for this purpose and created
a space that users can benefit
throughout the year.
The project is a village settled
in a forest covering two bays,
comprised of a 120 room hotel
and sandy beach, 98 private
villas and 200 apartments.
Site analysis
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Site plan
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Main hotel

Typical villa
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Villa 1 basement floor

Villa 1 ground floor

Villa 2 basement floor

Villa 2 ground floor

Villa 3 basement floor

Villa 3 ground floor

Study models
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The project is located in Bodrum which
is an Aegean, Mediterranean trade
port with a history of more than three
thousand years, including Hellenistic,
Roman and Ot toman eras. The
temporary function of the building is

that of a sales office for the residential
properties to be constructed next to a
hotel. After
is completed, this sales
office will become a beach restaurant for
the Four Seasons Resort Hotel, Bodrum.

FOUR SEASONS
SEA CLUB

#fourseasons
#bodrum
#salesoffice
#seaview #view
#stone #wood
#seaside
#natural
#simplicity

Floor plan
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Sections
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Throughout history, from the Byzantine
Period to the modern day, there has
always been a representation of
cultural wealth in Montenegro. The

MONTROSE RESORT
HOTEL & Vıllas aims to

represent the modern-day aspirations
of the country. The project is situated
on a virgin headland and guarding the
entrance to the Bay of Kotor, holds a
sense of command over the vast Adriatic
Sea and all who pass this vantage point.

The project consists of three main spaces:
Nas Dom, Strmo Selo and Jedina Luka.
Nas Dom is a village square, which has

endless views, social gathering spaces,
the harvest market and edible garden
courtyards. The guest is afforded
commanding views of the entire
coastline with breathtaking sunsets,
setting the sea alight. Influenced by
the inclusiveness and vibrancy of the
village square, the Dom is the setting
for creative connections, providence
and sustenance, embracing Adriatic
daily life. Strmo Selo is a hillside village,
which is designed to create intimacy,
privacy, retreat, security and exclusivity.
The Hillside Village, located below the
Dom, is a place where guests are invited
to have a tactile interaction with nature.

#montrose
#montenegro
#resort #hospitality
#residential #hotel
#topography
#climate #view
#seaview #hillside
#environment

Main building
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Terrace

Nested in the heart of citrus orchards,
mimosa trees, and olive groves, the
guest rooms offer Mediterranean
inspired shelter with a sea view. On the
other hand, Jedina Luka is an exclusive
marina for the project’s social lifestyle.
The Jedina Luka marina allows the
opportunity to see and be seen along
the magnificent Adriatic coast.

old materials with modern application
methods. The project’s residences use
the play of volumes and materials to
create visual variety and interesting
spaces that prioritize relaxation. Local
stone and natural wood-finishes
combine to provide sophisticated,
contemporary settings to create lasting
memories for users.

While the upper floor of the Montrose The hotel is the centerpiece of the
Villas contains the private areas, the project, exemplifying the intimacy and
lower level contains the living and comfort of each pleasurable moment.
entertaining spaces, opening up and History and rich culture and textures of
connecting to the terrace for a lifestyle Montenegro combine with modernity in
befitting a coastal retreat, with indoor this project. The connection to the site is
and outdoor boundaries becoming ever present as the architecture mimics
blurred. In such a way that creates the inclined topography and allows a
playful variations of the facades, with controlled response to the sun and wind
more bedrooms able to be added as through operable sun shading in all of
required. The whole building uses the the guest rooms. The organization and
topography in the most effective way, plans of the guest rooms also break from
helping to also establish privacy for classical notions to organically create
the pool and terrace on the lower level. an environment that stresses luxury,
Experience architecture to capture the refinement, tranquility, and taste with
spirit of the land by using thousand years stunning views.
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Social club and seaside restaurant

Standard room
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Executive suite

Suite, ground floor

Suite, upper floor
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#pinarlogistics
#istanbul
#PNR
#doubleskin
#industrial
#facade
#steel
#stone
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PINAR LOGIS TIC S
CENTER is located in Esenyurt
Istanbul. It is not limited by the functions
of a logistics center like storage
and distribution, also serving as the

headquarters for the PINAR Group.
PINAR Logistics center is comprised
of production areas with limited
commercial units, a product storage
facility in different temperatures,

laborator y and a large kitchen
where products will be presented
to professional users. Pretensioned,
prefabricated column, beam and
cladding systems whose calculation
methods and performative capacities
were seriously reevaluated after the
Marmara earthquake were utilized in
the project which also facilitated the
construction project, as a solution
that will provide different flexibilities
according to different needs in the
future.
Thus the wide gaps obtained were
an advantage for storage and other
func tions also increasing work
performance.
The visible facade of the building is in
front of the main facade fully covered in
glass, reflecting the versatile functional
features of the group. This second
facade designed with inspiration from

Model study
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the building’s functions is formed by five
modules repeated along the perimeter
of the building. The design being
created by five modules also decreases
the production cost substantially. This
system not only protects the building
from unwanted rays of the sun but also
turns into a visual representation of the
PINAR Logistics Center. The green plants
placed on the facade enliven the facade
modules and form a direct relationship
with the courtyards inside, also help
reducing the carbon emissions. The
curtain wall model shows some of the
load-bearing grid and other elements
behind it presenting how all the parts
have come together by going back from
the surface and ending somewhere
between a feeling of completeness and
incompleteness. Pinar, provides storage
and distribution services for other
brands as well as their own production
with their excellence in technical
infrastructure and optimization.

Facade
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Circulation diagram
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Model study
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#balmumcu
#istanbul
#residential
#citylife
#smartbuilding
#sustainable
#urban
#mixed-use

The project area offers views of Bogazici,
one of the historical sites in Istanbul,
from above. In the archaeological site
near the project site, settlements were
found from the Bronze and Iron Age.
In this area there are also historical

palaces from the Ottoman era, which
are currently used as museums. The

Nisque bALMUMCU
project is an experimental design
project that is located in the most
important and central part of Istanbul.
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Facade design

As an architectural element, the balcony
creates a practical intersection as the
front or lateral facade of a space open to
one, two or three sides, in short closed
to external influences. As a semi-open

Design process
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element it attracts our attention in
Cappadocia or similar settlements. In
Greek, Ionian, Roman, Seljuk, Ottoman
periods, have similarities to the Iwan
balconies’ early periods. The balcony is

the element that takes off from the from project has an elevation difference of
the living criteria, habits, design trends approximately 8 meters on the side of
of the Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo, Gazi Umur Pasa Street, parallel to the
Art Nouveau, de Stijl, Art Deco, Bauhaus, project area, which is elevated over
Late Modern, Organic, Parametric, Post Barbaros Boulevard, thus even allowing
Pandemic periods and enabled us to the basement floors to receive daylight.
feel all periods in their own criteria with
its effect of architectural identification To realize balconies that are usable
and emphasis. It varies according to throughout the year, layers are created
climate. This brings depth to the mass by using a double skin method on the
the defined semi-open space accessed facade. In this way sheltered and semithrough the building; light-shadow, and open breathing spaces were generated
fullness-emptiness ratios and effects.
in the design.
The project aims to create an important
experience node in citizens’ social lives
by integrating with the commercial
and education functions around it.
While designing the project, existing
structures and textures were examined
and analyzed. Since the project area
is in the intersection of the main
transportation axes, it was decided
to draw back the constructions that
disrupts pedestrian flows or that are too
close to the main arterial road, Barbaros
Boulevard. Prevailing building heights in
the blocks were taken into account and
a setback strategy was applied to one
of the blocks. The Nisque Balmumcu

Due to climate change in the world
and in Istanbul, the use of balconies
in multi-storey housing has changed.
Considering global warming, we can say
that there are not four but six seasons
now. Thus, both Miami (wide balcony
layout in high-rise buildings) and New
York (fewer and smaller balconies) styles
inspired the design. A design decision
was made between a wide balcony
and small balcony style in high-rise
buildings.
Our insistence on balconies has to do
with today’s design, the user’s additions
after the design during daily use and
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Block B typical floor plan

Diagram of functions

...the balcony is the modern architectural element par excellence, its vicissitudes since the
19th century reflecting -and enabling- those of society at large: Beginning as an awkward
appendage, a ‘fake appetizer’ to the real business of the facade (Quatremere de Quincy),
it became a health-giver (sanatoriums), mediator between public and private realms,
universal civilizer employed in colonialism, a platform for broadcasting radical ideologies and later personal micropolitics (mini-gardens), surefire tool of social democracy,
registration of mass individualism on the face of the metropolis, privileged promontory over the street, storage space, wasted space, bonus (real estate) space... Its role in
projecting private identity publicly now made redundant by the digital realm...
(Koolhaas, 2018)
From: Rem Koolhaas, Elements of Architecture, Balcony
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the awareness of the new forms these
additions take. The problems arise
because there is no diversification in the
totality of the building like before (some
floors with some without balconies) and
the monotony of the sameness and
linearity of each floor. We call this the
challenge of balconies in architecture.
To create an alternative, which
demonstrates the full potential of the
green spaces, became the main goal
of the design. During the pandemic

period, we realized that expectations
from architecture have changed as well
as in many other fields. In order to meet
the new expectations, the design of the
apartment units has a new approach
where the exterior space was integrated
better into the interior space. Spaces
designed with the aim of creating
covered and open-air areas that can
be turned into a winter garden when
needed. Also spaces were created as
flexible as possible in order to meet the
main objective of the project.

355
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GAD has left the degenerated, corrupted
methods and arrangements of the 20th
century aside and works on an approach
at the intersection of the new and the
past. Working on the principles of unit
and integrity of the building cumulative
method of ancient cities, GAD formed
the basic principles for the application
of this approach in new construction
principles for this residential project

in the Cesme area of Izmir, Turkey. By
obtaining the characteristic features
of the building masses obtained from
similar dwellings from different cultures
of the world, discrete building units
were designed and those were used for
obtaining building masses.
is one of the reflections of this method
of building.

Cysus

#dapcesme #izmir
#cesme #residential
#topographicarchitecture
#experimentaldesign
#mixeduse
#seaview
#costlife
#retail

Cappadocia

Narrow streets for
street shading

Mardin

Densely cluttered dwellings,
less wasted space

Marrakesh

Buildings organically
scattered around

The project concentrates on the
aesthetic, functional, and ergonomic
values of the integrity of the buildings,
leaving aside the individual existence
of each building. To make an analogy
using musical terms; this form of
obtaining a building is similar to creating
a symphony in which the instruments
are used together rather than obtaining
different concertos that are listened to
together.

Santorini

Architectural language
with authenticity

Flat rooftops
with views

Large/small settlements in hot climates
make use of building units like stacked
and juxtaposited narrow corridors,
passages, and porches to withstand
the effects of the heat and create
shade. These examples were formed
by stitching together the products
of vernacular architecture according
to the functional and programmatic
needs of the residents. However, in this
project the visual quality of the whole
created by this seemingly haphazard
design application is also aesthetically
pleasing in its result. It can be said
that this is a reflection of the collective
consciousness.
In the 20th century, with the pressure
of the necessity of rapid construction
to obtain new housing and an
unwarranted self-confidence given
by technical competence, architects
moved away from the ancient methods
of obtaining building integrity through
agglomeration of masses resulting in
banal and repetitive building clusters.
Building regulations have absorbed
these approaches as they are currently

Working with cluttered sugar cubes to achieve a sense of
organization within disorder
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Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu

Site section I

Site section II
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Aerial view

Designing
each dwelling
uniquely and in
harmony with
each other

Creating human
centered
internal
pathways

Breaking
the grid,
positioning
within the
topography

Analyzing
the views and
the altitude
differences

Design process
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Single House Typology
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Back facade

Side facade

Sea-facing facade

Side facade

Ground floor

Upper floor

Townhouse Typology

Apartment Typology

Sea-facing facade

Back facade

Sea-facing facade

Ground floor

Ground floor

Upper floor
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View from the balconies of the apartments

View towards the southwest
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constituted and unfortunately made
regulations based on these failures. The
design team focused on filtering and
using positive and negative influences
and archetypes derived from all periods
of building culture.
Today, gaming programs open
new doors in virtual worlds for our
aspirations we cannot realize in the real
world with cultures, laws and economic
conditions. They might still be visually
quite unsatisfactory with their primitive
visuals but as a design tool or at least a
design mentality they possess usable
features.

Cesme one of the 12 Ionic cities and
known as ‘Cysus’, is an important
settlement on the Urla peninsula
with its 8000 year old history and
geographic location. The Cesme city
presenting a complex structure in
terms of its population due to different
communities existing together in various
periods, has a unique architecture with
the Cesme Port that has an important
part in its construction. Neighborhoods
have begun to appear with the local
communities coming and living together.
Community living has enabled religious
buildings to be constructed such as
churches, mosques and mausoleums
as well as social buildings like hammams
and inns.
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Flexibility
°
°
°

30 - 45 - 60 and others

folding
curving
organic
Darwinic
variety
waffle
sustainable
landscaping
skyscraper | groundscraper
high rise | low rise | underground rise

#istanbul
#borusan
#parkorman
#hospitality
#interior
#expeditioncenter
#experience
#design
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BORUSAN PARKORMAN
EXPEDITION CENTER is a
hybrid project in the forests of Istanbul
on the edge of the city intended to bring
together hospitality venues such as bars
and restaurants with an automotive
showroom of a major distributor. The
distributor, Borusan Automotive, rented
out a plot in this recreational forest
zone for the purpose of building a BMW
Expedition Center for educational and
training purposes for its staff and its
visitors. This building highlights the
innovative image of the company in a
natural setting with adjacent leisure
amenities.

The plot is sloped and covered by
century old pine trees, requiring the
building to be positioned as if it has
been embedded on the slope of the
site. The position of the pine trees was
undisputedly a major factor shaping the
design of the building to avoid cutting
trees and impact on the natural setting.
The positioning of the ramp access on
to the first floor’s terrace was again
shaped by the position of the pine trees.
Consequently, the ramp had to crawl in
between the tree trunks until it reached
the upper terrace.
This two-storey building with a steel
structure has been detailed and built
in a short time of 45 days. The outer
surface is composed of corten steel
structured glass panels.

Meeting and multi-functional space
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East elevation

West elevation
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Transverse section

Longitudinal section

Upper floor

372

Roof terrace

North elevation

South elevation
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Bodrum Halicarnassus is a port city
with a history dating back 3000 years
to Ionic, Greek, Hellenistic, Roman and
Ottoman periods. The Mausoleum of
Mausolus is considered as one of the
seven wonders of the world is located
here. Along the Bodrum peninsula
there are traces of many ancient
settlements including Halicarnassus

remaining in our day. On the site
situated on the slopes of Turkbuku, a
village with ancient roots, having a full
view of the bay, GAD has designed
the
composed of three buildings to create
a contemporary and a more flexible
architecture.

EXPLODED HOUSE

#explodedhouse #bodrum
#residentialproject
#fragmantedhouse
#flexibility #atrium
#openplan #landscape
#view #concretedesign
#pooldesign #roofpool
#interiordesign

Upper floor

Breaking down the form

A house metaphor within a single
house composed of many parts...
Three different 75 sqm houses side by
side, combined to each other with a
transparent courtyard house that can
be opened or closed when needed...
Each part has a different function,
principal bathroom and bathroom,
kitchen and dining room and next
to it a study and a guest room. The
entrance of the building is at the same
time the common living area, having
376

a 180 degree vista to its surroundings
with its glass facade. The facade can
be controlled electronically and the
space can be cooled with natural
air-conditioning. This central space
combines the other parts sitting on
the topography with concrete ramps.
The natural earth ground where the
buildings are situated on top of each
other is revealed to form the internal
gardens. Thus the relationship with
nature continues inside the house as

Facades facing the view
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Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu

Site model
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Exploded House typologies

The element of water used in the design

well as the outside. Another slope
is used for the sunbathing terrace
and other activities. This natural airconditioning method used in the free
plan of the main part, makes the space
full of light and airy in the context of
the hot summers of Bodrum. Another
passive cooling method is the collection
of rainwater on the roof. The collected
water circulates on the roofs of the
buildings and provides a natural and
vaporized cooling. On hot summer days,

in daily use the water in the swimming
pool goes up to the roof and falls back
down to the pool. In this way it creates
a cool breeze. “Exploded House” is
a modern interpretation of the local
architecture. The angular features of
the building is in perfect harmony with
the natural slope of the topography
and when perceived from above, the
swimming pool, presents an infinite
vista by reflecting the landscape
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Retractable glazing system in the basement
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Photos of the living area enclosed by the retractable glazing system
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and the view. In the interior design,
the client’s collection of rare
antique pieces from Hellenistic
Byzantium and Ottoman
periods were used.
Using these kind of
unique collec tions
are a good starting
point in design but
always carry the risk
of turning the house
into a static museum
with dead zones. For
this reason, each piece
has been placed to be
integrated into the daily
lives of the owners.

Views around the Exploded House
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#one&ortakoy
#istanbul #sustainability
#mixeduse
#architecturalforms
#recreation #greenery
#landscape #roofterrace
#greenroofs
#lifeinroof

& ORTAKOY
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ONE

Mixed-use group of buildings
is comprised
of residences and dormitories. The
buildings located beside a hill in the
Ortakoy neighborhood of Istanbul
are significant examples of residences
with green areas in a city where this is
extremely limited. The form, facade and
the overall organization of the project
have been developed with a series
of experimental strategies under the
influence of contextual elements. GAD’s
design approach is to optimize the use
of different programs scattered along
the area. There are large landscape
areas, play and recreation areas on both
building’s roofs.

Typical floor

Green roof
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Rooftop design

Landscape concept diagrams
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Green roofs integrate the scale of the broad reflective surfaces of the
the buildings with the topography, building reducing carbon absorption.
natural stone a significant material in The landscape design of the roof is
both buildings surrounds the facade an artificial topography inspired by
completely creating a texture in harmony the natural topography surrounding
with the natural slope. Because of the it. One & Ortakoy distinguishes itself
proximity of the Bosphorus Bridge and from the buildings around it. This is not
the surrounding viaducts to the building, only valid for the design and function of
the terrace roofs are the first features of the building but also the relationship it
forms with its surroundings.
One & Ortakoy perceived.
The roof that contains a walking track, The building functions from the
pool and recreation area has a high level basement to the terrace like a living,
of landscaping that visually integrates thriving organism. Conceptually,
with the natural topography behind it the roof design is integrated to the
creating a type of artificial topography. basement and ground level gardens
This roof garden conceptually combined through the vertical gardens in the mid
with the landscaping on the ground levels. This enables the building to be
floors and terrace gardens covers integrated with the topography.

Facade details
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The project has been designed with
respect to the natural environment
and mindful of sustainable design
principles.
The users of the building
meet by a long table by the
swimming pool to share
what they have bought
from the market close
by and prepared and
cooked for each other
at home and enjoy this
green garden terrace. It
is also seen from images
shared in the social media
accounts of the users that
usable green roofs are a
great option during the covid
pandemic quarantine days and
enable controlled community living.
“Plant, grow, mow, share. Both exterior
and roofs of the buildings belong to
you.”

Green rooftop level
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GAD pays attention not to use the
sloped, conventional, heavy roofs in
these days when maintenance and
repair quality have improved and
give back the land it occupies on
earth to nature by making roof
gardens.
First in the building regulation that
have shaped Istanbul and then
in other fabricated regulations
copied from other regulations,
let alone giving opportunities for
the use of unused rooftop areas, on
the contrary, nonsensical articles that
encourage tasteless wall pediments,
roof extensions and ugly additions as
additional are still present in
regulation.

393
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CASTLE ROCK is comprised

of 19 detached houses with their own
gardens and swimming pools all placed
to face the historical Bodrum Castle.
The design strategy of the project was
shaped by the sloped landscape. The
buildings twist and bend on the altered
ground grid to increase their views also

forming the landscape. The natural
stone cladding of the structures have
been sourced from the local quarries.
The focus in on four main materials.
The city of Halicarnassus is an ancient
settlement from the Caria period in the
Bodrum district of Mugla. The city where

#castlerock
#view
#bodrum
#residential
#privatehouses
#landscape
#halicarnassus
#greenroof

there has been human settlement since
the second half of 12 th century BC is
thought to have the Halicarnassus with
the settlement of Dorians in 10th century
BC. It continued its existence until the
Roman Empire. Halicarnassus’s literature

and culture was fully compatible with
the Ionian culture and soon became
the capital of a small civilization with
its broad and sheltered port and its
significant location on the seaways.

Sketches by Gokhan Avcioglu, 2008

...He was born at Melassa, but recognizing the natural advantages of Melassa as a fortress,
and seeing that it was suitable as a trading center and that it had a good harbor, he fixed
his residence there. The place had a curvature like that of the seats in a theatre. On the
lowest tier, along the harbour, was built the forum. About half-way up the curving slope,
at the point where the curved cross-aisle is in a theatre, a broad wide Street was laid out,
in the middle of which was built the Mausoleum, a work so remarkable that it is classed
among the Seven Wonders of the World. At the top of the World in the center is the
fane of Mars containing a colossal containing an acrolithic statue by the famous hand of
Leochares. That is, some think, that this statue is by Leochares, others by Timotheus. At
the extreme right of the summit, is the fane of Venus and Mercury, close to the spring of
Salmacis... Corresponding to the fane of Venus and the spring described above, which
are on the right, we have on the extreme left the royal palace which king Mausolus built
there in accordance with a plan all is own. To the right it commands a view of the forum, the
harbor and the entire line of fortifications, while just below it, to the left, there is a
concealed harbor, hidden under the harbors in such a way that nobody could see or know
what was going on in it. Only the king himself could in case of need, give orders himself from
his own palace to the oarsmen and the soldiers, without the knowledge of anybody else.”
(Vitruvius, 1960)
From: Vitruvius, The Ten Books on Architecture. Methods of Building Walls
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Terrain » Contextual threads » Site threading » Plateaus » Synthesis
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Various floor plans
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KUUM HOTEL SPA &
RESIDENCES designed not
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only as a hotel but also as a small
residence complex with various units
by the seaside, has an innovative
concept that adapts perfectly to the
surrounding topography of the slope.

The design was asked to be different
from the projects realized in Bodrum
in recent years and all its components
were determined according to the
topography and the sea view. KUUM
HOTEL SPA & RESIDENCES, since
the mixed program requirements

#kuum #bodrum
#hospitality
#residential
#diversity
#transcendental
#wellness
#harmony
#seaside

Terrain

Terrain deformation

Programming

Softscape

Terrain scalloping

Hardscape

Terrain sculpting

Layering

Orientation
Hotel rooms
Private residences
Health spa & hammam
Restaurants
Retail
Lobby and administration
Seafront deck
Bar
Geometric evolution

404

Boat dock

challenged the building types to be
placed in the site in coherence with the
topography, a DNA is created for the
design with the help of mathematical
formulas and software programs
to provide the buildings meet the
requirements of the program, turn

towards the view and take shape
according to the topography. The earth
being shaped according to different
functional zones and the buildings
adapted to the physical and functional
conditions of these zones create
diversity on the land, yet since they use

Various floor plans
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Slanted Columns

406

Re-interpretation of the traditional Hammam form

407

the same DNA they constitute the parts
of a whole. Kuum is an example that
can be used as a reference for future
projects.
As a concept, it is comprised of building
blocks placed between lines that are
repetitions of organic topographic
curves from top to bottom towards
the sea, without blocking each other’s
view, light or the wind coming from the
sea but creating shadow for others. The
residences, hotel, spa, hammam and the
tiers are dispersed along 350 meters of
seashore extended on 20 decares. It is
a narrow, sloped, thin and long piece
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of land. Rather than taking existing
benchmarks as a basis or opportunity,
closed space requirements of the
project were built. GAD prefers this
design and living model for providing
a common solution for the hotel and
detached houses 24/7 in terms of
technical, logistics, maintenance,
repairs and service requirements with
maximum sharing opportunities and
has recommended this to all real estate
developers. Kuum was GAD’s first major
project around Bodrum, which has
provided a reference point for similar
projects afterwards.
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Use of tensile fabrics to shade the beach area
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Besiktas FISH MARKET
is an impressive joint effort of Istanbul
Besiktas district residents in order to
improve their neighborhood. In spite of
the crowds, the neighborhood spirit and
life still continue in the district and with
this in mind, a public and inviting form
has been designed. With this purpose
on both sides that face the pedestrian

roads of the market, openings were
formed to facilitate entrance and exit
and an interior without any columns has
been designed. The triangular market
space, which is frequented by seafood
lovers, looks visually stunning with its
iconic roof inspired by seashell. The
design process was initialized with the
treatment of this triangular plan.

#fishmarket
#besiktas #istanbul
#concretedesign
#publicplace #retail
#marketplace
#historicfishmarket
#contemporarydesign
#dynamiccirculation

Material details

Sections

Relationship with the context
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The blown-up surface is an indication of
the symbiotic quality of the site and the
project. The surface was carved on its
sides to give it a public and inviting look.
This method creates a conductive and
concave form that enables the program
and circulation to merge and flow easily.
The Besiktas Fish Market Project has

developed to cover the whole site
with its simple but iconic seashell form
made from steel and concrete and
large openings on the street level. This
porous and strong shell provides a
columnless interior while optimizing the
program requirements of the project
and yielding a dramatic marketplace.

Structure positioned in the middle of the densely-built city fabric
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Structure, floor plan and detailed section
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#pina #bodrum
#residential
#privatehouse
#experimental
#villa #greenroof
#conceptualdesign
#workingwithsketches
#seaside

PINA BODRUM’s name is

derived from its location on the Bodrum
Peninsula. The Peninsula surrounded
by olive trees is a unique place where
Aegean nature meets the sea. The main
decision given during the design phase
was the design to be in harmony with

nature, not affecting its existing beauty.
For this purpose, many diagrams have
been prepared to analyze the location
of the existing trees, the topography of
the land, and possible areas for roads
and buildings.
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Aerial view

Model Studies

424

Seaside

These diagrams have been evaluated
together and the resulting surfaces have
been stretched and deformed to create
spaces. In this site of 44.500 sqm there
are 17 villas, 21 hotel rooms, activity
areas, restaurants and entertainment
areas. Each residence is designed
to have a private swimming pool and

garden. In the placement of buildings
in the peninsula, each unit is placed
as to have a sea view. Three types of
residences are designed by forming
the units through organic and radial
intersections. The overall placement on
the site is finalized by adapting these
units to the local conditions.
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Weaving pattern
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Unit type A

Unit type B

Unit type C

Section
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#susona #bodrum
#resort #hospitality
#wellness #fragmanted
#balance #monolithic
#crossventilation #waterfront
#stone #timber #seaview
#mediterraneanluxury
#luxury#physicalcomfort
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Bodrum is one of the most popular
holiday destinations in Turkey. GAD
works on the Bodrum Peninsula to
sustainably develop in agriculture,
marine products, digital technology,
and new businesses, art, archeology,
history, and tourism industry in
various scales and formulas and
experimental projects with alternative
proposals.
is located in
Torba on a private peninsula surrounded
by crystal clear waters and nature. The

SUSONA BEACH
RESORT & SPA

Main terrace

Basement floor

430

Spa entrance

project site that has managed to keep its character as a small seaside village
covered by olive groves and pine forests, was studied in regards to physical
characteristics and social factors. The hotel units were designed in a fragmented
organization creating more flexibility than if they were integrated into the site as a
monolithic mass much like the vernacular architecture of
the local area. Important environmental factors for
yearlong use of the site such as cross ventilation
established through landscaping between the units
were important factors in the design.
The project is comprised of two zones; the first
is directly the lobby, lounge, two pools (one of
them large) and their surroundings and concert
performance areas, spa-hammam, gym and hotel
rooms; the second is the private villas…
The floors and rooms of the villas can be
used by different guests without disturbing
others, thus providing the opportunity to
offer accommodation opportunities for
different numbers of guests and at different
price points. Each villa has its own property
deed. Though these villas surrounding the
peninsula are being rented for now, they are
suitable for long-term rent or sale.
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Restaurant and bar

432

Spa

Gym

Ground floor

Basement floor spa
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Type A ground floor
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Type A upper floor

Type B ground floor

Type B upper floor

Type C ground floor

Type C upper floor
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#autopia #istanbul
#flowarchitecture
#generative #pattern
#groundscraper
#screen #landscaped
#metalwork #rooftop
#transparency
#versatility

AUTOPIA is a versatile building

designed with the benefits of urban
strategies and future objectives set
forth in design; comprised of an office,
sales units, auction, TV studio, and
spaces where first and second hand
sea, land and air vehicles are sold and
presented, tested, garden exhibitions
and auctions are held.

Autopia plans to enhance its relation
with various squares as an extension
of its relation to the E-5 highway,
which has been transformed into
an internal road. In Autopia and its
surroundings especially where there
is an intensity of vehicles, design
arrangements were made with
pedestrian traffic and circulation in
mind. In the building pulled back from
the E-5 highway there are terraces,
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gardens and recreation areas for offices
in the front area. One of the significant
features of the project is the presence
of a performance track on its roof.
Here, the FIAT factory Lingotto in Turin
has been taken as a reference. In this
respect, it is a reinterpretation of the

Concept studies
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building designed by Matté Trucco in
1923. Autopia provides an exhibition and
a communal space for manufacturers
to meet with buyers, receive feedback
on classic sea vehicles to antique cars,
from collectors of wheeled vehicles to
wheelless vehicles.

Exploded axonometry

Internal organization

System section
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Display of parking floors

Rem Koolhaas’s article on the concept of ‘Bigness’ is
mentioned in his book ‘S, M, L, XL’ and many comments,
articles, and theses have made reference to it, such as
Carlos L Marcus’s ‘Rethinking Bigness’ article written on
this concept (City Futures 2009 International Conference).
Read on further from the book S,M,L,XL (Koolhaas & Mau,
2011)
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The project is a private residence
intended to serve three generations
within one complex to reevaluate
traditional spatial relationships within
the Turkish house in the 21st century.
consists of two
sweeping residential wings, including
a family & bachelor villa, connected
by a flexible semi-open gallery with
panoramic views of the Marmara Sea.
This is a courtyard scheme, anchored

MDNY HOUSE

on its four corners by the two villas, a
guest wing and an office/workshop.
Opposite the approach and views to
the sea, the courtyard opens up to a
vast fruit orchard to the south, with
a view to the valley and to the city of
Bursa. A spa & gym occupy the space
below the courtyard, and a gentle slope
allows these spaces to also benefit from
views to the Marmara Sea.

#mdnyhouse
#bursa
#residential
#panoramicview
#accessibility
#privatehouse
#flexibility
#semiopen

Concept sketches

N

Plan
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Exploded perspective

Privacy planning

Render
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Eskisehir is a very rich city with its layered
historical background ruled by great
civilizations such as Hittite, Phrygia,
Alexandria, Rome, Byzantium, Anatolian
Seljuk and the Ottoman Empire.
Especially the Odunpazari region has
a residential and tourism potential
with its historic fabric. In this respect,
the inspiration for

ESKISEHIR
THERMAL & SPA HOTEL
is the thermal waters of Eskisehir.

#thermal #eskisehir
#hotel #spa #wellness
#hospitality #dome
#terrace #sustainable
#bubbles #courtyard #holes
#view #geothermal #hillside
#local #modern #diagrams
#createsillusions

Hotel rooms
Restaurant
Indoor pool
Terrace

Ballroom

Lobby

Restaurant
Indoor pool
Terrace

Ballroom

Spa

Concept model

Spa
Diagram of functions

Hotel room view towards the courtyard
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Ground floor

Section
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The conviction of the residents of the
region in the healing powers of thermal
hot springs has resulted in the raising
interest of local and foreign visitors.
This rapid increase signified a need
for accommodation for both Turkish
and foreign tourists in the region. The
project is a modern interpretation
of Odunpazari’s local and existing
historical fabric. The layout plan has
been prepared to keep the trees where
they are and minimize the harm to the
land. The lobby has a circulation with

Turkish bath
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the inside and outside periphery of
the spiral building also forming a visual
connection; completely transparent
including its roof it is a meeting place
with the green textures and the art
collections of the hotel. The hotel has
been intentionally designed bigger
than its requirement on two floors,
suitable for multi-purpose use. It has
the infrastructure and convenience for
city residents especially in cold winter
months to meet at various events.

Spa and Turkish bath

Spa and Turkish bath
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Lobby

There is a spacious spa, a hammam, a
wellness center and accommodation
units at the center of the complex. There
is also a hotel, a wedding venue and
tree houses and bungalows on the
slope of a pine forest. Its proximity to
the geothermal water source makes
the project an important thermal spa
location. The spa and wellness center
have been designed underground to
benefit from this feature of the land. The
roof of this underground building has
been organized as a swimming pool and
sunbathing terraces. The domes placed
inside the swimming pool have been
utilized as skylights to provide natural
light to underground spaces. The light
flowing down from the holes on the
domes to the underground spaces
continue the feeling of a traditional
hammam. By contrast, the round glass
pinholes on the domes let the light inside

flow outside at night. Moreover, the
hot water pools on the roof evaporate
especially as the temperatures drop
and create the dynamic view of the
round hotel rooms curling towards the
courtyard with plays of light and water.
The hotel’s form that curls towards the
view of Eskisehir on its exterior surface,
exists with its own exterior view on its
curve interior.
The project also features sustainable
design characteristics. Geothermal
energy is not only used in the spa but
also utilized in the heating system with
a heat pump during colder seasons. In
the project carried out with “Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle” principles all kinds of
recyclable waste is collected.
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#swissotel
#bodrum #hotel
#seaview #resort
#landscape #view
#stoneconcreteglass
#hospitality
#residential
#mixeduse

BODRUM SWISS hOTEL BEACH RESORT a holiday

resort in Bodrum Turgutreis, is a leading project in the redevelopment of the
Turgutreis shoreline. Located on 26 decares of land on the shore, the project
consists of a hotel with 60 enclosed rooms, 46 apartments, and 27 residential
villas. All volumes in the hotel complex have been designed and placed on site
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to have full sea views and access to sea winds. Various accommodation options
diversify the architecture, also offering the guests the opportunity to enjoy
different experiences. In addition to accommodation option, there is an extensive
spa, a gym and a open-closed swimming pool. The intermediary gap (pedestrian
axis) that goes right in the middle of the site, connecting the main road to the shore,

Main building
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Massing and public axes

Hotel

Circulation

Long-stay rentals

Villas

Deck
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Typical villas

Typical long-stay rentals
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Outdoor corridors

beginning from the hotel lobby that
combines all internal roads and creating
a visual connection to the Greek islands
especially at sunset, is an essential
accent of the design. Especially the view
at sunset offers a unique experience to
visitors. Attention was paid to enable all
rooms and houses to have full sea view.
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The number of detached buildings,
distance between buildings and
building heights were determined
according to this criterion. In this design
as well, one of GAD’s general principles
that is the use of closed space allowed
by the site, rather than the neighboring
building were taken into account.

Facade details
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View towards the sunset
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The mass that is the hotel building is a building. These structures are situated
structure that turns on the travertine- on platforms at different levels going
covered site and continues parallel down towards the sea. In this way
towards the sea. The hotel building is each building has the best sea view
situated at the top of the site and serves possible. Each villa is on two storeys.
as an entrance for the rest of the hotel The top floor has the bedrooms while
area. The hotel lobby is connected the ground floor has a spacious living
to the sea through a pedestrian path. room. The living room opens up to the
Bars and restaurants by the sea can be garden. The windows on the side walls
accessed through this pedestrian path of the villas broaden the facade of the
from the lobby, which makes it a focal building, while increasing the amount
point by the shore. This path is the main of light coming in and the number of
axis that provides the circulation for the rooms viewing the sea. The transparent
whole hotel.
facades of the villas are balanced with
wood sun shading elements. Thus,
The apartments and private villas are visitors can control the amount of
spread out in the remaining parts sunlight coming in.
of the site separated from the hotel

Common areas
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#newada #maltepe
#istanbul #highrise
#residential
#doublefrontedfacade
#glass #parametric
#flexibility
#neighborhood
#brick #masonry

Located in the middle of the
Anatolian part of Istanbul in Maltepe,
is an award-winning
project that will leave its mark on the
future, with a view to the Princes’ Islands
while offering high living standards to
its residents. Capturing spectacular

NEWADA

views of the Princes’ Islands and Istanbul
was a primary design consideration of
this project. The form of the structure
is determined by a design with unique
features to obtain maximum facade
area and the best location on the site.
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With its proximity to both the shore
road and the E5 highway Newada
provides easy access to the most
important centers of Istanbul meeting
the transportation requirements of its
residents. Being easily accessible by
land, sea and subway is another feature
that adds to the value of the project. The
attention paid to capturing the views
presents itself with each apartment
having their private terrace. The spaces
fully opening to the views become
cool in the summers and protected in
the winters thanks to the semi-open
features of the terraces. The terraces
designed according to the angles of
the sun serve as eaves during winter
months and protect the glass facades

Bird’s-eye view
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from the direct effects of the cold
weather.
The project is located on approximately
on a 11,872 sqm of land. Comprised of
two building blocks of 26 and 20 floors,
Newada’s A Block is 10,350 sqm, B
Block is 18,720 sqm consecutively. On
basement floors, on a total of 21,250
sqm, there is a car park with a capacity
of 460 vehicles and a social facility.
In Newada, there are three types of
apartments (1+1, 2+1 and 3+1) with
different features varying according
to their location. All apartments have
private terraces varying according to
floor and location which increase the
quality of space significantly.

On the ground floor of Newada a total
of 1,320 sqm of space is allocated to
businesses like boutiques, dry cleaning,
restaurants, markets and services for
the use of residents. Moreover, with
its 1,050 sqm of open and closed
swimming pools, fitness, hammam,

sauna and ver y well-prepared
recreation areas, Newada promises to
fit into the center of its residents’ lives
and to offer them a warm environment
where they will experience the peaceful
view of the Princes’ Islands to the fullest.

See more of scripting and form finding process of NewAda on page 160
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Working model
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Designed to the highest of specifications
and functional requirements,
is more than just another skyscraper.
The project’s design is seen as part
of the fabric of Istanbul to act as an
urban hub that attracts people from
the surrounding urban district. The
site can be accessed and navigated
via horizontal and vertical axes. At the
lowest point of the sloping site the
entrance to the ground floor comprises
the retail segment, which forms the
base of the design spanning the entire
site, and tiers upwards forming terraces
for social-retail use, creating pathways
that effectively carve the geometric

MSLK

form of the entire building. At the rear
end and the highest point of the slope,
two towers extend out and upwards,
interdependently, unified with one
core. At first glance they appear as
one building, merging into one another
and enlarging in floor space and ceiling
height towards the top. The design
strategy was to provide a greater
amount of floor space that benefited
from the views, but also to lessen the
impact of the building from ground
level. The project encourages the social
interaction and relationships formed
via the sharing of spaces.

#mslk #istanbul
#highrise
#maslak #tower
#geometricform
#pathways #facade
#organism #flexibility
#horizontalvertical
#towerarchitecture

Model
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Semi-open public spaces

#ykadhouse
#ankara #private
#timber #masonry
#traditional #boxes
#workingwithmodels
#sustainability
#transparentsurfaces
#stonewoodconcrete
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The rooms of the traditional Turkish
House took their form alongside the
development of the general concepts
of community life in Turkish culture.
In the early houses of the traditional
Turkish House prototype the formation
of the rooms was universally linked
to their utilitarian functions but
later modifications were made in
the different regions of the country.
Although contemporary lifestyles

have changed substantially, traditional
Turkish House plan typologies perfectly
meet the needs of today’s family home.
designed for a
family of four; a middle-aged couple
with two young children. The project
site is on the outskirts of Ankara, the
capital city of Turkey. The surrounding
urban texture is mainly of low-rise
residential buildings with private
backyards.

YKAD HOUSE

Ground floor plan

Section

Site model
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First floor plan

South facade

Perspective view
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AHK KNDU VILLAS

In
the aim is a sustainable
design, that coexists with nature. The design, that is aimed to
work with environment and nature, is also compatible with the
basic acclimatization principles.
Antalya, located in the Mediterranean region of Turkey, is a
center of tourism that is according to research, one of the most
visited places in the world after Paris and London, yet its nature
and benefits are somewhat wasted for the sake of tourism.

#ahkkundu #antalya
#sustainability #shell #concept
#sunlight #aircirculation
#sustainablearchitecture
#sustainablehouse
#eco-techarchitecture #diagrams
#climaticallyresponsive
#mediterraneanliving

Master plan

Concept diagrams

Site section
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Small, medium, and large villas
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AHK KUNDU VILLA is a concept
developed for long-term living in a
region where government agencies
spend public taxes for all-inclusive
tourism without a cost-benefit analysis.
Kundu is 20 km. from the Antalya city
center and 12 km. from the airport
in a region with alternative tourism
potential. The touristic shoreline is
next to the project site and there is a
direct transport from the project site to
the shore. Moreover, the Aksu Stream
flowing into the Mediterranean that
Facade detail

Section
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Entrance view

hosts numerous activities neighbors
the east border of the site. Facilities for
sports and social activities are planned
by the Aksu Stream.
In the project a sustainable design is
aimed that coexists with nature. Solar
panels that provide substantial energy
savings are located on the roof of each
unit. The location on the site, units
and overall planning was determined
on the northern–southern axis to
obtain maximum benefit from the sun.
Our design that needs to work with
environment and nature also functions
according to basic acclimatization

principles. All the gaps in the structure
are designed according to the wind
directions and natural ventilation
principles in order to provide more
comfortable interiors and surroundings.
Our sustainable design approach
aims to create environment-friendly
residences, based on maximizing
the benefits of sunlight and natural
acclimatization.
The wood cladding, we contemplate
on the basic structure serves as a shell
and plays a significant role in design
by balancing the interior lighting,
helping acclimatization and providing
483

differentiation of private space in the
landscape surrounding the building.
The overall planning approach consists
of a 1st phase comprised of 40 houses.
Other phases will follow the relation to
the river and contain surrounding areas.
The aim is to leave a green and natural
environment to the users and allow
vehicle traffic only under ground. This
way, while the residences and nature
are in unity, it is aimed to create a more
livable environment nested in nature.
Each residential unit has their own
parking space. Above ground access
between residences can be made on
foot.
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Sustainability diagram
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Living area

Bathroom

486

Bedroom

Dining area

Study models

Budapest’s Ujlipotvaros neighborhood
seeks to continue its status as a
prestigious symbol of contemporary
urban lifestyle, and GAD’s landmark
Pozsonyi Street Project
will
enrich the city’s cultural and social

BDPT

center with a bold, yet respectful
design approach. The new design for a
11-storey mixed-use building’s “U-shape”
design allows for more facade surfaces
to face the river and maximizes daylight,
views, and cross ventilation.

#bdpt #hungary
#budapest
#facade
#residential
#u-shape
#mixeduse
#flexibility
#contemporaryarchitecture
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Ground floor

Typical floor plan

Aeriel view
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Courtyard facing facade

View from 5th floor

491

Water-front facade
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The design has been planned so as to
share the existing marina traffic and to
establish a connection point between
the other two existing marinas on
the Istanbul coastline of the coast of
the Sea of Marmara extending from
the east to the west. The aim of
was to create a new
point of attraction by strengthening the
existing Kartal coastline with a marina.

MARINA

IST

In the placement of the marina on the
site, the construction of the building,
along the coastline and the road axis is
cut from place to place, crossings are
formed, and the squares are opened
to meet the sea. The coastal axis of
the marina includes hotels, luxury
restaurants, a pool, a club that provides
access to the sea and facilities for
anchoring yachts.

#istmarina
#istanbul
#istanbulmarina
#leisure #retail
#shoppingcenter
#public
#seaside
#canopysystems

Site model

Selected sections
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View from marina

On the main road of the marina, there
are shops and squares with different
functions that connect the coastline
and this road and the pedestrian axis.
The square, which is built on the right
side of the main axis, provides activities
for children, playgrounds and shopping
opportunities. On the other hand, the
hotel is designed as a second activity
and meeting point, which provides
beach facilities and restaurants, to be
shared and connects the road and
the sea. A structure consisting of the

composition of roof angles of different
heights has been designed instead of
a design that will become extraneous
to the floor due to the height required
for the climatic conditions and indoor
function of the single-storied building
blocks and roof forms. The marina
complex, which is designed in line with
the climatic requirements of the site,
provides open and closed shopping
opportunities, and in line with seasonal
conditions, a canopy system provides
protection in winter as well as in summer.
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View from Courtyard
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The project addresses the issue of
building in cities in the 21st century by
making as its subject the reassessment
of the notions of natural landscape,
topography, infrastructure and building
in the city. Furthermore, our design

LJUBLANA SCIENCE

CENTER takes the subject of the

experience of nature, landscape and our
surroundings as an issue of knowledge
by making interaction with the Science
Center a scientific encounter with the
built and natural environment.

#sciencecenter #ljublana
#slovenia #public
#masterplanning
#cultural #redevelopment
#topographicarchitecture
#landscape #natural
#eco-techarchitecture #organism
#environmentalarchitecture

The architecture of the Science Center
blurs the distinction between the built
and natural environment by creating an
undulating, performative surface that
flows and rises upwards in between the
existing natural elements on the site. This
rise and fall of the artificial topography,
generates spaces underneath for the
activities of the Science Center that
includes nodes for exhibitions, digital
fabrication laboratory, planetarium,
library, conference rooms, pop-up event
spaces and shop, restaurant and cafe.
More so, this surface acts as performative
topography in harmony with the existing
trees and native ecosystems working
to extend the ecological capabilities
of the location. This is done through
the insertion of active and passive
environmental features that makes up
this hybrid natural/artificial topography
such as; green roof, solar panels, light
wells, rainwater recycling system and
a permeable surface for active air
circulation. These features are intended
to reduce the carbon footprint of the
Science Center.
The building as landscape topography
addressed in the architecture of the
Science Center is not only one of scenic
value but also proactively creates an
experience similar to that found in
nature. Walking paths on the upper
surfaces composed of hardscape are
designed to encourage exploration of
the natural properties of the site. The
turns for the path lead to unexpected
locations and intriguing views of the
surrounding area and beyond. On the
uppermost peak of this surface there are
views towards the hills around Ljubljana
and at night this promontory position
502

Site

Circulation

Planning

Shell evolution

Bio-climatic sketch

Collage
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Ground floor

504

Interior

Schematic sections
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guides visitors to the stars in the night
sky. The existing trees are retained in
gaps in the surface with new plantings
arranged to generate a forest canopy
that will change and mutate over time.
Nature in this design is seen as an active
partner in the architectural scheme. In
the interior there are views out and
up through the permeable surface
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facilitated by a system of branching
biomorphic columns that change in size
and circumference based on the surface
area they are structurally supporting.
These columns hold up the surface,
which is visible from the underside. The
interior experience combining outdoor
and indoor spaces performs as a street
guiding visitor through the exhibition
and event spaces. The glass walls allow

for extended views through the many
layers of the building.
Overall, the architecture of the Science
Center works to actively integrate the
natural and built environment through
a unified experience of both. The
biomorphic and biophilic architectural
paradigm is performative, technically
active and importantly humane in

its conception of a new building that
facilitates new functions for the city
but retains the life-giving properties of
nature.
The scientific paradigm of the
architecture of the Science Center is one
where architecture is seen as an agent
of this mediation between ecological,
sustainable and urban concerns.
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Experimental
open source
more than 90 degrees
bio-mimicry
asymmetrical
waffle
3D printed
robotic
digital fabrication
future proof
next generation life style
exoskeleton

Cornerless
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ANDALUS VILLA challenges

ideas of form and habitation in Libya.
Seeking new alternatives in the
production of architecture, GAD has
slipped outside its comfort zone and
entered the world of science in its
architectural method. The designers
adopted the mathematician Stephen
Wolf r am’s compu ter sof t ware
‘Mathematica’ to achieve endless
alternatives of architectural forms.
GAD in the experimental design for
ANDALUS VILLA is interested in the
provocative question in the most private

and intimate of cultural typologies in
this, ‘domestic space.’ Andalus Villa,
challenges our preconceptions of
domestic space; it uses the cellular
principles of ‘Mathematica’ to generate
new spatial conditions. The process
calls for active indeterminate modules
that organically emerge, morph and
propagate while aligned with a set of
programmatic parameters to negotiate
formal and spatial results. GAD further
embraces new techniques by using 3D
printing to create quick physical models
to study design relationships.

#andalusvilla #organic
#mathematical #private
#model #domesticspace
#experiment #scale
#3dprintedbuilding
#evolutionary
#exoskeleton
#3dprinting

Basement floor

Ground floor

Upper floor
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3D-printed model

Form finding
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Form finding
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Section

3D printed model
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#gadhouse #losangeles
#future #foldorganism
#evolutionary
#experimentalarchitecture
#privatehouse
#competitionproject
#ecofriendly #recycle
#homeofthefuture #3dprinting

Resources and land are limited and
becoming more so. Multitasking and
flexibility/functionality are standards
of modern living. Greater access to
information has allowed people to
accomplish tasks that before required
specialists. Everyone has generally
the same concept of “home” but with
an infinite variety of unique, personal
details. This experimental design
for the “Home

GAD HOUSE

of the Future” addresses these facts
and provides the framework for users
to creatively alter and adapt their
personal space to their own unique
needs and imagination through
innovations like movable partitions
and flexible plumbing. The structure
features recycled materials, cable
suspension, and eco-friendly waste/
water management strategies.
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3D-printed model

Form finding

Relationship with the ground
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Form finding

Site plan
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The project began as a site-specific
design for a multimedia-based
industrial complex and has evolved
into a new method for providing
urban planning solutions that could
be applied globally as a way to apply
cognitive and software-based methods
to the planning of cities. GAD’s design
for
in the outskirts
of Istanbul near the Istanbul Airport is
intended to generate a self-sufficient

MEDIA CITY

and sustainable smart city on the
periphery of the city near major
transportation routes. The design seeks
to create a building program related to
the Turkish production and distribution
of multimedia products, but also to
formulate a dynamic and intriguing
cultural attraction as well as serving as
an example for constructing intelligent
city frameworks for the rest of the world.

#mediacity #istanbul
#realvirtual
#smartcity
#masterplanning
#citylife #future
#digitalworld #e-city
#experimentalarchitecture
#3dprinting
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Diagram of functions

Building typologies of Media City

522

Planning process
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Facade typologies

See more of this project on page 174
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Tashkent
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The plot of the
project is an empty blank space of
nearly 1 million sqm, in the center of
the city planned to be added to the
existing urban life of the city with
unprecedented new ideas designed
by GAD. A half-moon shaped subway
line passes through the middle of the
site, and some state administration
buildings are on the corners of the
square. The half-moon shaped subway
network was made as a mirror and by

leaving enough green space on a grid
plan to be used for high-rises, shopping,
offices, hotel, and residences, the
residence plans were pushed back to
allow for green terraces and the design
focus was to make the project the new
icon and meeting point of Tashkent.
When the project was designed green
architecture principles were applied
and it was made up of self-sufficient
buildings without bringing an extra
burden to the city. The flat land can

#tashkent
#masterplanning
#urbanscale
#mixed-use
#organism
#publicarchitecture
#urbanpark #highrise
#gigantic

be toured without motor vehicles
allowing for pedestrian traffic and
the use of bicycles and electric vehicles.
Below the residences are reserved
for retail spaces rather than closed
shopping malls. One of the main

purposes of the project is combining
multiple functions. That is why areas
are planned for arcades, shopping
streets, arastas and organic markets in
Tashkent as traditionally found in places
like Samarkand, Esfahan and Bukhara.
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Base Map

Существующий участок проекта
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Situated at the crossing of three streets, the Canal Street Triangle
embodies interaction, motion, multifaceted-ness, and unity.
We have proposed a solution to the Gateways to
that equally applies these notions. Unlike some other
monuments or portals, this site lacks a singular or overwhelmingly
axial approach. The Gateway must present interest, excitement,
and recognition equally from all directions. The Gateway

TOWN

CHINA

#chinatown
#public
#parametricdesign
#newyork
#wafflestructure
#3dprinting
#experimental
#innovation

Prefabrication transport and construction strategy

Longitudinal section

534

Lateral section

will be iconic and recognizable,
but through the per fec t use of
harmony —solid balancing with the void,
enclosure balancing with exposure—
it will be tied to the cultural and
architectural landscape of Chinatown,
that it will not become merely an object.
Like the seeming opposing forces of
feminine and masculine, the Gateway
represents the seeming opposing
concepts of motion and stillness. It is
a contextualizing concept, one that
puts the bold and honorable spirit of
Chinatown —its people, its history, and
its culture— into a landmark that services
the community and attracts people to

visit and learn more. The design for
Gateways to Chinatown acknowledges
the impact technology has made in
architecture, in storing and sharing
information, and in our daily lives.
Previously, design had been more
passive, reliant upon basic tools and
materials. The digital age has allowed
construction to be more generative,
heading towards the intuitive. The
speed of sketching means it will
always be a major tool in design, but
computer applications, 3D printing, and
animations have given us the ability to
experiment and explore space and
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Prefabrication study

buildings in newer and more realistic
ways, allowing for considerations of
surface tension, structural analysis,
lighting effects, relationships of scale
and procession, and more.
Humanity is the characteristic that
transforms a group of individual
buildings into a city, and so the
Gateways to Chinatown landmark
creates a venue that promotes social
interactions. It offers a vibrant and
stimulating setting for meeting up
with friends, discussing music and
art, or watching street performances.
The dynamic and engaging form adds
visual delight and a sense of passage
to morning commuters. Bluetooth and
Wi-Fi technologies deliver the necessary
536

orientation and way-finding resources,
while touch screens enable users to
have continuous access to current
community information. The planar
construction provides both shelter and
transparency, making a structure that
transforms its image as the position
of the sunlight changes throughout
the day and the year. The central clear
height ensures the existing ginkgo trees
have ample space, lighting, and water,
and the wide spacing of the pillars even
allows for future growth of the green
space. The enclosed proposal for
Gateways to Chinatown brings together
the knowledge, skill, experience, and
creativity of the three collaborators in
the design: GAD, Chelsea Atelier, and
Meinhardt Group.
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#conventioncenter
#tashkent
#wafflestructure
#publicarchitecture
#experimentaldesign
#nationalpark
#publicfunction
#innovation

Over a two year period from 2017 to
2018 GAD generated a number of
conceptual designs for the city of Tashkent,
Uzbekistan at the instigation of the Uzbek
Central Government. This proposal for
a
was the first of these designs
that would later include TSHKNT. Envisioned
for a parcel inside the Alisher Navoi National
Park, the Convention Center complements
the collection of government administrative
buildings and leisure facilities found there
with the goal of increasing the public
functions of the urban park.

TSHKNT COnventıon
CENTER
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Diagram of functions

Printed model
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The design employs a complex geometry
based on minimal surface mathematics
using a gridded waffle structure that
was an important formal instrument in
GAD’s work starting from the Caesarea
Atelier installation in Kayseri in 2014.
Here the waffle structure is organized
as a series of arches spanning a large
conference hall. An arcade facing the
park acts as a buffer between the natural
landscape and the organic contours of
the building.
Exploded axonometry
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A new man-made ‘forest’ consisting
of a large tree-like canopy built
from structural bamboo.
‘s new landscape
complex, tree-like forms would generate
a pattern that reflects light and shadow,
visually engaging visitors during the
day. Carefully orchestrated LED lighting

Avenue

46

Park

integrated
with the structure
would also provide a gentle,
nature-friendly, light display at
night. We believe that cities need
nature and ecosystems; this led us to
this design, based on biophilic design
principles, driven by the direct and

#parkavenue
#newyork
#manhattan
#urbanscale
#publicarchitecture
#competitionproject
#biophilicdesign
#savannaenvironment

Modules

Terrace module

Natural promenade

Food park
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analogous use of natural materials
and forms. Our aim is to take the Park
Avenue median footprint and widen
it to generate this new ‘savanna’
environment, weaving nature into
the everyday life of Manhattan.
The experience of the outdoors and
connection to nature would
be achieved through the
complex geometric

pattern of the canopy, which would
be produced in resilient, selfsupporting structural engineered
bamboo, in natural tones. The
canopy design derives from a
complex three-dimensional pattern
that redefines the idea of nature in
cities. Its visual appearance on the
urban horizon line is based on a
fractal dimension between 1.3 and
1.5, reflecting the savanna profile.
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FOLKART RESIDENCES

is a project in Izmir’s developing
Halkapinar neighborhood in the Konak
district to meet a mixed-use building
requirement in an area with a central
business district plan. For the project
area the movements of the sun, the
direction of the wind, and the orientation
of the views have been examined and
zoning has been planned. Locations
have been planned according to the
project requirement programs on the
zones and the first plans have been made.
According to the plans, a 3D model has
been prepared and the masses have

#izmir
#folkart
#highrise
#residences
#waffleproject
#wafflestructure
#transitaxis
#urban

Design process
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been divided into sections according has been adopted to utilize all of these
to mathematical coding. The direction, inputs correctly. The waffle structure
sun, and shadow analyses of the model has been adopted as a design model
have been made by programs and a and after coding and analyses, the
mock-up of the model is made with desired sizes and building forms have
special material with the 3D printing been carried out with 3D modeling
method to perfect the form. The and coding. With this design model,
relationship of the building with the site all building layers are provided to have
is reviewed by placing the mock-up on a view, and apartments of different
the scaled site model and construction sizes are placed on the same floor
begins after drawing the final detail and without disrupting the design language.
construction drawings.
They were used as a base under the
commercial towers and thus integrity
The most important project inputs and wholeness were achieved.
during design decisions are the view,
the main direction of the wind, and One of the most significant benefits of
the shadow effects of high buildings. the project is providing livable housing
Other factors are the commercial and for everyone by using the current
residential use within the same building technology and without making people
and the location of different-sized sacrifice their quality of life or physical
residences. A mathematical approach spaces.

Printed models

Waffle models
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Floating common areas

Ground floor
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Typical floor
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The current library of Istanbul Technical
University at its central campus in Maslak, needs
an additional building to meet the increasing
demand. The new, additional library building
for the university students and academicians, is
more functional and meets their social needs as
well, the
provides a new
research opportunity for a program different
than conventional libraries also socially and
technologically. The ITU Library project also is
important with its innovative, functional, and
extraordinary structure and outer facade.

ITU LIBRARY

#itulibrary
#istanbul
#organicdesign
#structure
#information
#transparency
#facade #glass
#experimental

Exploded axonometry

Axonometric view
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Upper floor

Mezzanine

Ground floor
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Perspective view

Front facade
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The shelves, which are the most basic
elements of library buildings are also
being load-bearing features is an
innovative and symbolic approach. The
starting point when researching the
form of the structure was the question:
“How can we relate to the architectural
memory that has been accumulating for
ten thousand years on our own land?”
The structural performance has been
maximized with digital tools. Both the
functional and the structural approach
seek to reply to this need. ITU is in need
of a library equipped with reading
rooms, social spaces, meeting areas
and multiple media services that can

store 2 million books. The library
building is required to be a meeting
place to represent the campus. The
building will work in connection with
the existing Mustafa İnan Library. In
the project, the design aims to create
the program of 21th century libraries,
not being content with storage and
study functions, but envisioning the
library building as an attraction point
that will be a meeting place for the
students. Social areas, a performance
space, cafe, a shop, common study
areas, an exhibition space, a museum, a
screening room, multiple media rooms
were added to the library requirement
list. The archive department will be
557

Model
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enriched with the book restoration, The library building consisting of an
etymology research institute and archive, study rooms, multiple media
printing sections. The ITU Maslak rooms outside of offices, meeting
Library will be a library that not only areas, performance hall, museum,
stores knowledge, but also produces exhibition spaces, common study areas,
knowledge and works 24/7.
cafe, book restoration section, and an
etymology research section, has been
In the project development phase, a planned functionally in an innovative
workshop will be held with a committee manner. The high-performance main
comprised of library and archive shell form of the structure aims to link
experts, coming together with university the past to the present. In the interiors,
students, academicians, opinion leaders the structure itself is divided into strips
referring to the pattern of structural that are used as bookshelves. In other
forms created by algorithms. The aim is words, instead of designing a building
to share the digital tools used during the and placing bookshelves inside it, the
project phase with architecture circles bookshelves are designed as the bearer
through conferences and seminars. It of the building. As a part of the project
is also essential that the project will be design process, construction methods
discussed by national and international of organic forms are being developed
media institutions in the university with a multi-disciplinary team.
environment.
To reiterate, the purpose is to leave
The main starting point while setting significant knowledge and experience
up the relation of the building to the to architecture and building culture
campus was the motto “A university by creating a self-supporting system
campus is composed of buildings through a shell formed by curvilinear
around a library.” How should a 21st geometric surfaces combined through
century library be programmatically? mathematical formulas in design.
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Foyer and mediatech

Section
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Interior view from the mezzanine floor

3D printed model
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The librar y’s innovative design
celebrates the mystery, potential and joy
of knowledge. In the spirit of pioneering
research, vigorous experimentation
with organic shapes and elastic bodies
was made to find the ideal form for
the library, a process that revealed
surprising similarities to types and
tectonics found in classical architecture.


HYDE PARK LIBRARY has

a non-standard form that is a natural
result of an algorithmic generation of an
architectural prime element, the stair.
In the design, there is a core module
and its multiples stacked upon one
another, growing, twisting, and turning,
to create a structure that is both solid

#hydepark
#library
#wafflestructure
#surface
#publicarchitecture
#greenenvironment
#camouflage
#3dprinting

and hollow at the same time. This
produces a skeleton that does not need
to be obscured or hidden with foreign
materials, because bookshelves,
doorways, and other functions typically
“applied” to other buildings already
exist.
This skeleton at the same time creates

pores that can be held onto on the
green texture, a shell surface that can
be safely climbed and discovered.
While this surface/envelope/shell
wraps the functions inside it, it has a
camouflaging effect that hides itself
without damaging the green fabric of
the park it is located in, and invites one
to discover the world inside it.

Design process

View from mezzanine

564

Diagram of functions

3D-printed model
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meb
school
arnavutkoy encompasses

prototypes and algorithmic analyses
were produced for the purpose of relaying
the design process and sustaining
the ideas put forth in the concept.

the concept of “living schools”
aiming at being experimental and
innovative. While actualizing these
characteristics it was aimed to reflect Teaching and learning are not two
the same dynamism in the building’s separate concepts. Learning takes place
outlook as well. Various visual at the same time as teaching and sharing
expressions, digital models, physical while learning is an essential interaction.

The development of learning methods
is a resource where communication
and knowledge continuously feeds.
Today, school buildings open new
doors to educational institutions
with the experimental features they
bear inside. For this purpose, GAD
seeks opportunities for access and
use of semi-open and open spaces

and roofs that are conventionally
unused in building design as well
as closed and controlled spaces.

#mebschool #istanbul
#educationalarchitecture
#organicarchitecture
#structure #roof
#greenroof
#sustainability
#schoolarchitecture
#newgeneration

Ground floor

Sketch by Gokhan Avcioglu
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3D printed model

Ground floor

Ground floor
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Section
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For the design of this concept for TIRANA NEW MUNICIPALITY
BUILDING the design team moved away from the accepted typology focusing
instead on the geometries afforded to us by the site on the main avenue of the
capital city of Albania. GAD focused on generating a dynamic, lithe configuration
that not only took into account the interior spaces but the exterior and site perimeter
to create a sustainable, zero carbon ecologically sensitive design. Furthermore, the
structures generated by our design expanded usage of the building throughout
the day in a 24 hour cycle as a harbinger for future modalities and generational
aspirations for public space, nature, and outdoor activity. Our design called for
an architecture that serves as an administrative center for the government but
more importantly serves the public with multiple outdoor and indoor functions.

#tiranamunicipality
#tirana
#organicdesign
#ecologicallysensitive
#eco-techarchitecture
#structure
#sustainability
#experimentaldesign

Master plan

574

Diagrams

We conceived a constellation of functions
above and below ground. Including the
functions in the basement levels, there is
a procession of interconnected volumes
comprising four distant above-ground
buildings inclusive of the distinct tower.
The lower basement floors are given to
social spaces with a separate entrance
for the main council meeting space
that also includes a multipurpose room
and cafeteria with a separate exterior
entrance. There is a rich spatial and
geometric arrangement that provides
a variety of interactions with the
local government’s activities but also
generates intriguing experiences apart
from governmental functions as a space
for public gatherings. This architectural
concept proceeds as an offering against
the closed center typologies in Tirana’s
new, lively urban fabric. Instead of a
closed, separate area, the wavy canopy
that includes the tower above the city
administration meeting room is actually
open to the exterior and the sunlight
and forms a visual connection with
the democratic meetings going on
throughout the day through the public
circulation areas and natural landscape
areas. The axis extending from the
city center to the south towards the
river, aims to transform Tirana into a
green city in the future based on newly
developed master plan scenarios.
The new municipality building is a
significant center in this way as it is a
strategic and iconic symbol of the plans
being developed for Tirana. Moreover,
GAD’s design utilizes a technical and
ecological feature set for the new
municipality complex that is planned
to be sustainable with zero carbon
footprint.
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Master plan
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The Shell

3rd Floor
1.
Mayor's office
2.
Deputy Mayor's offices
3.
Municipal Council
4.
Audit
2nd Floor
1.
General Directorate of
Financial Management
2.
General Directorate of
Social Services
3.
General Directorate of
Strategic Projects and
Economic Development
1st Floor
1.
General Directorate of
Objects in Co-ownership,
Administration of AU and
Civil Emergencies
2.
General Directorate of
City Promotion
3.
General Directorate
of Public and External
Relations
4.
General Directorate of
Territorial Planning and
Development
Ground Floor
1.
Main Entrance
2.
Library
3.
General Directorate of
Legal Affairs, Assets and
licensing
4.
General Directorate of
Strategic Planning and
Human Resources
5.
General Directorate of
Public Works
1st Basement Floor
1.
Cafe
2.
Cafeteria
3.
D.P. Technology
Information and Statistics
4.
Joint Spaces for Common
Purposes
5.
Several Small Halls for
Reception Meetings
6.
Municipal Council Hall
7.
Conference Hall
8.
WC

2nd Basement Floor
1.
Car Park Area
2.
Elevator Lobby
3.
Technical Room
4.
Storage
Exploded perspective
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FORM FOR
DAYLIGHTING

SHADING DEVICES

BUILDING FACADES

CLERESTORIES AND
SKYLIGHT
VEGETATIVE COOLING

SOLAR ACCESS
GREENROOF
DAYLIGHT FROM
MULTIPLE SIDES

VENTİLATED FLOORS

EARTH SHELTERING

STACK VENTILATION

CONSTRUCTED
WETLANDS

RADIANT HEATING
AND COOLING

SUSTAINABLE
LANDSCAPES

WATER CATCHMENT AND
STORAGE
DIRECT GAIN: GLAZING

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

DIRECT GAIN: HEAT STORAGE
CROSS VENTILATION
INDIRECT GAIN: SUNSPACE
SMART MATERIALS: BIOCRETE

SMART MATERIALS:
STRAWPANELS

SMART MATERIALS:
RECYCLED WOOD

Sustainability and zero emission
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1 CHANGA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM DURMUS DILEKCI, MEHMET
ERMIYAGIL, IDIL OZBEK, SALIH KUCUKTUNA
BUILDING OWNER TAYFUN BAYAZIT
CLIENT TARIK BAYAZIT & SAVAS ERTUNC
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESTAURANT
SITE AREA 400 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 2.200 M2
START / COMPLETION 1998-2000
STATUS BUILT

QR

2 ESMA SULTAN PALACE
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD IN COLLABORATION WITH PHILIP
ROBERT AND HALUK SEZGIN
PROJECT TEAM SALIH KUCUKTUNA, OGUZ CANKAN
CLIENT THE MARMARA GROUP
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC, CULTURAL,
RENOVATION
START / COMPLETION 2000 / 2002
SITE AREA 2.200 2 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 1.200 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2001 AGA KHAN AWARD FOR
ARCHITECTURE SHORTLISTED

CODE

how to use this book

The index in the back of this book
has QR Codes that can be scanned
with a mobile phone to discover
more about the projects on our
website!
QR is an abbreviation for Quick Response. A trademark for a
matrix barcode, it was first designed in 1994 for the Japanese
automotive industry. It can be read optically by a camera,
effectively appending data to any object onto which it is stuck.
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BORUSAN MUSIC & ART
3 THE
CENTER
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, ARZU MEYVACI,
ERTUGRUL MORCOL, YELIZ OZSOY, BORA SOYKUT,
AYHAN URGUPLU,SERKAN CEDETAS
CLIENT BORUSAN
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC,CULTURAL,
RENOVATION
START / COMPLETION 2007 / 2009
SITE AREA 230 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 1.900 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2003 BRONZE MEDAL, MIAMI BIENNALE
2011 ARKIPARC BEST ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS
2011 THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR ARCHITECTURE
& THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM INTERNATIONAL
ARCHITECTURE AWARD 2012 INTERNATIONAL
PROPERTY AWARDS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED PUBLIC
SERVICE ARCHITECTURE FOR EUROPE

4 GDKP
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SCOTT BALTIMORE,
OZAN ERTUG, NILUFER KARANFIL
CLIENTFATIH MUNICIPALITY
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE URBAN PLANNING, EXPERIMENTAL,
LEISURE,RETAIL, PUBLIC
START / COMPLETION 2010 / 2011
SITE AREA 11.200 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 22.100 M2
STATUS UNBUILT
AWARDS 2012 MIPIM AR FUTURE PROJECTS
AWARDS URBAN REGENERATION AND MASTER
PLANNING AWARD

GAZHANE
7 BEYLERBEYI
ISTANBUL

5 GAD PARK
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, SEMIH ACAR,
MUSTAFA KEMAL KAYIS, EMIR DRAHSAN, BAHA
ERCANOGLU, ASLI AYVAZ, GUNEY YIRIK
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE OFFICE, INTERIOR
SITE AREA 750 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 750 M2
START / COMPLETION 2016
STATUS BUILT

8 TPKP

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OGUZ CANKAN, DURMUS DILEKCI,
SALIH KUCUKTUNA, SEMIH ACAR, MUSTAFA KEMAL
KAYIS, NESIME ONEL, YONCA URUN

ARCHICTECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, TAHSIN INANICI,
GOKSEN GUNGOR, JONAS KIRSCH, EFE ILGEN,
OZAN ERTUG

CLIENT MULKIYELILER BIRLIGI
LOCATION BEYLERBEYI, ISTANBUL
PROJECT TYPE RESTORATION, RENOVATION,
RE-USE, PUBLIC
SITE AREA 10.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 2.800 M2
START / COMPLETION 1995 / 2001 & 2015 / 2018
STATUS UNDERCONSTRUCTION

CLIENT ISTANBUL METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC, MASTER PLANNING,
REDEVELOPMENT, CULTURAL
START / COMPLETION 2013
SITE AREA 38.500 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 50.000 M2
STATUS UNBUILT

6 MOSKOW VRVKA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, GOKSEN GUNGOR,
OZAN ERTUG
CLIENT EXPO LLC
LOCATION MOSCOW, RUSSIA
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY,RESIDENTIAL
START / COMPLETION 2016
SITE AREA 12.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 55.000 M2
STATUS UNBUILT

9 DVN KURUCESME
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD IN COLLABORATION WITH SINAN
KAFADAR & METEX, OGUZ CANKAN
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, SEMIH ACAR,
BAHAR YILMAZ, DENIZ GALIP, IPEK YELEKCI, SUZAN
BOZFAKIOGLU, YIGIT OGUTOGULLARI, EMRE BILOL,
AYLIN DEGIRMEN, AYSU AYSOY, EFE ILGEN, SCOTT
BALTIMORE, VOLKAN KUTAL, ESRA ESEN
CLIENT DIVAN GROUP
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE LEISURE,HOTEL,REDEVELOPMENT,
HOSPITALITY,INTERIORS,RETAIL
START / COMPLETION 2012 / 2020
SITE AREA 6.851 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 10.346 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2015 THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR
ARCHITECTURE & THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM GREEN
GOOD DESIGN AWARD
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10 CAPPADOCIA KEPEZ
ARC.PR. & DSGN.GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, OZAN ERTUG, TANSEL
DALGALI, BURAK PAKSOY, VOLKAN KUTAL, SEDA
TUGUTLU, BESTE DABAKOGLU, EMRE BILOL
CLIENT INDIGO TOURISM
LOCATION CAPPADOCIA, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL,HOSPITALITY,
EXPERIMENT,RETAIL
START / COMPLETION 2020 / SITE AREA 135.000 M2
CONS. AREA 53.00 M2
STATUS IN PROGRESS

11 CAPADOCIA SPA HOTEL
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, OZAN ERTUG, TANSEL
DALGALI, BURAK PAKSOY, VOLKAN KUTAL, SEDA
TUGUTLU, EMRE BILOL, SENA AKCICEK
CLIENT INDIGO TOURISM
LOCATION CAPPADOCIA, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, RETAIL
START / COMPLETION 2020 SITE AREA 251.930 M2
CONS. AREA 37.789 M2
STATUS IN PROGRESS

PUBLIC PARK
13 KADIKOY
14 TRUMP CADDE
FACILITIES
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OGUZ CANKAN, ASLI SENER
ICINSEL,DILEK AYMAN RODRIGUE (LANDSCAPE),
HUSEYIN ONDER, YALIM GULERCAN, SECIL VANCI
CLIENT KADIKOY MUNICIPALITY, SELAHATTIN TEKE
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC
START / COMPLETION 1997
SITE AREA 350 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 176 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 1998 & 2004 AGA KHAN AWARD FOR
ARCHITECTURE SHORLISTED 1997 TURKISH
ARCHITECTURE PRIZE AWARDED
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ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM TAHSIN INANICI, JONAS KIRSCH,
GOKSEN GUNGOR, DERYA ARPAC
CONSULTANT IZZET CAPA
CLIENT ORTA DOGU OTOMOTIV
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RETAIL
START / COMPLETION 2013 / 2014
SITE AREA2.100M2
CONS. AREA 1.000 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2015 THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR
ARCHITECTURE & THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM GREEN
GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2014 GERMAN ICONIC
AWARDS WINNER 2014 INTERNATIONAL PROPERT Y
AWARDS EUROPEAN PROP-ERTY AWARDS

12 INDIGO KARLIK
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, OGUZ CANKAN,
SEMIH ACAR, IREM SERTELLI, SENA AKCICEK,
KONURALP SENOL, PELIN GUC, HASAN BERK AKSOY
CLIENT INDIGO GROUP
LOCATION UCHISAR, CAPPADOCIA, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY
SITE AREA 9.377 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 9.935 M2
START 2021
STATUS IN PROGRESS

ORIENTAL
15 MANDARIN
HOTEL & RESIDENCES
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD IN COLLABORATION WITH
ANTONIO CITTERIO & METEX
PROJECT TEAM SEMIH ACAR, AYSU AYSOY, DERYA
ARPAC, MUSTAFA KEMAL KAYIS, VOLKAN KUTAL
CLIENT AGT
LOCATION CENNETKOYU, BODRUM, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY, HOTEL,
RESIDENTIAL
START / COMPLETION 2011 / 2014
SITE AREA 6.000.000 M2
CONS. AREA 80.000 M2
STATUS BUILT
LANDSCAPE SCAPE DESIGN

16 FOUR SEASONS SEA CLUB
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEMIH ACAR, TANSEL DALGALI, PAUL
RAGSDALE, ASLI AYVAZ, HANDE KOCABAS, BURAK
PAKSOY , EMRE BILOL, AYLIN DEGIRMEN, VOLKAN
KUTAL, YIGIT OGUTOGULLARI, DENIZ GALIP
CLIENT YILMAZ GRUP
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, LEISURE, RETAIL,
EXPERIMENTAL
START / COMPLETION 2019
SITE AREA 869.522 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 319.633 M2
STATUS BUILT

19 BALMUMCU
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEMIH ACAR, OGUZ CANKAN, OZAN
ERTUG, BAHAR YILMAZ
CLIENT GLOBA
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE EXPERIMENTAL
SITE AREA 5.395 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 42.000 M2
START / COMPLETION 2021/STATUS IN PROGRESS

17 MONTROSE RESORT HOTEL 18 PINAR LOGISTICS
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEMIH ACAR, OGUZ CANKAN, PAUL
RAGSDALE, ASLI AYVAZ, BAHAR YILMAZ, JONAS
KIRSCH, OZAN ERTUG, MARTINA LA VISTA, HANDE
KOCABAS, BURAK PAKSOY, YIGIT OGUTOGULLARI,
EMRE BILOL, AYLIN DEGIRMEN, VOLKAN KUTAL,
ANTHOF TURK
CLIENT NORTH STAR DOO.
LOCATION MONTENEGRO
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY, HOTEL,
RESIDENTIAL
START / COMPLETION 2020/ SITE AREA 530.300 M2
CONS. AREA 195.000 M2
STATUS IN PROGRESS

20 CYSUS
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, SENA AKCICEK,
BENGISU NERGIZ
CLIENT DAP YAPI
LOCATION CESME, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE EXPERIMENTAL,HOSPITALITY
SITE AREA 23,164 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 14,000 M2
START / COMPLETION 2021/STATUS IN PROGRESS

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM MUSTAFA KEMAL KAYIS, EMIR
DRAHSAN, CEMAL EROL, SARA CANSIN GUNGOR,
MARTINA LA VISTA, MURAT SOKUN, OGUZ CANKAN,
BAHAR YILMAZ
CLIENT PINAR LOGISTICS ACADEMY
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE INTERIORS, OFFICE
SITE AREA 25.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 25.000 M2
START / COMPLETION 2017
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2015 EUROPEAN PROPERTY AWARDS
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TURKEY FOR
THE PINAR LOGISTICS CENTER, INTERNATIONAL
PROPERTY AWARDS

PARKORMAN
21 BORUSAN
EXPEDITION CENTER
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM DURMUS DILEKCI, OGUZ
CANKAN, SALIH KUCUKTUNA
CLIENT BORUSAN HOLDING
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY, LEISURE,
INTERIORS
START / COMPLETION 2001
SITE AREA 150 M2
CONS. AREA 240 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2003 MIAMI BIENNALE BRONZE MEDAL
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22 THE EXPLODED HOUSE
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM DURMUS DILEKCI, SALIH
KUCUKTUNA, OGUZ CANKAN
CLIENT VEDAT SEMIZ
LOCATION BODRUM, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, PRIVATE HOUSE,
INTERIORS
INTERIORS HAKAN EZER
START / COMPLETION 2003
SITE AREA 1.000 M2
CONS. AREA 760 M2
STATUS BUILT

HOTEL
25 KUUM
RESIDENCES

SPA &

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, AYHAN URGUPLU,
GEORGE SCHREINER, LAURA FINK, ESIN AYER ,ARZU
MEYVACI,SERKAN CEDETAS
CLIENT UGUR TUNCEL, IRFAN KURIS (CLIENT
CONSULTANT)
LOCATION TURKBUKU, BODRUM, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY, RESIDENTIAL,
WELLNESS, HOTEL, INTERIORS
START / COMPLETION 2009
SITE AREA 20.000 M2
CONS. AREA 9.600 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2012 WORLD LUXURY SPA AWARDS BEST
LUXURY DESTINATION SPA2011 INTERNATIONAL
HOTEL AWARDS BEST HOTEL ARCHITECTURE2011
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL AWARDS BEST HOTEL
ARCHITECTURE
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23 ONE & ORTAKOY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, OZAN ERTUG, TAHSIN
INANICI, ERTUGRUL MORCOL
LANDSCAPE DESIGN DS MIMARLIK
INTERIOR DESIGN AUTOBAN
CLIENT DOGU INSAAT
LOCATION ISTANBUL , TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, DORMITORY
START / COMPLETION 2008 / 2011
SITE AREA 12.000 M2
CONS. AREA 56.000 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2012 THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR
ARCHITECTURE & THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM GREEN
GOOD DESIGN AWARD

26 BESIKTAS FISH MARKET
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, TAHSIN INANICI,
ALEX SUAREZ
CLIENT BESIKTAS MUNICIPALITY & BESIKTAS
FISHERMAN UNION
LOCATION ISTANBUL
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC, RETAIL
START / COMPLETION 2009
SITE AREA 320 M2
CONS. AREA 260 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2014 ARCHMARATHON AWARDS
CROWD AWARD 2012 THE EUROPEAN CENTRE
FOR ARCHITECTURE & THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM
INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURE AWARD 2010
NOMINEE IN THE CATEGORY ‘BUILT’ FOR BESIKTAS
FISHMARKET, URBAN INTERVENTION AWARD,
BERLIN

24 CASTLE ROCK
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, OZAN ERTUG,
ERTUGRUL MORCOL, BRUNO STRINGHETA, YELIZ
OZSOY, ESIN AYER
CLIENT MONARCH COURT
LOCATION BODRUM, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, PRIVATE HOUSES
START / COMPLETION 2007 / 2009
SITE AREA 3.850 M2
CONS. AREA 12.000 M2
STATUS BUILT

27 PINA BODRUM
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SCOTT BALTIMORE
CLIENT KY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
LOCATION BODRUM, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PRIVATE HOUSE
START / COMPLETION 2009
SITE AREA 45.500 M2
CONS. AREA 9.000 M2
STATUS UNBUILT

BEACH RESORT &
28 SUSONA
29 AUTOPIA
SPA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEMIH ACAR, EFE ILGEN, TAHSIN
INANICI, JOHN YOUNG
CLIENT ADILBEY HOLDING
LOCATION TORBA, BODRUM, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY, HOTEL, INTERIOR
START / COMPLETION 2011 / 2013
SITE AREA 27.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 15.800 M2
STATUS BUILT

30 MDNY HOUSE

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD IN COLLABORATION WITH DARA
KIRMIZITOPRAK

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD IN COLLABORATION WITH DARA
KIRMIZITOPRAK

PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, OZAN ERTUG, AYSU
AYSOY, BURCAK PEKIN
CLIENT KELES & GUL INSAAT
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RETAIL,INTERIOR
START / COMPLETION 2009 / 2012
SITE AREA 46.750 M2
CONS. AREA 170.650 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2013 MIPIM AR FUTURE PROJECTS
AWARDS WINNER 2010 EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY AWARDS THE MIXED-USE ARCHITETURE
AWARD

PROJECT TEAM MUSTAFA KEMAL KAYIS, JONAS
KIRSCH, DERYA ARPAC, SCOTT BALTIMORE, SENAY
UNDEMIR
CLIENT ZENO YAPI
LOCATION BURSA, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, VILLA/PRIVATE HOUS
START / COMPLETION 2012 / 2013
SITE AREA 2.500 M2
CONS. AREA 1.600 M2
STATUS UNBUILT
AWARDS 2012 INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY AWARDS
SINGLE RESIDENCE AWARD

THERMAL & SPA
S WISSOTEL
31 ESKISEHIR
32 BODRUM
33 NEWADA
HOTEL
BEACH RESORT
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, CARLOS VALDERAMA,
ERTUGRUL MORCOL, DERYA ARPAC, SCOTT
BALTIMORE, ESRA ESEN
CLIENT POLIMEKS INSAAT, TASIGO GROUP
LOCATION ESKISEHIR, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY, WELLNESS, HOTEL,
INTERIOR
START / COMPLETION 2011 / 2014
SITE AREA 25.000 M2
CONS. AREA 45.000 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2016 POOL VISION MIDDLE EAST TOURISM
AND LEISURE CATEGORY WINNER 2015 WAF
SHORTLISTED 2013 THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR
ARCHITECTURE &THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM GREEN
GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2012 INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
AND PROPERTY AWARDS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
HOTEL ARCHITECTURE AWARD

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEMIH ACAR, TAHSIN INANICI, EFE
ILGEN, SCOTT BALTIMORE, DERYA ARPAC
CLIENT CAGDAS HOLDING
LOCATION TURGUTREIS, BODRUM, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE HOSPITALITY, RESIDENTIAL, HOTEL
START / COMPLETION 2011 / 2015
SITE AREA 26.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 20.000 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2016 WORLD LUXURY HOTEL AWARDS
LUXURY BEACH RESORT AWARD

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, MUSTAFA KEMAL
KAYIS, JONAS KIRSCH
CLIENT ILBAK HOLDING
LOCATION ISTANBUL
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL
SITE AREA 12.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 50.000 M2
START / COMPLETION 2014
STATUS BUILT
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34 GAD MSLK
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, MUSTAFA KEMAL
KAYIS, AYSU AYSOY, CAGLAR AKKAYA
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
START / COMPLETION 2015
SITE AREA 14.000 M2
CONS. AREA 80.000 M2
STATUS STUDY

37 BDPT
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEMIH ACAR, NESIME ONEL, PAUL
RAGSDALE, ASLI AYVAZ, BURAK PAKSOY , HANDE
KOCABAS, BURAK PAKSOY, EMRE BILOL, AYLIN
DEGIRMEN, VOLKAN BULUC KUTAL
CLIENT PD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT KFT.
LOCATION BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, EXPERIMENTAL
START / COMPLETION 2021
SITE AREA 6.515 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 42.000 M2
STATUS IN PROGRESS
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35 YKAD HOUSE
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM BAHA ERCANOGLU, AYSU AYSOY
CLIENT ALI DERMANI, YASEMIN KARABEYOGLU
LOCATION ANKARA, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, VILLA/PRIVATE
HOUSES
START / COMPLETION 2016
SITE AREA 1.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 1.650 M2
STATUS BUILT

38 IST MARINA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SANZADEH, EMRE BILOL, AYLIN
DEGIRMEN, VOLKAN KUTAL, BESTE DABAKOGLU
CLIENT DAP YAPI
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RETAIL, LEISURE, PUBLIC, RECENT,
EXPERIMENTAL
START / COMPLETION 2018 SITE AREA 93.766 M2
CONS. AREA 38.545 M2
STATUS BUILT

36 AHK KNDU VILLAS
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, MUSTAFA KEMAL
KAYIS, GOKSEN GUNGOR, ESRA ESEN, SEMIH ACAR,
YUCEL DEMIR, PELIN ARIBAS, VOLKAN KUTAL
CLIENT AHK
LOCATION ANTALYA, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PRIVATE HOUSE,RESIDENTIAL
START / COMPLETION 2016 / 2018
SITE AREA 28.000 M2
CONS. AREA 33.000 M2
STATUS BUILT
AWARDS 2018 HOME OVERSEAS RUSSIAN
AWARDS, BEST ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN BEST
UNDER CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT IN TURKEY
2017 SIGN OF THE CITY AWARDS, BEST PRIVATE
RESIDENCE 2016 THE PLAN AWARDS HONORABLE
MENTION 2015 SIGN OF THE CITY AWARDS
PREMIUM PROJECT + THE GREENEST BUILDING
UNDER CONSTRUCTION 2015 EUROPEAN PROPERTY
AWARDS RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AWARD

L JUBL I A N A
39 CENTER

SCIENCE

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM TANSEL DALGALI, BURAK PAKSOY,
SEDA TUGUTLU, EMRE BILOL, AYLIN DEGIRMEN, CAN
METIN, VOLKAN KUTAL
CLIENT THE CHAMBER OF ARCHITECTURE AND
SPATIAL PLANNING OF SLOVENIA
LOCATION LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIA
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC, MASTER PLANNING,
REDEVELOPMENT, CULTURAL
START / COMPLETION 2019
SITE AREA 12.500 M2
CONS. AREA 19.250 M2
STATUS COMPETITION

40 ANDALUS VILLA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, LAURA FINK
CLIENT SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION
LOCATION TRIPOLI, LIBYA
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, VILLA/PRIVATE
HOUSE, EXPERIMENTAL
START / COMPLETION 2007 / 2008
SITE AREA 1.500 M2
CONS. AREA 2.500 M2
STATUS COMPETITION

43 TASHKENT
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEDA TUGUTLU, EMRE BILOL,
VOLKAN KUTAL
CLIENT AKFA GROUP
LOCATION TASHKENT, UZBEKISTAN
PROJECT TYPE MASTER PLANNING, MIXED-USE,
RESIDENTIAL, OFFICE
START / COMPLETION 2017
SITE AREA 900.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 2.000.000 M2
STATUS UNBUILT

41 GAD HOUSE
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEDA TUGUTLU, CEMAL EROL,
EMRE BILOL
CLIENT ARCH OUT LOUD
LOCATION LOS ANGELES, USA
PROJECT TYPE PRIVATE HOUSE
SITE AREA 1.200 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 500 M2
START / COMPLETION 2017
STATUS COMPETITION

44 CHINA TOWN
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEDA TUGUTLU, EMRE BILOL,
SINEM OZALP
CLIENT NYC DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
LOCATION NEW YORK, USA
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC,EXPERIMENTAL
START / COMPLETION 2018
STATUS STUDY

42 MEDIA CITY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD & ALPASLAN ATAMAN
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, SEDA TUGUTLU,
MUSTAFA KEMAL KAYIS, GOKSEN GUNGOR, EMRE
BILOL, ESRA ESEN, VOLKAN KUTAL
CLIENT ITO
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC,URBAN PLANNING, OFFICE,
EXPERIMENTAL, RETAIL
SITE AREA 2.800.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 75000 M2
START /COMPLETION 2017
STATUS IN PROGRESS
AWARDS 2017 MIPIM AR FUTURE PROJECTS
AWARDS JEU D’ESPRIT PRIZE 2017 WAFX SMART
CITY PRIZE 2017 THE AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE
PRIZE WINNER IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

45 CONVENTION CENTER
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM MUSTAFA KEMAL KAYIS, SEDA
TUGUTLU, CEMAL EROL, EMRE BILOL, SINEM
OZALP,CAFER KUTRU, VOLKAN KUTAL
CLIENT AKFA GROUP
LOCATION TASHKENT, UZBEKISTAN
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC
SITE AREA 60.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 35.000 M2
START / COMPLETION 2017
STATUS UNBUILT
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46 PARK AVENUE
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM AYHAN OZAN, GOKHAN KARAKUS,
SEDA TUGUTLU, CAN IMAMOGLU, ENSAR KAYA,
EMRE BILOL, AYLIN DEGIRMEN, VOLKAN KUTAL

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM NESIME ONEL, GOKSEN GUNGOR,
MURAT SOKUN, ESRA ESEN, EMRE BILOL, AYLIN
DEGIRMEN, VOLKAN KUTAL

CLIENT FB DESIGN COMPETITION
LOCATION NEW YORK, USA
PROJECT TYPE EXPERIMENTAL, URBAN PLANNING,
PUBLIC
START / COMPLETION 2018
SITE AREA 350.000 M2
CONS. AREA 106.000 M2
STATUS STUDY

CLIENT FOLKART
LOCATION IZMIR, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE RESIDENTIAL, EXPERIMENTAL, RETAIL
START / COMPLETION 2017 / 2018
SITE AREA 20.715 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 100.000 M2
STATUS UNBUILT
AWARDS 2015 THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR
ARCHITECTURE & THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM GREEN
GOOD DESIGN AWARD

49 HYDE PARK LIBRARY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM SEDA TUGUTLU, EMRE BILOL, SINEM
OZALP, CAFER KUTRU, VOLKAN KUTAL
CLIENT ARCHASM
LOCATION LONDON, UK
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC
SITE AREA 7.500 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 4.000 M2
START /COMPLETION 2017
STATUS COMPETITION
AWARDS 2018 MIPIM CIVIC & COMMUNITY WINNER
- COMMENDED PROJECT
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47 FOLKART RESIDENCES

48 ITU LIBRARY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OGUZ CANKAN, SEDA TUGUTLU,
CEMAL EROL, EMRE BILOL, ENSAR KAYA, BURAK
PAKSOY, AYLIN DEGIRMEN, VOLKAN KUTAL, AYSU
AKSOY
CLIENT ISTANBUL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE MONUMENT,
INSTALLATION,EXPERIMENTAL, PUBLIC
SITE AREA 9.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 5.000 M2
START / COMPLETION 2018
STATUS IN PROGRESS

MUNICIPALIT Y
50 MEB SCHOOL ARNAVUTKOY 51 TIRANA
BUILDING
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, OGUZ CANKAN,
KEMAL ARDA ALKIN, AYSIMA YAVUZ
CLIENT ARCH OUT LOUD
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE EXPERIMENTAL, INTERIORS, PUBLIC
SITE AREA 500 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 1.200 M2
START / COMPLETION 2020
STATUS COMPETITION

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN GOKHAN
AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TEAM OZAN ERTUG, OGUZ CANKAN,
NESIME OLCAYCAN, BURAK PAKSOY, AYLIN
DEGIRMEN, BAHAR YILMAZ, ASLI AYVAZ, TANSEL
DALGALI, GOKHAN KARAKUS, VOLKAN KUTAL,
EMRE BILOL,IREM SERTELLI, BATUHAN CELEBI,
AYSIMA YAVUZ
CLIENT TIRANA MUNICIPALITY / COMPETITION
LOCATION ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PROJECT TYPE PUBLIC, RESTORATION,
RENOVATION, RE-USE
SITE AREA 10.000 M2
CONSTRUCTION AREA 2.800 M2
START 2020
STATUS IN PROGRESS
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GAD Projects
A+ Shopping Center
AFM Fitas Cinema
Afyon Cultural Center
Agoras Istanbul
Aguti Ethiopia
AHK Kundu Villas
Ahlatci Fabrika
Ahlatci Villa
Akbank Findikli
Akseki House
Aksoy Technal
Akusta Showroom
Algida Cafe
Ambarlar
Andalus Villa Libya
Angel Blue Bebek
Aqua Florya
Arnavutkoy Niveko
Art House
Astas Etiler
Astas Gundogan
Astas IBA
Astas Mandarin Etiler
Astay Bodrum
Astay Bodrum 3 Part
Astay Bodrum Faz 2
Astay Bodrum Yali
Atakoy A Plus Avm
Atasehir Residences
Atli Evi
Autopia
Autopian
Azerbaycan Baku Maku
Bandirma Competition
Bank Express HQ
Barghilia Town Planning/Project Bodrum
BDPT
BDRM Yokusbasi
Beirut Solidere
Bekmezci House
Besiktas Fish Market
Besiktas Huzurevi
Besiktas Public Sports Center
Beyaz Firin Atakoy
Beylikduzu Vadi
BG London
Bitez Aktur Erkubba
Bodrum Swiss Hotel Beach Resort
Borusan Music & Art Center
Borusan Parkorman Expedition Center
Botas HQ
Boxer Cafe
Boyner WePublic
Buama House
Bulgari Bodrum
Bulgur Palace

Bursa Convention Center
Bursa Trade and Chamber of Industry
Buyuk Kulup
Caddebostan Apartment 28
CaddeBostan Offices
Cafe In Bodrum
Canakkale Museum
Castle Rock
Cemevi Besiktas
Cennet Koyu 2
Cerle d’Orient
Cesme/OVCK Turgay Gumus
Changa Restaurant Istanbul
China Town NY
CIF
Cimkent
Cinema Hall
CKMKY
CLN Apartment
CNNT KY House, Spa & Hotel
Colossus Hotel
Constantini Museum
Cosmos Kazan
DAMAC Dubai Canal
DAP Atasehir
DAP Beykoz
DAP Cesme Cysus
DAP IBA
DAP Lisbon
DAP MASLAK
Denizbank HQ
Digital Town
Dikili Houses
Doco Cip
Dogan Yarici House
Dogus Auto HQ
Durusu House
Duygu Asena House
DVN Kurucesme
Ebene Germany
Enis Sevil Rwanda
ENKA Adapazari
ENKA Co-working
ENKA Santral
ENKA Sport Center
ERBIL
Erie Apartments Washington DC
Erzurum Fuar
ESAS Riva
Escargo Residences
Eskisehir Thermal & Spa Hotel
Esma Sultan Palace
Exploded House
Fatih Office
Fba Cekmekoy
FGA Bodrum
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Fiba Acibadem
Flooded House
FOEV
Folkart Residences Izmir
Four Seasons Sea Club
FSR Etiler
FTH House
GAD House
GAD Maslak
GAD Park
GAD Rise
GAD Town
Gandhi Senegal
Garanti Zone
Gazhane Istanbul
GDKP
Gebze Residences
GKTFK
GKTRK Residences
GLOBA Balmumcu
GLOBA Gokturk Neo
Golden Drop Kazan
Golmahal
Green Port
Haaz Design & Art Gallery
Hair Salon
Hakan Ezer Office
Halic Port
Harlem Housing
Harunoglu House
Herbil Plus Bodrum
Hillside City Club Istinye Park
Hillside Istinye Park Apartment
Horizon Point
Hotel Cavo
Hyde Park Library
Hype - Leisure
Hype I
Hype II
Hype III
Hype Masterplan
Indigo Cappadocia Karlik
Indigo Cappadocia Kepez
Indigo Cappadocia Spa Hotel Avanos
Indigo Karlik
Islamhaneleri House
IST Marina Konsept
Istanbul Office Park
Istanbul Shopping Center
Istinye Mixed-Use
ISTNY
ITO-TOBB
ITU Library
Izmir ADP
Japanese Garden
Jodc Mecca
Kadikoy Competition
Kadikoy Public Park Facilities
Kazan Polimeks
KB Zorlu House
KILER GYO Abbasaga
Kiev Turkish Embassy
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Kiez & Kutman house
Kimeks HQ
Kongre Vadisi Macka
Kurucesme Club
KUUM Hotel & Spa & Residences
Kuzguncuk Art House
LA-BIG
Leftbank Restaurant Washington DC
Limanhan
Ljublana Science Center
Logistics City
Macakizi Proposal
Maldives GA(D)AKOSHIBEE
Maltepe Meydan
Mandarin Oriental Hotel & Residences
Marakesh Houses
Mars Athletic Club
Mavisehir Residences
MAYA Anatolium
MAYA Ankara
MAYA Bodrum
MDNY House
MEB Ankara
MEB School Arnavutkoy
Media City Kitapkent ITO
Megakent Shopping & Cultural Center
Mesci House
Metu Arge
MIPIM 2015
MIPIM 2016
MIPIM 2017
MIPIM 2022
MIPIM2018
Ministry Of Environment
MNDRN Kurucesme
MONACO Le Meridien
Monarch Club
Montrose Resort Hotel & Villas
Moscow Bulgari
Moscow Vrvka
MSLK
Mülkiyeliler Socail Center
MYNNDOS
Myott Cafe Ortakoy
NAIROBI
Nanda YLV
Narlidere Metin Sancak Ev
Nazan Ozden House
NEF Bodrum
(N)erbil City Master Plan
Nevsehir Modul Planlama
Newada
NG Bitez
Nihat Odabasi
Nikki Beach Resort Spa Torba
Nilufer Tower NLF
Nisque Balmumcu
Niveko Arnavutkoy
Niveko Office
Nomad Promenade
NTV Ankara
NY the Hill

NYC Turkevi
Odunpazari Urban Development
Olympos Hotel
One & Ortakoy
Ortakoy Next Tower
Osmos Tower
OTRADNOE
Ozbay House
Ozbek Han
Park Avenue
Parkorman Master Plan
Pasaport Tower
Peritus Office
Perla Vista
Pina Bodrum
Pinar Logistics
Plastikos
Polaris
Polat Hilton
Polat Levent
Pozcu House
Prayer Space
Prefab House
Ramp House
Relux I
Relux II
Relux III
Resadiye Houses
RG House
RIT Kosova
Rivakoy
Rumi I
Rumi II
Rumi III
Salman Villa
San Teater
Sapphire Bay Resort
Sardegna
Sarkusyan Building
Science Center Slovenia
Serap Ozbay House Three Era House
Serra Gate
Seyma & Akın Nalca House
Shell HQ
Sirinevler
Sirte Park
Sisli Tower Sporium
Ski Hotel
Sky Scraper
Sloped House
SNP Zeytinburnu
Sporium Atasehir
SSL Tower
Sunroof Restaurant
Susona Beach Resort & Spa
Taksim Competition
Tarih Vakfi Office
Tashkent
Tashkent
Tashkent II
Taxim
Tazlar New Media Center

Technal - Aksoy Administration Building
TED Campus Ankara
Tekneler(Nisque, Nazque)
Tekstil Bank HQ
Telekom Acibadem HQ
The Istanbul Merter
The Istanbul Residences
The Istanbul Zeytinburnu
Tirana New Municipality Building
TMTD Trump House
Tobruk Hotel
Tolerance Center
Torque Rumi
TPKP
TRGTRS Coastline Master Plan
Triangle House
Trump Cadde
Tshknt Convention Center
TTA Offices
Tupras HQ
Turgay Gumus Ovacik
Turktelekom Acibadem
Tuz Ambari
Twin Twan
TZL House
Umraniye Office
Unisite I
Unisite II
Unisite III
Unisite III
Uskup Cevahir
Uzel Multi
VDA
Vitapark
WAF 2016
Wall Street Exhibition Space
Weinstabl House
WePublic
Wooden House
WWF
Yalikavak
Yalova Elyaf
Yapkim - Hoeschst Administration
Building
Yassiada
YEM
Yilmaz Group Rivakoy
Ying & Yung Maslak
YKAD House
YLV Elyaf
YNKY Tribeca
YNTM HQ Yontem
Zakhalov House
Zeytinia
Ziraatbank Atakoy
Zorlu Center
Zorlu Deva Maslak
Zorlu Levent
ZRT Social Center
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DOGUS AUTO HQ

NIVEKO

NIVEKO ARNAVUTKOY

LOCATION: MASLAK & ISTANBUL
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE
YEAR: 1994
STATUS: BUILT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, OFFICE
YEAR: 1995
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE
YEAR: 1995
STATUS: BUILT

JAPANESE GARDEN

UZEL MULTI

WALL STREET EXHIBITION SPACE

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, PUBLIC
YEAR: 1996
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE, EXPERIMENTAL, RETAIL
YEAR: 1997
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: WASHINGTON / USA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: INTERIORS, EXPERIMENTAL, CULTURAL, LEISURE, PUBLIC
YEAR: 1998

ZEYTINIA

WEINSTABLE HOUSE

AMH (IZMIR ADP)

LOCATION: NEW YORK CITY / USA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: INTERIORS, RETAIL
YEAR: 1998
STATUS: BUILT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: VILLA, RESIDENTIAL, INTERIORS
YEAR: 1999
STATUS: BUILT

LOCATION: IZMIR / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: PUBLIC, URBAN PLANNING
YEAR: 2000
STATUS: STUDY

BOXER CAFE

MEGAKENT SHOPPING CENTER

MYOTT CAFE

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: INTERIORS, RETAIL
YEAR: 2000
STATUS: BUILT

LOCATION: SISLI / ISTANBUL
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: SHOPPING MALL
YEAR: 2000
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: INTERIORS, RETAIL
YEAR: 2000
STATUS: BUILT

TEKSTIL BANK

RAMP HOUSE

VALIKONAGI HOUSE

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE
YEAR: 2000
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: BODRUM / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: VILLA/PRIVATE HOUSES,
EXPERIMENTAL, RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2000
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: HARBIYE / ISTANBUL
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENCE
YEAR: 2001
STATUS: BUILT

THE ISTANBUL RESIDENCES

CAFE ALGIDA

NY THE HILL

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL & OFFICE
YEAR: 2001
STATUS: BUILT

LOCATION: ALTUNIZADE / ISTANBUL
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESTAURANT
YEAR: 2002

LOCATION: NEW YORK CITY / USA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, PUBLIC, LEISURE
YEAR: 2002
STATUS: STUDY
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PARKORMAN MASTERPLAN

HARLEM HOUSING

LEFTBANK RESTAURANT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2003
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: NEW YORK CITY / USA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2004
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: WASHINGTON DC / USA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: INTERIORS, RETAIL
YEAR: 2004
STATUS: BUILT

ATASEHIR SPORIUM

NTV ANKARA

ISTANBUL OFFICE PARK

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: INTERIORS, RETAIL
YEAR: 2004
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ANKARA / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD & DARA
BUILDING TYPE: RETAIL
YEAR: 2006
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD & DARA KIRMIZITOPRAK
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE, RESIDENTIAL, RETAIL
YEAR: 2007
STATUS: STUDY

FOEV

ZORLU DEVA MASLAK

ZORLU CENTER

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, CULTURAL
YEAR: 2006
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, OFFICE, RETAIL, RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2008
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, EXPERIMENTAL, OFFICE, LEISURE
YEAR: 2008
STATUS: STUDY

ANGEL BLUE

ATASEHIR RESIDENCES

HILLSIDE ISTINYE PARK

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: LEISURE, EXPERIMENTAL, RETAIL
YEAR: 2009
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2009
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: SPORT, INTERIORS, HOSPITALITY, LEISURE
YEAR: 2009
STATUS: BUILT

MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

PRAYER SPACE

AGORAS

LOCATION: ANKARA / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD & DARA KIRMIZITOPRAK
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE, RESIDENTIAL, RETAIL
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: KAZAN / RUSSIA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, PUBLIC, LEISURE
YEAR: 2009
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, RESIDENTIAL, LEISURE, RETAIL
YEAR: 2010
STATUS: STUDY

FUGA TATIL KOYU

TORQUE RUMI

YALCINLAR SOCIAL CLUB

LOCATION: KAZAN / RUSSIA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE
YEAR: 2010
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: KAZAN / RUSSIA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE
YEAR: 2010
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & DARA KIRMIZITOPRAK & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, LEISURE
YEAR: 2010
STATUS: BUILT
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ZIRAATBANK ATAKOY

HYPE MASTERPLAN

HYPE II

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: HOSPITALITY, LEISURE, EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2010
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: MIXED-USE & URBAN PLANNING
YEAR: 2010
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: LEISURE, EXPERIMENTAL, RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2011
STATUS: STUDY

NLF

AUTOPIAN

LALE PARK COMPLEX

LOCATION: BURSA / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, LEISURE, EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2011
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD & DARA KIRMIZITOPRAK
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, OFFICE, RETAIL, EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2012
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: TABRIZ / IRAN
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: HOTEL, SHOPPING MALL
YEAR: 2012
STATUS: UNBUILT

NISQUE

SKYSCRAPER

TTA OFFICES

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, INTERIORS
YEAR: 2012
STATUS: BUILT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / HONG KONG / LONDON
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, PUBLIC, RESIDENTAL, LEISURE
YEAR: 2012
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE, EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2012
STATUS: STUDY

UNISITE I

RELUX I

GAD RISE

LOCATION: EDIRNE / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, DORMITORY & LEISURE
YEAR: 2012
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: KAGITHANE / ISTANBUL
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
CLIENT: ALTUNBUKEN
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2013
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2013
STATUS: STUDY

UNISITE II

GOLDEN DROP

ISTINYE MIXED-USE

LOCATION: EDIRNE / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, DORMITORY & LEISURE
YEAR: 2013
STATUS: BUILT

LOCATION: KAZAN / RUSSIA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD & DARA KIZILTOPRAK
YEAR: 2014
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENCE
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & ALPASLAN ATAMAN & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: HOSPITALITY, MIXED-USE
YEAR: 2014
STATUS: IN PROGRESS

MVS RESIDENCE

HALIC PORT

ASTY ISTANBUL

LOCATION: IZMIR / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2014
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & ALPASLAN ATAMAN & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: URBAN PLANNING
YEAR: 2014
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2015
STATUS: UNBUILT
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POLARIS

YALICIFLIK PROJECT

LOCATION: CAIOR & EGYPT
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
YEAR: 2016
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: BODRUM / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
YEAR: 2016
STATUS: UNBUILT

KGL

SLDRE

ETILER MIXED USE

LOCATION: RWANDA
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: MIXED-USE
YEAR: 2016
STATUS: IN PROGRESS

LOCATION: BEIRUT
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2016
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL/TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR:
STATUS: UNBUILT

NANDA
LOCATION: YALOVA / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & ALPASLAN ATAMAN & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, OFFICE & RETAIL
YEAR: 2015
STATUS: STUDY
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CKMKY

ENKA STATION

WEPUBLIC

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, INTERIORS
YEAR: 2016
STATUS: IN PROGRESS

LOCATION: ADAPAZARI / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: OFFICE
YEAR: 2016
STATUS: STUDY

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: INTERIORS, RETAIL & EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2016
STATUS: BUILT

MONACO LE MERIDIEN

CIP LOUNGE

LIBERIUM NATURA

LOCATION: MONACO
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: MIXED-USE
YEAR: 2018
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: EXPERIMENTAL, INTERIORS & RETAIL
YEAR: 2018
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: MONTENEGRO
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: PUBLIC & RETAIL
YEAR: 2020
STATUS: UNBUILT

MASLAK II

CNKKLE MUSEUM

BARGYLIA MASTER PLAN

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL, HOSPITALITY & PUBLIC
YEAR: 2020
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: CANAKKALE / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: MUSEUM & EXPERIMENTAL
YEAR: 2021
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: BODRUM / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
PROJECT TYPE: TOWN PLANNING, COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2021
STATUS: IN PROGRESS

BITEZ AKTUR KUBBA

CLN APARTMENT

DUBAI CANAL

LOCATION: BODRUM / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2021
STATUS: IN PROGRESS

LOCATION: ISTANBUL / TURKEY
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: COMMERCIAL
YEAR: 2022
STATUS: UNBUILT

LOCATION: DUBAI / UAD
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT & DESIGN:
GOKHAN AVCIOGLU & GAD
BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL
YEAR: 2022
STATUS: IN PROGRESS
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